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THE 14TH WERNER BRANDT CONFERENCE
ON THE PENETRATION OF CHARGED PARTICLES IN MATTER

Introduction and Overview

R. H. Ritchie

It is in order to make a short sketch of the origin and philosophy of these
workshops. The first was held at New York University in 1977, organized and
inspired by our late colleague, Werner Brandt, who was Professor of Physics and
Head of the Radiation Physics Laboratory there.

Werner was the driving force in the first and subsequent meetings until his
untimely death, although it was my privilege to help in these and succeeding
endeavors. Werner recognized the need for small and informal workshops in the
community of workers concerned with the interaction of charged particles in matter.
Since physical problems in this broad area often involve interdisciplinary expertise,
it was expected that participants would be drawn from many different institutions and
branches of knowledge and that smallness and informality would be essential for
success in such gatherings. He emphasized that the main goal of such meetings
should be to arrive at some sense of current problems, not merely to repeat results
that have already been published.

In particular, all participants were encouraged to contemplate beforehand how
their knowledge and scientific needs would relate to modern problems in penetration
physics so that the workshops cculd address some of the outstanding questions of
recent research. In a real sense, Werner here began a new mode of information
exchange that involved timely and exciting discussions, required minima] effort by
participants through the issuance of very informal summary reports, and included
active workers with a broad spectrum of viewpoints. It has been a rare privilege for
my colleagues and me to continue these workshops in Werner's honor and, in the
tradition begun so ably by him, to attempt to convey through them the fascination to
be found in research on charged particle penetration phenomena.

A list of past Workshops and their venues follows:

1977 - Wake Phenomena - New York University
1978 - Current Stopping Power Problems - New York University
1979 - Low-Energy Particles - New York University
1980 - Matter Under Extreme Conditions - New York University
1981 - Exotic Projectiles - New York University
1982 - Dynamic Screening and Effective Charge - Honolulu
1983 - Properties of Ion-Induced Tracks in Matter - Oak Ridge

National Laboratory



1984 • Inelastic Near-Surface Interactions • Oak Ridge National
Laboratory

1985 • Photon Emission from Irradiated Solids - Oak Ridge National
Laboratory

1986/87 - Dynamic Interactions of Probes with Condensed Matter -
University of Alicante, Alicante, Spain

1988 - G.arged Particle Penetration Phenomena - Oak Ridge National
Laboratory

1989 - The Penetration of Charged Particles in Matter - University of
the Basque Country

1990 - The Interaction of Charged Particles in Matter - Nara
Women's University, Japan

1992 - Charged Particle Penetration Phenomena - Oak Ridge
National Laboratory

The present Proceedings represents a wide spectrum of topics, but the
freshness and interest of contributions to this Workshop more than compensate for
the broadness of the coverage. The stimulation and excitement of exposure to the
research of workers in other areas has led to interactions that may be important for
the future.

The local committee, consisting of Bob Hamm, Jim Ashley and Oakley
Crawford, ably assisted by Brenda Kimmel and Jo Ann Cripps, organized the
conference with admirable efficiency, despite many other concurrent activities.

Whence is it that nature does nothing in vain; and whence arises all the
order and beauty that we see in the worid?...I. Newton

Supporting basic research is like stockpiling gold in Fort
Knox...W. Brandt

Research sponsored by the Office of Health and Environmental Research, U.S.
Department of Energy, under contract DE-AC05-84OR21400 with Martin Marietta
Energy Systems, Inc.
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PHASE EFFECT IN THE ENERGY LOSS OF

H PROJECTILES IN ZN TARGETS:

EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE AND THEORETICAL EXPLANATION.

P. Bauer,12 F. Kastner,1 A. Arnau2 A. Salin,3

F, D. Fainstein4 V. H. Ponce24 and P. M. Echenique2
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- ATOM/SOLID Electrons in metals

- Zn target ., H+ projectile

- Experiment. . (University of Linz)

- Gas phase - 15 £ E £ 720 KeV/u. Protons and

deuterons

- Transmission through a vapor cell

• Silicon detector

- Varying density

- S(E) and $ + , $° were measured

- Solid phase - 20 £ E £ KeV/u Protons and deuterons

- RBS technique . ; S(E) measured.

- Details

P. Bauer, NIM B22, 301 (1987)

C. Eppacher and D. Semrad, NIM B25, 109

(1988)
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THEOfiY

GAS PHASE

•Energy range 50s E ss 700 keV/u [1.4 ~ < v/v0 s 5.3]

S = * + S + + *°S0

0°, 0° experimentally measured, S+, So calculated

S+o = Sd
+ 0 + Sta

+i0 (projectile and target excitation.)

* TARGET ELECTRONS: HFS approx. (* AED)

FBA excitation and ionization cross sections (a,)

(Justification 4s and 3d dominate) v* - 0.8 v0

vM - 1.2 v0

S = fdt c o(e) + V eB aa o - 2n f db b (--J) (Impact parameter method)J
 a

 J dbdb

ionization excitation

H+ > Ho

Zl* — > | Z . - p ( q ) | 2

* PROJECTILE ELECTRONS (neglect of multistep step processes)

Capture: CDW approx., S^ = 2J o^1* AeB

Proper Statistics [2W0 - W)] (small b)

Loss: FBA mean transition energies

o10" from <J>\ <j>°, o"* and 4>°



SOLID PHASE (lo s E s 700 keV/u)

S = 0+S+ + A , + ^S. (H+, H°, H' charge states)
<f>1 calculated from o*1 ,̂ o10**
S( calculated including projectile and target excitations

* Target Electrons
4s free electron gas r, = 2.3
3d atomic orbitals, solid state energy levels

(Slater) (Janak, Moruzzi, Williams)
3p, 3s Atomic character (only ionization)

* Projectile Electrons: H charge state in an electron gas (GF&E)

* Different Treatments of the interaction

a) 3d capture Eikonal First order (Eichler) Ionization FBA screened
potential OPW Form Factor

b) H", H° projectile ionization due to Lattice ion cores. FBA with
Ashcroft pseudopotential OPW form factor

c) 4s and projectile electrons in Auger processes Ferni's golden rule &

im -1 OPW

d) 4s Target electrons contribution to the energy loss

* H (v -> o) fflr(vF) from DFT

* H \ H° single particle BEA with &\\.) linearly screened potential

* H+ loss to plasmon excitation Im (-1/c)
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CONCLUSION

- Experiment shows S**8 - 1,5 S*°M for H/Zn stopping at

E~ 50KeV

- Charge state approach "explains" the measured data

- 4s makes the difference

- At low energy non-perturbative treatments are needed

(especially for the gas phase)

- Solids — Coupling between 4s and 3d.

- New experiments, more insight

- Alkali metal targets

- Antiproton projectiles



MOLECULAR ORBITAL THEORY FOR THE STOPPING POWER OF ATOMS IN
CONDENSED MATTER: THE CASE OF HE ON METALS

J. J. Dorado and F. Flores
Universidad Autonoma
Madrid 28049, Spain
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Molecular Orbital Theory for the Stopping Power
of Atoms in Condensed Matter: the case of He on

Metals.

J.J. Dorado and F. Flores.

Genera) considerations. Stopping power.

Bohr (1913). Bethe(1930), Bloch(1933).

Linear regime r <<
Intermediate regime v -
High velocity limit v >>

16



Linear regime.
(<0 Liudliard'ttiolmric fuuctiun (1954)
Riiclue (19591, Ferret! aud Ritctug (1977).
(b) LDA for iin homugeoeus elearou gas.
Echemque. Nienuncn md Ritchie (19S1).

Why an LCAO approach?.
(a) Our first motivation: apply to this field an ab-initio LCAO method we have developed
for calculating electronic properties of solids.
(b) Second reason: to calculate the stopping power of ions in inhomogeneus systems —*
surfaces, transition metals (d-bands) etc., and the charge transfer processes near surfaces
including the atomic structure.

LCAQ method for calculating the electronic properties of solids.
( PRB 44.11412 (91) ).

= atomic wavefunctions.
HT.

17



Atomic wavefunet ions

Lowdin's wavefunctions

Q\(r) = AV'i + i'

Where A = (l/y/TTS + y/F^~S)/2) and
overlap between orbitals V'I a»d t'a-

Second quantization hamiltonian.

= (\/y/\

where

and

^T) /2 ) , S being the

r^f
with

In many cases, t, and t can be obtaitied with good accurancy by expanding the equa-
tions for S up two second order in S:

(. ~ ( -5*

overlap.
(, - ( j ) ~ St is due to the increase in the kinetic energy due to the orbitals

18



Uw.fiv.

xhcrg t Hydrogen dicmisorption on Al, Mg and Ne surfaces

19
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- • -3 •2
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2 ' • •

f . T h e pe»k poaiion (shaded area) in the H-indurtd dtmiivnf n u n |4J, as a function of
the dlMance d between the H atom and •h*JeUjmn_i:dEJJ ij ^oun for the different rt values.
The dash-dotted curves fivej the effective electron potcniul of the clean surface, V$tM). To
the left (rf « - • ) , !he bulk iCMIU 116J uc piven. To the rifhi tf • - ) , the fice-aiom tesults ut
pven bo;h foi a spin-polarized (dasJ.cd line) and an unpolarized (full line) ctlciilatton.

Fif. 6. Schematic drawing of the hydrogen-induced one-electron spectrum for Ihe H-Jt system
in its pound state, for varying distances d between the proton and the jeUium edge. The
vacuum level (V.L.). the work function • . Ihe Fermi level (ep) and the bottom of the conduc-
tion band (J'°,,) of the substrate ate marked, as well as the affinity (A) and ionkttion levels
{/) of the free H atom. The dashed curve indicates the variation of the level for the non-adia-
batic state, leading to the H" ion upon rapid separation. •
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btvntlwicl'Hi

Or*-e/tc+r-fn t-nfet" AC+«OTI

(b)

-T'/e t-e t

T . - f

H

with

K-epu/«uc = -5 (£ l — Ej)+ Jz +Velectrostatic

Jx = - a S 2

»'elec«roj«o«ic = ~P^ •

E2) the one-electron term and (a + /?) the many-body interaction.

52

the metal density at the He-site.

metal) = -ynM(Hc)

7 ~ oOOev — al
22



Model.

H(

Ij lj (U.N».fc...)

Ht

"metal

lln our LACO method:

+ Knteracl.

-EHe)-(a

Compare with

x.Ht = / Vx4'Ht d3r

$t,Ht is time dependent through V'Hr-
We assume to know the metal eigenfunctions and eigenvalues:

H° \n>=En\n> .

Then:

dx

« >< ndt ' ' • dv

23
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In the simplest approximation:

and

a

and k' — k + q .

For G = 0 .

Results .
One s-orbital per atom.

(a)

•S, = I

stJ =



~ i ~ ~ 0.007«.M.(,Y«)
r </.r

st, ? o

— - i = 0.085«.M.(.Vd)
v o.r

(number of neighbours to be included in the calculation > 5 )
Comparison with LDA.

Li Na K Rb
ENR 0.10 0.053 0.023 0.0' C>
LCAO 0.26 0.086 0.023 0.014

Table 1: J f (UL

For Li and Na, the p-band is important, explaining tlio discrcpandy with ENR. Tor k
niul Kb (slike bands) the agrwment is excellent.
In Li M, ~ 0.52. In Rb and K ns ~ 0.80.

Cunclusions.
A Linear Combination of Atomis Orbitals approach provides a convenient and accurate
method to calculate the stopping power of ions moving in solids -f charge transfer processes
near surfaces.

25



NONLINEAR SCREENING AT FINITE PROJECTILE VELOCITIES

E. Zaremba
Department of Physics, Queen's University

Kingston, Ontario, Canada K7L 3N6

A. Amau and P. M. Echenique
Departamento de Fisica de Materiales

Universidad del Pais Vasco
San Sebastian, Spain
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Nonlinear Screening at Finite Projectile Velocities

E. Znrcmbu

Department of Physics, Queen's University

Kingston, Ontario, CANADA KU SNO

A. Arnau and P. M. Echenique

Departamento de. Fisica de Materials

Universidad del Pau VWco, San Sebastian, SPAIN

Abstract

The objective of our work is to better understand nonlinear screening and wake
formation for projectiles moving with velocities comparable to the Fermi velocity. Our
approach is an extension of the static screening calculations previously carried out
within density functional theory. The electrons of the metal are assumed to occupy
a shifted Fermi sphere and scatter from the projectile potential which is calculated self-
consistently within a spherical potential approximation. An application to antiproton
stopping power is presented.

The dynamic screening charge induced by a charged particle passing through

matter is one of the central quantities required for an understanding of electronic stop-

ping power. The asymmetry of the induced charge is responsible for the retarding force

experienced by the projectile and it is therefore of interest to determine how this asym-

metry develops as a function of the projectile velocity. At high velocities the collective

response of the medium becomes important and leads to a qualitative change in the

induced charge with the formation of a trailing wake. The screening charge density and

associated electrostatic potential provide a convenient means by which to visualize the

transition from low to high projectile velocities.

27



One of the most commonly used approaches to understand this behaviour is

based on linear response theory as applied to the model of a uniform election gas.

Although linear response provides a qualitative description of dynamic screening over

the full range of projectile velocities, it is not quantitatively accurate. The charged

projectile represents a strong perturbatior and a description which goes beyond lowest

order perturbation theory is needed to make contact with experimental observations.

Several approaches to treat the full nonlinearity of the dynamic screening prob-

lem are available but none have been fully implemented at the present time. Perhaps

the simplest description is provided by a hydrodynamic theory in which the electron gas

is treated as a charged fluid interacting with a moving external charge. The relevant

dynamical variables are the electronic charge density and fluid velocity which satisfy a

set of coupled partial differential equations, Quantum mechanical aspects can be in-

cluded by using a generalized Thomas-Fermi theory. Linearization of these equations

leads to solutions which are analogous to those obtained with the linear response dielec-

tric formalism. However, solution of the full nonlinear set of equations is much more

difficult to achieve and one must resort to numerical methods. Work along these lines

is currently in progress.

Another approach is based on a systematic extension of linear response theory.

To next order in projectile charge. Z, the induced density is determined by the so-called

quadratic density response function which can be calculated at the level of the random

phase approximation. Several authors have pursued this course and some rigorous

results at low projectile velocities are available. In particular, the Z3 correction to the

stopping power has been calculated in the low velocity limit and some approximate

results at high velocities have also been obtained. The main virtue of this approach is

that the quadratic noniinearities can in principle be determined for all velocities once

the quadratic response function is known. Its main limitation is that the applicability

of the theory is rather restricted, at least in the low velocity limit: it is quantitatively

accurate for low Z-values and for high electron gas densities. It remains to be seen

28



whether its range of applicability is greater ni high velocities.

At prenent. tin- niosi accurate approach to the stopping power problem is based

on a scattering theory formulation. In the frame of reference of the moving ion, the

electrons in the medium stream by and scatter from a fixed scattering potential. The

average momentum transfer suffered by the scattering electrons is the source of the

retarding force experienced by the projectile. To implement this approach, knowledge

of the scattering potential is essential. In the limit of low velocities, the distortion

of the electronic screening cloud around the ion is of secondary importance and one

can therefore take the statically screened ionic potential to determine the scattering

cross-sections. The potential in this limit can be accurately determined by doing a

nonlinear screening calculation 'vithin density functional theory. Applications to chan-

nelling, stopping powers have been extremely successful. Our objective is to extend these

calculations to higher velocities in order to determine the dependence of the stopping

power on velocity up to the stopping power maximum, and to gain insight into the

dynamic screening, charge density for finite velocities.

Bonnig and Schonhammer have recently considered the time-dependent problem

of an external potential moving through a noninteracting electron gas and arrive at the

following expression for the stopping power.

j)

) m P ' * l ) (

Here / i . :
p + m v ) is a shifted Fermi distribution at zero temperature, v is a unit vector

in the direction of the moving charge and the momentum transfer (or transport) cross-

section is given in terms of the differential scattering cross-section by

atr(p) = /j.Q(l -cos (2)

This expression is valid if the scattering potential is spherically symmetric. Invoking

the geometry illustrated in Fig. 1. Ecj.(l) can be written as

I. • r ™ m a m

29



which miuces to the usual f\]>r».'s»i>in in tin* low velocity limit.

5 ^ mi'fi'uatr(kf). (4)

The momentum transfer cross-section is given in terms of scattering phase shifts by

V ( / l ) 2 ( \ -Si). (5)

In order to evaluate the stopping power, the scattering potential must be de-

termir.ed. We have done this using density functional theory which leads to the set of

equations
Z

l"(r) = - - + 0(r) + r«e(r) (6)
r

k(occ)

with L'klr) determined by the solution of the Schrodinger equation

(9)

Because the k-summation extends over the shifted Fermi sphere. n(r) and V(r) have

axial symmetry only, in contrast to the static screening situation. The solution of the

Shrodinaer equation i* difficult in this situation but it could be effected using an angular

momentum expansion and a coupled channels technique. As a first step we have avoided

thi> complexity by assuming V(r) to be a spherically symmetric potential. In this case

the scattering states are given by

£ r ) . (10)
Im

The spherical average of Eq.(S) then yields

£ ( 1 1 )
k(occ) I

30



This spherically averaged density can be used to define a spherically symmetric poten-

tial Y(r\ according to Eq.(C). Apart from this one modification, the self-consistency

procedure is the same as for the stationary case.

Once the equations have been iterated to convergence, the final spherically aver-

aged potential is used to determine the scattering cross-section and the stopping power.

The screening charge density can also be determined. It haj. the form

+ »a(»\fl) (12)

where the spherically symmeuic component is given by

/ (13)
T o

The nonspherical component takes a simple form along the projectile axis. In the

forward direction

n2[r.B = 0) ---• 5I2 £ / " " a

*"' (14)
/

w

while behind the projectile we have

>i2(v.8=ir) = Y((-\)
l+Vnll,(r). (15)

w

Eqs. (13). (14) and (15) are used to calculate the axial charge densities.

As an application of the above results we have considered the situation of an

antiproton moving through nn electron gas conesponding to aluminum densities (r, =

2.07: if =• 0.927). Fig. 2 shows the axial charge density for a sequence of velocities. It

can be seen that the charge asymmetry grows with increasing r. The highest velocity

considered is r = 1.2rf. beyond which it was difficult to obtained converged results.

This limit, we believe, is associated with the onset of collective excitations and the

appearance of a wake in the screening charge density. Supporting evidence for this
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interpret a I ion comes from the integrated screening charge Q{r) which is the total charge

contained within ft rndiu> r of the impurity, Fig. 3 shows this function for r = vp find

v = 1 .2J>. The results for r < i f are all very similar to that shown for v = if- in

which Qvr ^ is seen to saturate vapidly to a value of-1. For v = 1.2rf on the other hand

Q^r) exhibits a tendency towards overscreening whereby the screening charge exceeds

the value of -1. We believe this qualitative change in screening behaviour is associate

with wake formation. Additional evidence for this interpretation will fre given shortly.

Fig. 4 shows the stopping power as a function of velocity. It is noteworthy that

the stopping power depends* linearly on c up to v = vp and has a slope which is very

close to that determine by the low velocity limit in Eq.(l). The near-perfect linearity

is a consequence of two competing effects. Fig. 4 also shows the result obtained if the

v — 0 scattering potential is us*ed to obtain the cross-section. The negative curvature

is due to the different sampling, of the scattering cross-section with increasing velocity

and is n phase space effect. Part of the decrease seen at high velocities arises because

the cross-section decreases with increasing kinetic energy. The dynamically screened

potential however is stronger than the static potential and the cross-section for it is

correspondingly larger. This compensates for the phase space effect and straightens

out the stopping power curve. Finally we note that at v = 1.2rf there is a noticeable

upturn in the stopping power which we believe is again associated with the onset of

collective excitations. In this respect the behaviour is very reminiscent of the results

obtained using linear response theory.

It may at first sight seem peculiar that collective effects are showing up in our

calculation of the screening charge which is certainly based on a single-particle picture.

A possible explanation for how thi1- can h>")pen is provided by the following argument.

We r.oif thai the density response function for a noninteracting electron gas occupying

a shifted Fermi sphere. \ ° (q ._ ). is given by

i:
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which in the static limit is

\v(q,0) = \ J = o (q ,q-v) . (17)

This shows that the static screening for a shifted Fermi sphere is in fact related to

the usual density response function at the finite frequency, -• = q • v. Furthermore,

the same argument applied to the interacting electron gas within the random phase

approximation implies that the response function in this case is given by

\ v ( q . 0 ) - , \ v = o ( q . q v ) (IS)

If q • v intersects the plasmon branch, as it must at sufficiently large i\ the induced

screening charge will acquire a collective contribution. Although this argument is pre-

sented in the context of linear response, it is clear that similar considerations will also

apply to the nonlinear case. Thus the behaviour we see setting in at v = 1.2vjr as re-

fleeted in the total screening charge density and the stopping power is very likely related

to collective excitations.

To conclude, we have shown that it is possible to extend the low velocity stop-

ping power calculations to finite projectile velocities. The dynamic nonlinear screening

has been treated by considering the scattering of electrons occupying a shifted Fermi

sphere from a self-consistent central potential. Our results for velocities less than VF

demonstrate that the stopping power is a linear function of the projectile velocity, while

at higher velocities some indication of collective excitations is evident. Clearly at the

higher velocities where a wake is expected to form, the nonsphericity of the scatter-

ing potential will become increasingly important. Taking this into account would be

an ijueiestiug extension of the present work. It would also be of interest to consider

positively charged projectile* however the situation here is more complex because of

the possible existence of bound states. A complete theory would require a prescription

for determining the occupancy of such bound states which takes into account the cap-

ture juitl loss processes that take place when the projectile moves rapidly tiirough the

medium. These, and other refinements, are interesting projects for future consideration.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1: The shifted Fermi sphere and relevant parameters.

Figure 2: Axial screening charge density for various antiproton velocities.

Figure 3; Integrated screening charge densities as a function of the distance from the

antiproton.

Figure 3: Antiprotou stopping power us a function of velocity. The dashed curve is

obtained using the statically screened potential.

Figure 1
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The interaction of fast atoms and ions with a clean and flat surface of a metal
under a grazing angle of incidence is characterized by two vastly different regimes
with respect to the motion parallel and normal to the surface plane. In Fig.l we
give a simple sketch of the geometry of grazing surface collisions, where some
relevant polar and azimuthal angles are indicated. The motion parallel to the
surface proceeds with about the initial energy of the projectile E, whereas the the
energy for the normal motion is given by E = E sin2o (0 = grazing angle of
incidence or emergence). For e.g. fc = 0,6° - a typical angle of incidence in our
studies - we have E =̂ 10"4 E, so that for beams with keV-energies the normal
motion proceeds with energies of about eV. This feature of grazing surface
collisions has a number of consequences with respect to the interaction of the
projectiles with the surface. Due to the low normal energies E the projectile
cannot overcome the repulsive potentials formed by the atoms of the topmost layer
of surface atoms and will not penetrate into the bulk of the solid (this holds only
for a perfect surface!)

Fig. 1

Charge exchange is affected by the specific features of the collision geometry in a
characteristic way. Summaries on the concepts to describe electron transfer in
grazing ion-surface collisions are reviewed by Winter and Zimny [11, Los and
Geerlings [2], Andra 13], Newns [4], and Winter [5]. The low energy for the motion
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normal to the surface plane allows the application of adiabatic interaction

concepts. Van W'unnik et al. 16] have first pointed out that the fast parallel motion

can be incorporated into these static approaches by a Galilei-transformation: 'Hie

distributions of electronic metal stales are then described by a "Doppler-

Fermi-Dirac distribution" |4,5J instead of a (static) Fermi-Dirae distribution. In Fig.2

we display a sketch on the construction of such distributions by the shift of a

"Fermi-sphere" of radius k in momentum-space.

Fermi-iphere
ehifted Fermi—sphere

occupied level

unoccupied level

1

v«0

v<v>

v>vr

Fig. 2

An important consequence of the "Doppler-Fermi-Dirac distribution" is the

resonance of atomic levels with occupied and unoccupied metal states. Then

charge transfer over the complete trajectory is characterized by consecutive

electron capture and loss events, where the adiabatic nature of charge exchange

favours interaction processes of rather long range: resonant neutralization and

ionization and eventually Auger-neutralization and Auger-ionization. In Fig.3 we

show an illustration which summarizes in a simplificaiive picture the relevant

features of electron transfer in grazing collisions of atoms and ions with a surface..
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In the figure we show from the top to the bottom: (1) a sketch of the trajectory, (2)
the probability for an electron transfer which shows about an exponential decay at
larger distances and is a complex task to describe close to the surface plane, (3)
the probability for a survial of an atomic population from an ionization event, (4)
the distribution of effective distances F(y) for the first (incoming trajectory) and
final (outgoing trajectory) electron exchange which results in a rather defined
intea*al of distances from the surface around a maximum of F(y) at the so called
"freezing distance" yg [7] (a rule of thumb: ys» <2Z)1/2/E ; Z = charge of ion core,
Ea= ionization energy of atomic level), (5) the (equilibrium) occupation of an
atomic level during the scattering event.

An interesting consequence of these features concerning charge exchange is the
effect of the image charge of an ionized projectile on the trajectory which has
been discussed in recent years in particular by Ohtsuki IS]. From the concepts



sketched in Fig,3 it is evident thai this effect, which is closely related to the

charge stale of the projectile, is of relevance only for distances from the surface y

> y,, where the charge state and thus an image interaction of the projectile with a

metal surface is defined. Then the motion of a projectile ion with charge 7, is

affected by the dynamical image potential, where the ion gains (loses) the potential

energy ~ V, (y j on the incoming (outgoing) pan of the trajectory. In this simple

approximalion an effect of the image interaction on the trajectory of a projectile in

a neutral charge state will be neglected.

Then a number of conceptually simple experiments can be performed to test the

consequences resulting from these assumptions concerning charge transfer. As a

first example we discuss the effect for the scattering of protons from an metal

surface where the neutralization proceeds predominantly into the ls-groundstate. In

a recent paper Zimny et al. [9] have discussed in some detail this neutralization

and reported a survial distance \ i 8 »3 a.u. and V. (y ) * 1.5(2) eV. This means that
' s lm s

protons are accelerated before neutralization according to this energy on the

incoming trajectory and are decelerated on the emerging trajectory. Both effects

can be studied experimentally by the observation of the angular distributions of the

scattered projectiles in dependence on the charge states of the incoming or

outgoing particles.
n°. (n°+rf)

Fig. 4

CEM-signal

Since the effective angular shifts are expected to be small, the experiments have

to be performed with surfaces with low defect structures to keep the angular

widths of the scattered beams as small as possible. Furthermore the effects of

Al



residual magnetic and electric fields have to he reduced to a low level by
corresponding shielding procedures. For obtaining ihe angular distributions of
projectiles emerging from the surface as protons and neutral atoms, respective])',
we apply a 'difference method" as sketched in Fig,4, Recording angular
distributions with a channeltron detector without and with an electric field directed
normal to the scattering plane allows to separate the contributions of the two
charge states. In Fig,5 we display data obtained after the interaction of 25 keV
protons with a Fed 10)-surface under a grazing angle O « 1°. The solid circles
represent data for projectiles emerging from the surface as neutral atoms, the open
circles data for protons. This experimental result shows the expected feature that
the trajectories for protons are shifted slightly towards smaller angles of
emergence. The size of the effect is consistent with the theoretical assumptions
concerning charge exchange; the solid line in the figure shows the result of a
simulation procedure, where the distribution for the protons is generated from the
distribution for the neutral atoms by a distribution function F(y) as given in the
insert of the figure [10],

c
3
O

o

Fig.5

The data shown in Fig.5 represent the effect of image charge and charge exchange
on the outgoing trajectory. A similar, however, reversed effect is observed for the
incoming trajectory with projectiles in different charge stales. This acceleration of
projectiles during the incident path is expected to be enhanced with the charge
state of the fast ion. Since the effect of the image potential on the trajectory is
dominated by the mechanisms of neutralization - which are known rather vaguely
for multi-charged ions - studies with this method provide important information on



the electron capture dynamics during the interaction with the surface of a metal. A

sketch of the concept to study the image acceleration of multi-charged ions in the

vicinity of a surface plane is given in Fig.6,

q+.O

•> X

Fig.6

•\n

In our studies we observe the neutral fraction of the scattered projectiles so that

our method is sensitive to the image charge effects on the incident trajectory. Note

that only for neutral projectiles the macroscopically adjusted angle of incidence o

coincides with the actual angle of interaction.
in

D
O
o

Fig.7

ANGLE OF SCATTERING (°)

In Fig.7 we compare experimental angular distributions in the polar plane obtained

for 25 keV neutral Ar-projectiles and for Ar *-projectiles (produced with a Penning

ion-source). The data show a pronounced effect which corresponds for the ion to

an image potential energy of about 16 eV Ml. The data are reproduced reasonably

well by a simple "over-barrier model" 112]. A continuation of this work with highly

charged ion is in progress.
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In the work of Ohtsuki on the effect of the dynamical image potential on the
trajectory of an ion in grazing surface collisions a particular kind of motion is
predicted |S]: In case the energy of the projectile for the motion along the surface
normal is comparable with the image energies a hoping t\pe of trajectory could be
observed, the so called "skipping motion". In recent years a number of
experimenial studies have been reported to investigate this interesting feature of
ion-surface scattering 113-15], In the theoretical description of this effect via
computer simulations it is argued that the binding of the projectile is achieved by a
reduction of the initial normal energy in the collision caused by the corrugation and
the thermal vibrations of lattice atoms at the surface plane. From the models
and related studies discussed above we propose here that the special features
of charge exchange play an important role for the understanding of "skipping
motion".

A

Fig. 8

As we have said, charge exchange affects the image charge interaction of
projectiles in a characteristic way. For a projectile energy of 25 keV interacting
with a metal surface under a grazing angle of incidence $. = 1° we obtain from
the distribution function of first (final) electron capture F(y) for hydrogen Is a
typical distribution of image potential energies as shown in Fig.8; i.e. on the
incoming trajectory protons gain a mean normal energy of about 1.6 eV and lose
this energy on the outgoing path.

In a description over the complete trajectory one has to take into account a
convolution of the distributions lor the survival distances on the incident path F (y)

in

and on the emerging path F (y). Then we find for the scattering of 25 keV
protons a distribution as displayed in Fig.9 which corresponds to a decrease and a
win of normal energies for the ensemble for projectiles which collide with and



emerge from the surface as protons. We deduce from the figure that increase and

decrease of normal energy amounts to energies of some 0.1 eV. Note that for a

neutral projectile the image acceleration on the incident trajectory is missing, and

the energies available for trapping panicles emerging as protons are clearly larger

and are about of the size as given in Fig.8 (see also below).

Fig. 9

To demonstrate theoretically the feature of a trapping of projectiles by the

dynamical image potential, we consider projectiles that emerge after the scattering

with the atoms of the tupmost surface layer as protons in a beam of 0.2° angular

spread (Gaussian distribution) under an angle <S> = 0.3°. This beam shows a

distribution of normal energies as shown in Fig.lO (dashed line). Comparison with

the distribution of normal energies caused by the image potential (see Fig.9)

indicates that a fraction of projectiles can be attracted back to the surface plane.

Fig. 10



From the distributions shown in the figure we find a fraction of about 5 %, These
projectiles are expected then to undergo a further interaction with the surface.

The multiple interaction with the surface of projectiles undergoing a "skipping
motion11 is investigated via the presence of multiple discrete energy losses in the
energy spectra for protons after the scattering of fasi protons from a AHllD-
surfaee. In Fig.lla we show data for 50 keV protons and 9. = 0.2° (E = 0.6 eN)

' m y

which show a multiple energy loss structure. For «. = 0.4 (E = 2.4 eV) such a

structure is disappeared to a wide extent (Fig.llb). For <D. = 0.5° (E = 3.8 e\0 a

o
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multiple energy loss structure shows up again (Fig.llc). This structure, however,
has different energy spacings in comparison to the data shown in Fig.lla. Whereas
the data for E = 0,6 eV show equal energy losses for the different peaks, the
losses for 3.8 eV scale according to 1 : 2.6 : 3.8 : 5. These findings imply that the
data in Fig.lla indicate a "skipping motion". The data shown in Fig.llc can be
interpreted by "subsurface channeling" where the projectiles are scattered between
the planes of atoms below the surface. The phenomenon is well established in the
field of transmission channeling [16,173.

Support for our assumptions on the mechanisms of "skipping motion" are obtained
from an experiment with neutral projectiles; i.e. the image acceleration on the
incident trajectory is missing. The open circles in Fig.12 represent the data shown
already in Fig.lla, the solid circles represent data obtained with neutral hydrogen
atoms as incident projectiles. The two data sets are normalized to the same
maximum of the prominent peak, and we find indeed a clear increase of the
number of protons that have undergone a multiple interaction with the surface.

Finally we present in Fig.13 an energy spectrum observed after the interaction of
120 keV He+-ions with an AldlD-surface under 0. = 1.2° (E = 53 eV). The data
show also a clear multiple energy loss structure, however, the normal energy is too
large here to expect an effect of the dynamical image potential. So we interpret
the data by "subsurface channeling". Note that about 8 (eventually 9) peaks in the
energy spectrum are observed, where a small fraction of ions has lost almost half
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of their initial energies. The pronounced peak on the left side of the spectrum is
due to the single interaction of ions that emerge from the surface as He** and
which appear in the spectrum obtained with an electrostatic energy analyzer at half
of the corresponding He*-energy. Similar results have been reported by Kimura et
al. for projectiles with about MeV-energies [18].
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After nearly a century of studies of ionization in atomic collisions, the

mechanisms are not well known for threshold processes in kinetic electron

emission (i.e., excluding ionization resulting from conversion of the potential

energy of the projectile). Threshold processes include ionization near the

threshold projectile energy and the emission of electrons that are much faster

than the projectile.

In recent years we have examined kinetic electron emission from solids

under impact with low velocity (v < vFemj) ions. We found that light ions eject

electrons by the kinetic mechanism down to velocities compatible with a model

that treats the excitation as binary collisions between the projectile and free

target electrons. The threshold velocity in this case occurs when the maximum

energy transfer T equals 0, the work function of the solid. The maximum

energy transfer 2me(v+vFemlj) is obtained in a head on collision of a massive

projectile with velocity v with a Fermi electron; therefore:
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Thus, electron emission under slow light ion impact can be described by the

same picture used in modern theories of electronic stopping power, which

disregards the role of the lattice atoms in the energy transfer. The threshold

velocities obtained with this formula are around 1.5 - 3xlO7 cm/s for most

metals and are consistent with extrapolation of the experimental results for

light projectiles. These values are, however, an order of magnitude larger than

measured threshold velocities for heavy projectiles, indicating that the free

electron model is not applicable to them.

Alonso et al' and Bonanno et al1 have shown that KEE induced by Xe+

ions on atomically clean metals, occurs at velocities lower than previously

believed.3 These results were recently confirmed and extended down to v = 1.2

x 106 by Lakits et al.4 The energy distributions of the ejected electrons change

in character and become broader as the energy increases, suggesting the onset

of autoionization following two-electron excitations.1

Energy and momentum conservation requires the participation of a

massive particle in order to get the low threshold velocities in heavy ion impact.

Thus, the electronic excitations cannot be treated with models of heavy

particles interacting with a free electron gas. A more appropriate picture is in

terms of transitions from states of the quasi-molecule formed transiently

during the encounter between the projectile and a lattice atom. Ionization can

occur through perturbations of quasi-molecular states by the atomic motion.

Individual mechanisms that have been proposed to account for ionization at

low velocities include direct coupling of one-electron orbitals to the continuum
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and inner-shell excitation followed by Auger decay during or after the collision.

A few early theories^ propose multi-electron excitation mechanisms but their

development ceased when the successful one-electron promotion models came

into the stage. A long standing question69 is the mechanism for production of

energetic continuum electrons ("continuum tails") which exist at energies

higher than Auger electron spectra, "o." The origin of these tails is a matter of

current debate;^ the continuum nas been interpreted in some cases to result

from the decay of quasi molecular autoionizing states during the collision, or

from direct coupling of a bound state to the continuum.

Previous observations on electron continuum tails have been restricted to

relatively small electron energies, usually less than one percent of the projectile

energy. The use of solids, with their high density of target atoms, allows us to

obtain more sensitivity. We still expect that electrons originate in single atomic

collisions because: i) highly inelastic collisions occur at small internuclear

distances, where the effect of neighbors is relatively unimportant; ii) high

energy electrons can only travel a few nm inside the solid; it is expected that

the energy degradation of the projectile in a region of this thickness is not very

important, and iii) electron ejection occurs faster than any appreciable relaxa-

tion of the valence electrons in the solid. Compared with gas-phase collisions,

the solid provides additional energy loss mechanisms that produce energy

dependent attenuation13 of the flux of fast electrons.

Our measurements for keV ions in solids were performed at three

different laboratories (Bariloche, Rutgers, Cosenza), and are described in a

recent publication.14 These are difficult experiments and require careful

consideration of the possible generation of spurious electrons from surfaces.

The unwanted background is minimized by avoiding the use of retarding or
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focusing electrodes.

The log-scale plot makes the high energy tail conspicuous, as shown in

Fig. 1 for Ar on Mg, with the incident energy as a parameter. We find electrons

with extremely high energies, up to - 40 % of the center-of-mass energy.

dN/dE

500 1000 1500 2000

Electron Energy (eV)
2500 3000

Fig. 1 - Electron energy distributions from Mg under bombardment
with Ar+ions at different energies. Data points shown are for 2 keV
impact energy.

The tails decay exponentially and a high-energy cutoff is apparent in the case

of Au (Fig. 2). The large fraction of the center-of-mass energy that goes into

electronic excitation must be accompanied by a large change in momentum,

which can only occur in nearly head-on collisions between the projectile and a
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target atom. Fig. 2 shows that fast electrons also occur for light ion impact,

although with a smaller probability. The high energy cutoff occurs at some-

what smaller energies than for Ar ions at the same impact energy. In both

cases, the energy cutoff grows approximately linear with impact energy.

dN/dE

500 1000 1500 2000

Electron Energy (eV)
2500 3000

Fig. 2 - Electron energy distributions from Au under He+ and Ar+,
as a function of projectile energy.

We have studied the tails from other targets, as shown in Fig. 3. One can

notice a strong dependence of the high energy tail with the target atomic

number, with the tail being more pronounced for the heavier targets. The data

for Ce shows that the behavior is not monotonic with the atomic number of the

target.
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Fig. 3 - Energy spectra of different targets under 2.5 keV Ar+ion
bombardment.

Any explanation for the origin of these high energy electrons must take into

account or explain the following crucial facts:

1) The transfer of a substantial fraction of the center-of-mass energy to a

single electron. Conservation of energy and momentum dictates that the target

atom recoils with considerable energy. This in turn requires a head-on or

nearly head-on collision.

2) The existence of a high-energy cutoff in the continuum tail, and its energy

dependence.
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3) The occurrence of high energy electrons both for light and heavy projectiles.

4) The dependence of the high energy tail with target atomic number.

The conversion of a large fraction of the center-of-mass energy to electronic

energy also occurs near the absolute ionization threshold, where the center-of-

mass energy equals the ionization potential (work function in the case of

metals). Amme et al.15 have found structure in the ionization cross section of Ar

and Kr near threshold that suggests that complex excitations become

important as the impact energy increases.

We then advance a qualitative model where electron emission results

from the decay of a many-electron excited quasi-molecular state formed during

non-adiabatic compression of the electron clouds in the collision. This is

conceptually similar to the single electron decay of a plasmon excitation in

solids.16 On approach, the electron clouds of the projectile and target are

compressed and multiple electron promotions occur due to Pauli excitation,»?

through non-adiabatic crossing of molecular orbitals. At the turning point the

velocity of relative motion drops near zero, and the system has time to relax by

many electron transitions. Statistically,7 this rearrangement can also occur by

ejecting a single electron. Although the model is qualitative, it rationalizes the

main features observed. For instance, the degree of inelasticity increases with

particle energy, since deeper shells become available for excitation and since

the distance of closest approach diminishes, forcing electrons to occupy a

smaller volume. The tails are more prominent the heavier the projectile and

target atom, which is consistent with a higher number of filled orbitals that are

promoted. The many-electron nature of the excitation could also explain why

simple Auger transitions are not observed from deep inner-shells that could

conceivably be excited in such deep inelastic collisions.
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The production of highly energetic electrons is related to the yet

unexplained threshold behavior of ion-induced electron emission from solids.

Another manifestation of these highly inelastic collis'ons should be the

appearance of long tails in the energy loss distributions of ions after single

atomic collisions or upon multiple collisions with solid matter.
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Abstract

A comparison is made between the density functional theory and quasiparticle theory pre-

dictions for a simple metal surface. The GW approximation for the exchange-correlation

contribution to the electron self-energy is used to produce a first principles representation

of the exchange-correlation potential for density functional theory. The same self-energy

is then used for quasiparticle calculations. Thus the two theories are treated to the same

degree of accuracy in the electron-electron interaction. For r, = 2.07, corresponding to the

bulk electron density of aluminum, we focus on predictions for an unoccupied state which

is bound by the surface barrier. For this state the quasiparticle and density functional

theory wavefunctions have nearly complete overlap. The density functional eigenvalue is

0.33eV below the vacuum level. The quasiparticle eigenvalue differs from this by at most

0.1 eV, which represents the numerical accuracy achieved to this point (work remains in

progress). Quasiparticle damping, which is outside of density functional theory, is found

to require a non-local description near the surface.
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I. Introduction

The metal surface provides a clearcut and experimentally relevant example of a spa-

tially inhomogeneous electronic system. In the jellium model the ionic charge is treated

as constant in the bulk and terminates at the "jellium edge." Then the only source of

spatial inhomogeneity is the surface, where the ionic and electronic charge densities drop

from their bulk value to zero in the vacuum. Unlike the ionic density the electron density

smoothly relaxes over a distance of order Ajr, the Fermi wavelength.

This simple system yields a non-trivial, but well known correlation effect. An electron

on the vacuum side of the surface (z > 0) experiences an "image potential" barrier of the

form

V ( l )

due to the rearrangement of electronic charge on the surface which shields electric fields

from the bulk. (In Eq.(l) ze gives the effective position of the image plane.) This cor-

relation effect contrasts with the simpler situation in the bulk where the rearrangement

of charge is spherically symmetric about the electron (ignoring the inhomogeneity of the

ionic charge).

The surface barrier is important for describing many processes. For example, the

electronic current in scanning tunneling microscopy traverses the barrier. Similarly, the

barrier provides part of the potential which determines the dynamics of atomic and molec-

ular absorption.

An effect intrinsic to the metal surface is the formation of a Rydberg series of excited

states whose associated charge densities lie well into the vacuum region and whose energies

are just below (< 1 eV) the vacuum level. An important feature of these "image states"
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is their large lifetimes which can be understood on the basis of Fermi'i Golden Rule

(2)

Because an image state VWaj* has such a small spatial overlap with any of the empty

bulk and surface states V'unoce which provide decay channels, all of the matrix element*

in Eq (2) are small. Thus r is large and an image ftate provide* a *table intermediate

state for two photon spectroscopy. However, when the image atate energy doe* not lie

within a bulk band gap, mixing of bulk and image state wavefunctions occurs and the

matrix elements in Eq,(2) are not necessary small. In that case, image states become

broad resonances with & width of order a few tenths of an eV.

In this paper, we report the results of calculations for a simple metal surface, modeled

with jellium, using both density functional theory (DFT) and the quatiparticle picture of

many-body perturbation theory. The exchange-correlation contribution to the dynamical

electronic self-energy £ « ( £ , f | £ ) is evaluated in the GW approximation [1]. We obtain

i, c(x), the local, energy independent exchange-correlation potential for density functional

theory, using its relationship to £>e. The latter is mbsequently uied as a non-local

energy-dependent "potential" for calculating quasiparticle states and energies. Thus, for

our prototype inhomogeneous system we compare the DFT and quasiparticle pictures of

electronic excitations to the same degree of accuracy in perturbation theory. We explicitly

consider r, = 2.07 which corresponds to the bulk electron density of aluminum. As has

been the case for bulk semiconductor quasiparticle excitations [2], we find a substantial

overlap between the Kohn-Sham and quasiparticle wavefunctions which probe the surface

barrier. We are currently examining the difference between the quasiparticle and Kohn-

Sham eigenvalues. For an image state with a Kohn-Sham eigenvalue 0.33 eV below the

vacuum level we have established that an upper bound for this difference is 0.1 eV.

Work is underway to provide more accurate estimates of this and other quasiparticle

energy shifts. These preliminary results suggest that the DFT description of image state
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wavefunctions and binding energies represents a reasonable approximation to the more

accurate quasiparticle picture of excitations. By contrast, the damping of quasiparticles in

the vacuum region, described by Im E,c, has no counterpart in DFT. To describe damping

it is rather conventional to employ a Schrodinger-like equation with a phenomenological

local optical potential in place of Im EIC. However, we find that the form of Im £ c e for the

metal surface problem is highly non-local. This points t-> the importance of a self-energy

based method for describing the lifetimes of image states and other states which probe

the surface barrier.

II. Density Functional Picture of • Simple Metal Surface

It is well known from the work of Hohenberg and Kohn [3] and Kohn and Sham

|4j that the ground state energy of a many electron system is a universal function of

its density and is given by the minimum of the functional E[n(x)\. Minimising E[n(S)\

subject to the constraint of having a fixed number of electrons produces the Kohn-Sham

equation |4]

I - ^ V + V..(£) + lUx)W£) = e,V.(£). (3)

In Eq.(3) V"o(i) is the electrostatic potential and Vsc(x) is the exchange correlation po-

tential defined by

where Exc\n{x)\ is the exchange-correlation contribution to the total energy. It is notewor-

thy that although the theory is exact, the Kohn-Sham equation has the same form as an

equation for a one-electron theory (which, however, must be solved self-consistently). It is

to be emphasized that the DFT eigenvalues have no rigorous connection to the excitation

energies which are obtained with a full many-body calculation (5-6). The exception is the

Fermi energy EF, which is given correctly (7). Nonetheless the simplicity of the calcula-

tions as compared to a self-energy based calculation has led to the use of this theory to

produce a qualitative picture of excitations for which there has been some success.
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The functional Vie(n) in Eq.(3) is unknown except for the uniform electron gat. In

the commonly used local density approximation (LDA) V'«e(n) ii taken to be the one

appropriate for a uniform electron gas at the local density n(x). LDA has often proved

successful even though it is only exact for uniform systems. In the context of the surface

problem LDA fails qualitatively in the description of the surface barrier: The LDA effective

potential falls off exponentially with distance as the density does, instead of having the

image-like form given by Eq.(l). A consequence of this deficiency is that the Rydberg

series of image states is not produced from Eq.(3) and thus the DFT-LDA picture of

excitations for a metal surface not only fails quantitatively, but also qualitatively.

In previous work the image potential has been added phenomenologically (8-9]. In

the present work (10-11] we obtain a qualitatively correct V«e(sc) from first principles by

using an exact relation that exists between V'IC(x) and Etc(x,x'\E) (5j. This relationship

can be derived by first defining the DPT and quasiparticle Green's functions, go(x,x'\E)

and g(x, x*|f?) respectively, as solutions to the equations

[-E - ^ V > + V;.(x) + V«(x)] go(x, f\E) = « (*-*) , (5)

and

[-E- ~ V 2 + i;.(*)]<7(£,z'|£:) + J dxt Exe(x,f1 |£?)5(x l ,x'\E) = S(S - x1). (6)

Both Green's functions are related by a Dyson-like equation and the fact that they both

yield the correct ground state density, from which the following exact equation is obtained

dxx j'dx3 j dE 5o{x,x,|i5) E,e(x,,x3|£;)g{x3,x\E). (7)

Eq.(7) provides an alternative definition of V ê, which relies on the knowledge of EIC rather

than on Exc. Of course the self energy can only be evaluated approximately. What is
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essential in the present problem is to incorporate into E.« long.range Coulomb correla-

tions The CilV approximation is adequate for this purpose [lj and has been successful in

self-energy studies of bulk semiconductors [2].

The GW approximation for the self-energy is given by [1]

l U f . a f |E) = ~ jd" «-""* 9&*\B - w) W(a?,f|w), (8)

where IV(I,X*|U/) is the dynamically screened Coulomb interaction,

W = v + v\v, (9)

and v is the bare Coulomb interaction. Dynamical screening is described via the density

response function Xi which is related to the irreducible polaritability x by

X = X + X«>X (10)

We use the random phase approximation (RPA) where x »» taken to be x*°\ the response

for non-interacting electrons.

A further approximation was introduced to simplify the solution for Vme. The quasi-

particle Green's function g(r, x'\E) is replaced by the DFT Green's function jo(x, f | E )

in Eqs.(7) and (8). In the next section we will show that the DFT and quasiparticle

wavefunctions are nearly identical providing a partial justification for this approximation.

Eq.(7) must be iterated to self-consistency as go(x, f |E) depends on Vxe(x) and vice versa.

The converged result for V«(*) = l«e(*) >« shown in Figure 1 for r, = 1.5. For z > Xp

\'xc automatically has the required image-like form. Also displayed is the LDA potential

which decays exponentially.

The self-consistent solution to the Kohn-Sham equation in the presence of our Vxe

produces a Rydberg series of image state resonances. As stated earlier, the excited state

wavcfunctions and energies of the Kohn-Sham equation do not represent physical excited
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states or quasiparticle excitation* [5-6], In what follows we compare in detail the DFT

and quasiparticle pictures, A noteworthy feature of this comparison i» that the density

functional and quasiparticle calculations are made to the same degree of approximation

in the electron-electron interaction. Thus it seems plausible that any difference between

the quasiparticle and density functional pictures is intrinsic to the many-body problem

and not an artifact of the GW approximation.

III. Quasiparticle Calculations

The spectrum of quasiparticle excitations can be determined by self-consistently solv-

ing the quasiparticle equation [12]

iS). (11)

For the uniform electron gas both the quasiparticle states and KS eigenstates are plane-

waves and thus their overlap is complete. However, their eigenvalues are different. Thus

Kohn-Sham eigenvalues do not describe excitation energies. Furthermore the quasiparticle

energy is complex, its imaginary part describing the quasiparticle lifetime. Lifetimes are

not described by density functional theory.

For a spatially inhomogeneous system it is also true that the eigenvalues of Eq.(l 1) are

different from those of Eq.(3). Somewhat surprisingly, though, for bulk semiconductors

it has been found that the overlap between the quasiparticle and Kohn-Sham eigenstates

obtained with LDA is nearly complete [2J.

Here we consider the spatial overlap of the Kohn-Sham and quasiparticle wavefunc-

tions for an image state. In order to do so we must go beyond LDA because the incorrect

asymptotic behavior of the LDA surface barrier precludes the appearance of image states.

Thus, we use the Vxc described in Section II which contains the appropriate long-range

correlations.

Figure 2 shows a plot of the image state eigenfunctions obtained from the quasiparticle
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and Kohn-Sham equations. The DFT eigenvalue is 0,33 eV below the vacuum level and

3.9 eV above the Fermi energy. There is nearly complete overlap (~ 0.999) between the

Kohn-Sh«m and quasiparticle eigenstates. Thus, once again the Kohn-Sham wavefunction

is nearly identical to the quasiparticle wavefunction. This suggests that the similarity

may be generic because the mhomogeneity and long-range correlations associated with

the surface, which the image state of Figure 2 is particularly sensitive to, present an

extreme departure from the uniform bulk where, as stated earlier, the Kohn-Sham and

quasiparticle wavefunctions are identical.

Before describing the results for the quasiparticle energies we consider the behavior

of E»c explicitly. £«e is inherently a non-local "potential." Since the non-locality of

quasiparticle propagation is a distinguishing feature from the density-functional picture,

the plots presented below are suggestive of how these two pictures are diatinct.

Sxe(«,*'!9|| = O.Olfcjp.w = 1.34Ejr) is displayed in Figure 3. q\\ is the momentum

parallel to the surface and u> is the energy relative to the bottom of the occupied band.

The choices for q\\ and w are appropriate for describing the quasiparticle state shown in

Figure 2 (u\,.c = 1 .36£F) - In this figure z' is fixed at the jeliium edge. Both the real and

imaginary parts of Exc have a cusp for z — z'. Note that the non-locality of Re £ « . *•«•

the width of the cusp, extends over a Fermi wavelength. It is apparent that the damping

part of the potential, Im £IC, is more non-local than Re £ « .

In Figure 4 z' is fixed at a position in the vacuum region where the electron density

has dropped nearly four orders of magnitude from its bulk value. Re E«e remains peaked

at z ~ z\ it can almost be considered a local 6{z - z') potential. This is true even though

the response to an electron in the vacuum is non-local, i.e. the charge redistribution

occurs at the surface. Detailed analysis shows that the depth of the cusp for Re E t e

decreases like — 1/z, the expected image potential form.

In Figure 4 the non-locality of Im E i e recognizes a qualitatively new feature: its-
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maximum occurs for a quite removed from z\ i.e. the cusp of Im Ere remaini close to

the surface aa s' moves into the vacuum. This result suggests that non-locality can be

expected to play a greater role in a description of electron damping than in describing

quasiparticle energy levels, !n other words, the qualitative behavior of Im E«e does not

provide direct justification for the use of a phenomenological local optical potential for

calculations of quasiparticle damping.

The Kohn-Sham eigenvalue for the image state shown in Figure 2 lies 0.33eV below

the vacuum level. We find that the difference between this and the quasiparticle energy

is < 0,1 eV, which represents the numerical accuracy of these preliminary results. The

difference is small compared to the ~ 1 eV shifts found for quasiparticle excitations in

semiconductors and insulators where there is a discontinuity in V'«e upon the addition of

an electron [5-6]. However, in the present problem a 0.1 eV shift would be a substantial

correction to the ~ 0.33 eV binding energy. Work continues to produce a more precise

estimate of the difference between the Kohn-Sham and quaaiparticle energies for this state.

Another view of the comparison between the DFT and quasiparticle pictures is pro-

vided by defining an effective local quasiparticle potential by

tf.//<*) = TTs\IdSl £(*.*ilW«P(*0- (12)

Utff can only be formed after the quasiparticle wavefunction has been determined by

solving Eq.(ll). By construction, we obtain the same energy and eigenstate when Utff

is substituted for Sxc in Eq.(ll). This does not provide a short-cut around using the

non-local self-energy calculation, but provides a local function derived from E« which

can be compared to Vze. Figure 5 compares Utjf for the quasiparticle state of Figure 2

with the V»e described in Section II. Clearly, they are very similar. Both display image-

like behavior (see Eq.(l)) for z > 0. The similarity between £/,// and Vxe justifies the

large overlap between the DFT and quasiparticle eigenstates. If f/«y/ and Vxc were equal,

or,pnly differed by a position-independent corjstantj then the two eigenstates would be
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exactly the same,

IV. Conclusions

We have presented a comparison between the quasiparticte and density functional

pictures of electronic states at a simple metal surface. For an image state, whoie very

existence is related to the surface barrier, we find a nearly complete overlap between

quasiparticle and density functional theory wavefunctions once long-range correlation!

are introduced into the exchange-correlation potential of density functional theory. The

quasiparticle and Kohn-Sham eigenvalues are not expected to be the same. For an image

state resonance ~- 0.33eV below the vacuum level the quasiparticle shift is less than 0.1

eV. A more detailed analysis will be reported elsewhere.

These results lend support to recent theoretical study of the image resonance! of Al

[11] and image states of Pd [13] which were carried out within the density functional

theory framework. For Pd it was found that the Kohn-Sham eigenvalue for the n = 1

image state is within — O.leV of the experimental binding energy. Such agreement can

be fortuitous. However, it is possible that the less than O.leV difference between the

Kohn-Sham and and quasiparticle eigenvalues for the image state considered here may be

generic for image state calculations. If so, then we can expect such agreement between

experiment and DFT. Work is in progress to clarify this issue.

DFT is not capable of describing quasiparticle lifetimes. These quantities must be

derived from a self-energy calculation or some phenomenological approach. Our results

for the self-energy suggest that non-locality plays an essential role for a description of

quasiparticle damping in the vicinity of the surface. An estimate for the quasiparticle

lifetime, r = 1/(2 imE) can be obtained from Eq.(ll)

I m E = fdxidzt */>(x,) Im E i e(xi, ij |Re E) i>{x3). (13)

These calculations are in progress.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. l«c at a simple metal surface for r, = 1.5. The solid curve is the solution of

Eq.(6) obtained with the Gil' approximation for the self-energy. The dotted curve it the

corresponding LDA potential, and the dashed curve is the classical image potential given

byEq.(l).

Figure 2. Comparison of Kohn-Sham and quasiparticle wavefunctions. Though these

wavefunctions probe the surface and vacuum regions, their overlap is nearly complete

(0.999) as is found in the bulk

Figure 3. Non-locality of Ecc in the vicinity of the surface. Both the real and imaginary

parts ol E»e are largest for z ~ z\ The non-locality is more substantial for the Im E«e

Figure 4. Non-locality of £xc in the vacuum. Fixing z' in the vacuum region we find Re

Sic largest for z - z' even though the exchange correlation hole is non-local. Im E«e is

highly non-local. Its maximum occurs not for z = z', but for z at the surface.

Figure 5. Effective quasiparticle potential for an image resonance. U,ff is nearly i-

dentical with V«e justifying the nearly complete overlap of Kohn-Sham and quatiparticle

wavefunctions.
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SURFACE BARRIER
From GW approximation for the Self-Energy
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Abstract
A quantum mechanical theory for the multiphonon inelastic background appearing in the

energy resolved measurements of low energy atom-surface scattering is presented. Simple
expressions for the differential reflection coefficient are given for the semiclassical and extreme
semiclassicai limits of high surface temperatures and large atomic translational energies.
Measurements of the inelastic background give directly the form factor of the interaction potential
for inelastic scattering. It is shown that there can be either net gain or loss of energy by the
scattered panicles, depending on the relative incident particle energy to the surface temperature. .

Atom-surface scattering, and particularly He surface scattering at thermal energies, has
proven to be an extremely sensitive and useful method of surface analysis.' When H nearly mono-
energetic and well collimated beam of atoms is directed towards a surface, the intensity
backscattered towards the detector consists of four major components which can be divided
roughly into the following categories: elastic diffraction peaks, single surface phonon inelastic
peaks, the diffuse elastic, and the diffuse inelastic contributions. The latter two categories may be
further divided into coherent and incoherent contributions, with the incoherent part coming from
defects and imperfections on the surface.

Elastic diffraction peaks have been, and continue to be extensively studied; their positions
in momentum space provide immediate information on surface structure, and through comparison
with dynamical calculations, also provide a way of determining the atom-surface interaction
potential.2 The other elastic contribution, the diffuse elastic background which appears in the
energy resolved intensity as a sharp elastic peak at all angles and parallel momentum exchange, is
due to scattering from imperfections (defects, adsorbates, steps, vacancies, etc.) in the otherwise
regularly ordered surface. Precise measurements of the diffuse elastic intensity have provided

1 V. Bortoteni and A. C Levi, Rivista del Nuovo Cimento 9.1 (1986); J.P. Toennies, J Vac. Sci.
Technol. A2,1055 (1984); V CeHi, in Dynamical Properties of Solids, edited by G. K. Norton and
A. A. Maradudin (Bsevter, New York. 1990).

* E Kirsten and K. H. Rieder. Surf. Sci. 222, L837 (1989); E Kiraen, G. Parschau and K. H. Rieder.
Phys Rev. B41,5392 (1990): G. Parschau. E. Kirsten. A. Bischof and K. H fiieder, Phys. Rev. B
40. 6012 (1969).
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details of the differential cross section of adsorbates on the surface1 and of surface steps:' and fine
structure in (he diffuse intensity has been used to obtain information on the ordering of steps at
lattice row positions on the surface.'

The inelastic peaks due to exchange of single surface phonons give immediately the surface
phonon dispersion relations, again simply from the positions of these peaks in the space of energy
and momentum exchange. In principle the single phonon peaks, through dynamic calculations,
can be related to the phonon spectral density, and can be used to extract the available information
about surface dynamics. However, in practice this has proved difficult to accomplish because the
total intensity of an inelastic peak also depends strongly on the atom-surface interaction potential,
and both the potential and the spectral density are strongly varying functions of energy and
momentum, thus it is difficult to separate the contributions of each of these two unknown
quantities.

In addition to the inelastic peaks, there is always an inelastic background which arises from
multiphonon transitions with the coherent surface." or from incoherent inelastic scattering with
defects.7 This multiphonon intensity has been very little exploited for obtaining detailed surface
sensitive information, and is the subject of this work. For a perfectly ordered surface, the inelastic
background arises from multiphonon inelastic transfers between the particle and surface, and is
totally coherent. We show here that the muiliphonon background is not only readily observable
under semiclasical conditions of large projectile energy and high surface temperatures, but it also
should be non-negligible and observable under conditions in which elastic and single phonon
exchange are the dominant scattering channels. At low surface temperatures the diffuse inelastic
background will exhibit a characteristic structure dependent on the form of the crystal lattice.
Perhaps most importantly, the coherent multiphonon background depends on the atom-surface
interaction potential in very much the same way as does the single phonon intensity. However, the
single phonon intensity depends very strongly on the details of the phonon spectral density,
whereas the multiphonon contribution does not since exchange of several quanta of energy tends to
average over details of the phonon spectral density. This inwnsitivity to details in the phonon
dynamics means that, through the use of simple phonon models, the informataion on the atom-
surface interaction potential (i. e., the form factor for inelastic scattering), can be extracted. This
inelastic form factor is to a good approximation, identical with that for the single phonon intensity.
Thus from the multiphonoi) intensity one can extract the necessary information on the interaction
potential to allow the unambiguous determination of the spectral density from the single phonon

1 A. Lahee. J R Manson. J P. Toennies and Ch. Woll. J. Chem Phys 86. 7194 (1987)
4 A Lahee. J R Manson. J P Toennies and Ch W6II, Phys Rev Lett 57. 471 (1986)
s B. J Hinch and J. P. Toennies, Phys. Rev. B 42, 1209 (1990)

* J R Manson. Phys. Rev. B43, 6924 (1991)
7 J. R. Manson and V CeHi, Phys Rev. B 30, 3605 (1989)
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peak intensities.

A suitable point for starting a calculation of multiphonon scattering from the initial atomic

projectile state of momentum hkj to the final state of momentum hkf is the transition rate of the

generalized golden rule

(1)

The particle state transition rate of Eq.( I) has been summed over all final many-body quantum

states {»»(} of the crystal, and the brackets < > signify an average over initial crystal states.

n matrix Tf, requires a calculation of the full many body problem, a practical
impossibility, so a reasonable approximation must be made. A form which is satisfactory for the
small frequency and long wavelength phonons which are expected to dominate in multiphonon
exchange is a pairwise summation of contributions from all surface unit cells located at the
positions r;

(2)

where k = kf - kj is the wavevector exchange, u: is the displacement from equilibrium of the j-th

unit cell and tf, is the scattering amplitude from the j-th unit cell. In the following we will assume

that if, is independent of phonon displacement, and depends only on kf and kj. The

approximations embodied in Eq.(2) are that the collision is rapid compared to the relevent phonon

periods, and that the environment of each unit cell is similar (i. e., small frequencies and long

wavelengths) but it does include multiple scattering with adjacent unit cells. Equation (2) is central

to the results which follow. The condition of small frequencies and large wavelengths implies that

multiphonon scattering should be dominated by frequencies much smaller than the Debye

frequency and wavelengths much larger than the lattice spacing. The results of the calculations

discussed below indicate that in pracitce Eq.(2) is a reasonable approximation.

With the approximate form of Eq.(2) for the transition rate, all many-body sums can be

carried out in the harmonic crystal approximation and upon multiplying by the appropriate densities

of states for scattering of a particle into the final state, the differential reflection coefficient becomes
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d R _ _

J e J e J J ( 3 )

where m is the mass of the projectile atom, exp(-W:(k)) is the classic expression for the Debye-

Waller factor, and hw = Ef -Ej = h2(kf2 - k,2)/2m is the projectile energy exchange. Eq.(3)

represents the fraction of particles scattered from an incident plane wave of momentum hkj into

final energy range dEf and final solid angle dQf. and is in the form of the time Fourier transform of

the exponentiated displacement correlation function. In the harmonic approximation, the
displacement correlation function can be decomposed in harmonic modes of the crystal substrate

! (<kUj!(0) ku:(t)> = y kaka, \ - ea(Q,v)
«.«!'= I Q.V ^ M ( U W '

cos(a)v(Q)t) - i sin(cov(Q)t) }

where M is the crystal atom mass, e (Q,v) is the a-th component of the polarization vector for the

(Q,v) vibnuional mode of frequency u> (Q), and ny(Q) is the Bose-Einstein statistical factor.

Eq.(4) has been written in the form for a Bravais lattice, but trie extension to systems with several
atoms in the unit cell basis is straightforward. The displacement correlation function is readily
evaluated by any of a number of standard methods, such as the slab method1 or by Green function
methods.9 and the Fourier transform and sum over lattice sites of Eq.{3) are rapidly convergent
under numerical calculation provided the 0- and 1 -phonon terms are first subtracted out. The 0-
and I -quantum terms are the 0-th and first order expansion of the exponential of the displacement

* R E. Allen. G. P. AlWredge, and F. W deWette. Phys. Rev. B4, 1648 (1971); 4, 1661 (1971); 4,
1682 (1971)

' G. Benedek. Phys. Status SOIHJI B58.661 (1973): Surf Sci. 61.603 (1976): G Armand. Phys
Rev. B B14B. 2218 (1976).
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correlation function in Eq.(3), and these contributions can be evaluated separately and the results

correspond to the essential features of many theoretical treatments of the elastic1" and single

phonon scattering."

Instead of carrying out detailed numerical calculations with exactly calculated phonon
speciral densities, we will use simpler models in keeping with the philosophy of this approach,
which is that the multiphonon background should be relatively independent of details of the
particular phonon distribution. Also, in keeping with this spirit, a great simplification can be
achieved by making an expansion of the displacement correlation function in small Q. Then.

through terms of order (Q-R:)- the differential reflection coefficient (3) takes the form

.ia m IKiS
1 •lrril

2e'*¥"li'S(K,wM(K.<ol

15)

This is the product of a form factor Itf^, the Debye- Waller factor, a structure factor S(K.io). and

an energy exchange factor I(K,U)), given by

sou.) - 2 « i K R j «"Fj<T)2
' (6)

and

(7)

with

10 N Cabrera. V Celli. F O Goodman and R Manson, Surf. Sci. 19. 67 (1970); H Hoinkes. Rev.
Mod Phys. 52. 933 (1980)

" J. M. Jackson. Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. 28.136 (1932); A F Devonshire. Proc. Roy. Soc. London
Ser A. 156. 37 (1936); R Manson and V Celli. Surt Sci. (1971 );D. Eichenauer and J P
Toennies. J. Chem. Phys. 85. 532 (1987).
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and

Q(t) = 51 kaka' 5 " e
a

( Q« v ) e a l ( Q > v ) • 2 n v ( Q ) + J ' cos(wv(Q)t)
Q,v

and WQ = hk2/2M. The energy hu>o arises from zero point motion of the lattice and is the result of

a further approximation of replacing the sin(w (Q)t) function in Eq.(4) by its argument. This

approximation is not necessary, but it is quite accurate in the semiclassical region where ho)Q is

interpreted as the energy loss to the surface of an energetic incident particle. However. IUOQ is not

a constant and in general depends on energy and momentum exchange; it is perhaps better to
interpret it as being the result of recoil motion of the crystal, and the consequences of its energy
dependence are important in discussing the total energy transfer from particle to crystal (which can
be either positive or negative depending on the relative incident energy and crystal temperature).

A comparison of the theory with recent experimental results of Bishop et al.u for the
scattering of He by the (001) surface of NaCl is shown in Fig. 1. The incident He energy is 44
meV and the experimental configuration is that of a specular scan in which both the incident and
detector directions make an angle of 45° with respect to the surface normal. The scattering plane is
aligned with the < I00> direction of the crystal face. The multiphonon background as measured by
a time of flight analysis, here converted to energy exchange, shows the multiphonon background
as a distinct and broad foot upon which stands the sharp elastic specular peak. This inelastic foot
is well explained by the calculation shown as a solid line. The calculation is the differentia]
reflection coefficient of Eq.(5) carried out for a simple Debye mode] of the phonon frequency
distribution, and the Debye temperture is 270K. The form factor is the product of the Mott-
Jackson matrix element for perpendicular particle motion and the Gaussian cut-off factor in parallel
momentum for parallel particle motion.

6 G. Bishop. W. P. Bfug. G Chern J Duan. S A. Safron. J G. Skofronick and J R Manson. to be
published
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figure 2 shows further calculations of the total inelastic background for a system similar to
that in Fig. 1 except for an incident energy of 28meV, The high temperature calculation is forT =
JOOOK and, compared to the curve forT = 773K, shows a broader width in the energy exchange
and a decreased maximum amplitude. This behavior is characteristic of the semiclassical result
and at this temperature the system is just entering the extreme semiclassical regime. The low
temperature calculations in Fig. 2 are forT = IQOK and show the characteristic oscillations that
arise in the multiphonon background from the structure factor in Eq.(5). For the T = 100K curve
the multiple phonon contribution has been drawn in as a dashed line, in addition to the total
inelastic background which includes the single quantum part. The single phonon part is the largest
contributor at this low temperature, but in the Debye approximation it is a relatively smoothly
varying contribution, the structure appears entirely in the exchange of larger numbers of phonons.
It is clear that the majority of the energy exchanged by the particle is through the single phonon
term, and that net energy will be lost to the surface by the particles, contrary to the situation at the
higher temperatures.

We have developed a theory which can be used as a framework for explaining and drawing
useful physical information from the inelastic background appearing in ume-of-flight energy
resolved measurements of low energy atom-surface scattering. We have shown that in the
quantum mechanical regime, the inelastic background will show marked structure due to the
coherent nature of the scattering process. Questions of average energy gain or loss by an incident
atomic beam are discussed within the context of the theory. It is shown that even in the
semiclassical limit an atom can, on average, either gain of lose energy to the surface depending on
whether the incident energy is smaller or greater than kgT. The results are illustrated by
calculations and comparisons with experiment for the case of He scattering by a NaCl(001)
surface.

Acknowledgements: Support by the Alexander von Humboldt Society is gratefully
acknowledged. The author would like to thank J. Skofronick, V. Celli 2nd D. Himes for helpful
and stimulating discussions. This work was supported by the NSF under grant number
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Fig. 1 The difierential reflection coefficient as a function of energy exchange for a beam of He
incident of a NaCI (001) surface in the <100> direction. The incident He energy is 44 meV and the
incident and detector angles are both 45°. The solid curves are the present calculation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

We report some preliminary results from applying our Monte Carlo transport code, OREC,1

to calculate the pattern of energy-loss events in a simple model of DNA and hence to infer
the yield of strand breaks. In earlier work we have reported on calculations of DNA
damage from various radiations,*1 but we have not interpreted this damage in terms of
strand breakage previously. The calculations here are similar to those reported by Charlton
et al.,4'5 but differ in that our transport code is written for liquid water (rather than water
vapor) and in some details of the DNA model.

OREC performs a full event-by-event Monte Carlo transport for a primary particle (electron
or heavy ion) and all its secondaries until they slow down below the threshold tor inelastic
interactions, taken to be 7.4 eV. Examples of calculated S-keV electron tracks are shown
in Fig. 1 and a segment of a 1-MeV proton track in Fig. 2.

2. DESCRIPTION OF MODEL

We have employed a space-filling model for DNA which is illustrated in Fig. 3. The bases
are taken to occupy a central cylinder of diameter 1 nm. The sugar-phosphate backbone
is the cylindrical shell out to a diameter of 2 nm. The remaining volume in the
paralleleniped of square cross section 2 nm on a side is also taken to be associated with the
sugar-phosphate. (Events in this region are scored as indirect damage.) The individual
units, a base pair and two sugar-phosphate units are 0.34 nm thick slabs. Each slab is
divided into two equal volumes (the two DNA strands) by a plane containing the axis of the
cylinder. This dividing piane is rotated by 36 degrees for each successive layer, and thus the
model exhibits a twist of one complete turn of the two strands for every 10 base pairs. In
the calculations reported here, the DNA segment was 30 base pairs long. It is considered
to be straight.

'Research sponsored by the Defense Nuclear Agency under Task Code RM RH and
Work Unit Code 00055, Interagency Agreement DOE No. 0046-D031-A1, DNA No. 90-858
under Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., DE-AC05-84OR21400 with the U.S.
Department of Energy.
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The DNA segment is surrounded by a larger parallelepiped • (taken to be 5 nm on a side
and the same length as the DNA segment) and the charged particles are started at the
surface of this larger parallelepiped (chosen at random positions and with isotropic
directions). The primary particle and sach of its secondaries are then transported in this
system, which for transport is assumed to be liquid water, until either their energy drops
below a cutoff of 7.4 eV or until they exit the volume. During the complete transport of
each primary particle, all energy-loss events occurring within the DNA volume are logged
as occurring in the appropriate base or sugar phosphate unit of the DNA. Information is
recorded as to which strand was hit, whether the damage is direct or indirect (i.e., inside
or outside the 2-nm diameter cylinder), and the amount of energy deposited. All this
information is stored in a data file for a complete run which typically consists of 10-20
thousand tracks having events within the DNA.

The histories in the data file are then analyzed for DNA damage. For the results presented
here, any energy-loss event is considered to result in damage to the DNA and the results for
direct and indirect damage are combined. Double-strand breaks (DSB) are defined as
sugar- phosphate damage on opposite strands within a critical number Nc of base pairs of
each other. Single-strand breaks (SSB) are defined as a pattern of sugar-phosphate damage
which does not meet the requirement for a double-strand break. In general a track
interaction with the DNA segment will produce some combination of single- and double-
strand breaks and base damage. However because the segments used in these calculations
are short (30 base pairs), each case, i.e., a track interacting with the DNA, is scored as either
one DSB or one SSB or as base damage.

3. FRACTION OF SINGLE- AND DOUBLE-STRAND BREAKS FOR DIFFERENT
RADIATIONS

Detailed calculations were carried out for electrons, protons, and alpha particles of different
energies. For the critical separation over which sugar-phosphate damage or. separate strands
was scored as a double-strand break, we chose Nc = 10.

Figure 4 shows the fraction of damaged DNA segments that occurred as single- -and double-
strand breaks (SSB and DSB) for electrons having the various initial energies shown on the
abscissa, as they entered the reference parallelepiped. The sum of the SSB and DSB
fractions differs from unity by the fraction (not shown) of damaged segments that have only
base damage. For electrons of several keV or more initial energy, the fractions of SSB and
DSB are constant, SSBs being about 5 times more frequent. At lower electrons energies,
the LET is higher, thus favoring DSBs, which are seen to increase. At initial energies of 200
eV to 300 eV, the fraction of DSBs reaches a maximum and then decreases at lower
energies. The decrease at low electron energies is due to the fact that, although the LET
is largest, the total number of inelastic events possible is small, due to the limited amount
of energy available. The fraction of damaged segments having only base damage is about
0.13 over the whole range of electron energies.

Figures S and 6 show the SSB and DSB fractions for protons and alpha particles as functions
of their energy. In these cases the heavy particles do not slow down appreciably in
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traversing the target structure. For protons of energies < 20G keV (Fig. 5), the fraction of
DSBs is somewhat larger than that for SSBs, The fraction with only base damage is -0.02.
As the proton energy increases, the LET decreases steadily, favoring SSBs over DSBs, as
found in the computations. The fraction of DSBs for alpha panicles (Fig, 6) is larger than
that for SSBs for energies < 5 MeV. The fraction with only base damage is a few percent
throughout,

4. YIELDS OF SSBs AND DSBs

it is of interest to know the average energy associated with a SSB or a DSB. This is
conveniently expressed in terms of the chemical yield (G value), defined as the number of
entities produced per 100 eV of absorbed energy. The calculated yields of SSBs and DSBs
for electrons as functions of the initial electron energy are shown in Fig. 7. The energy used
in determining the yield was that absorbed in the DNA itself. We find that electrons of
several hundred eV energy are the least efficient at producing SSBs. As with Fig. 4, this
range of electron energy appears to provide an optimum combination of high LET and
sufficient total energy in order to favor multiple inelastic events in close proximity.

Figure 8 shows the calculated yields for protons. The SSB yield is less than that for
electrons, while the DSB yield is greater. This behavior refle is the difference in LET for
the two radiations. The SSB yield for protons at 10 MeV is about equal that for 10-keV
electrons, both particles having approximately the same LET.

Figure 9 shows the calculated yields for alpha particles up to 5 MeV in energy. These high-
LET particles have a higher yield for DSBs than for SSBs. Note that the values of the yields
shown on the ordinate scale are considerably lower for the alpha particles than for the
protons and electrons. This is due to the fact that the very high linear rate of energy
deposition of the alpha particles "wastes" energy. Compared with protons and electrons,
they produce more multiple fragmentation of a DNA segment. Multiple breaks, however,
are scored only as a single SSB or a single DSB. They cause the yields to be lower, an effect
akin to "overkill."

5. SUMMARY

The model calculations of DNA strand breakage presented here show expected trends for
radiations of different quality. Future work will consider the effects of non-zero energy
thresholds. It is planned to make direct comparison with the work of Charlton et al.5

REFERENCES

1. R. N. Hamm, J. E. Turner, R. H. Ritchie and H. A. Wright, Calculation of Heavy Ion
Tracks in Liquid Water, Radial. Res. 104, S20-S26 (1985).

2. H. A. Wright, J. L. Magee, R. N. Hamm, A. Chatterjee, J. E. Turner and C. E. Klots
Calculation of Physical and Chemical Reactions Produced in Irradiated Water Containing
DNA, Radiat. Prot. Dosim. 13, 133-136 (1985).
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Fig. 1. Examples of calculated complete tracks for 3 different 5-keV
electrons. Each electron started at the origin, originally traveling
to the right. Each dot shows the location of an inelastic collision
made by the primary electron or one of its secondary electrons, resulting
in the formation of an H2O* or H2O* species at that location.
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Fig. 3. Model of DNA used in calculations. See text.
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Fig, 6 Fraction of damaged DNA segments showing single-
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100 eV) in DNA damaged by electrons as a function of electron
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Transfer of enargy from an electron with velocity v slowing down in
condensed matter to an impurity site located at an impact b from the
trajectory of the electron is illustrated in F1g.(l). This energy transfer
produces a transition at the impurity atom or molecule from its ground state
to an excited state that may lie In the continuum. The probability P_(b)
that the transition will occur is expressed as a Fourier transform of the
inelastic form factor <n|exp(ikr)jo>, where k is the momentum transfer and r
is the position vector of an electron on the Impurity site. The range of
momentum transfer In the collision Is limited by conservation of energy. The
form of the conservation law shown in Fig,(1) neglects the recoil of the
Incident electron in the collision; hence, it is strictly valid for small
momentum transfer only. The dielectric function c(k,w) reflects the screening
by the medium of the Interaction between the Incident electron and the
impurity site.

A tight-binding model for the Inelastic form facior developed by Ritchie
et al, (1975) is being used to apply the theory Illustrated by F1g.(l) to
radiation-induced DNA damage. This model assumes a Slater-type orbital for
jo> and uses orthogonalized plan waves for the continuum final states in
energy transfers that ionize the impurity. Hence, the impurity is
characterized by an orbital radius, a band gap, and the number of electrons in
the shell that is modeled by the Slater-type orbital. The tight-binding model
was originally developed to approximate the dielectric response function of
isolators. This type of application is illustrated by the 3-dimensional graph
shown in Fig.(2). When the same model is used to calculate the differential
cross section for ionization of an impurity in water, one obtains the results
shown in the insert. To illustrate the effects of dielectric screening, the
calculations were carried out at the normal density of liquid water (d*l),
gas-phase density (d=0), and three times the normal liquid water density
(d=3). As expected, dielectric screening is most effective in reducing the
cross section for ejection of low-energy electrons from the impurity.

Our goal is to calculate the probability to eject electrons from DNA by
charged particles that pass near the macromolecuie as they slow down in an
aqueous medium that contains DNA in low concentration. This process is
illustrated in Fig.(3) for a particle of charge Ze and velocity v, where
impact parameters b p b2, and b3 indicate the distances between the trajectory
and a pho??Kate group, a base, and a sugar moiety, respectively. In the
present st^.a of our theoretical development, we must treat each of these
components of DNA as an independent impurity site occupied by electrons in a
Slater-type orbital with a characteristic orbital radius and band gap.
Determination of these parameters will be discussed below; however, before we
turn to that part of the discussion, it is interesting to address the question
of multiple ionizations of DNA by the passage of a single charged particle.

Multiple ionization events are believed to be the most critical for
impairment of DNA's biological functions (Ward, 1985). The correlation among
impurity sites ionized by the same charged particle cannot be addressed within
the context of linear response theory. Each energy transfer event is assumed
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to be independent with strict energy conservation in each event. The
probability for a pair of events is the product of the probabilities for each
separate event. Interesting geometric effects may arise even in this simple
linear theory. Current models of the biological consequence of DNA damage
attribute more significance to a pair of ionizations on complementary strands
of the double helix than to a pair of ionizations on the same strand. The
probability for each ionization in a pair will depend on the impact parameter
to the moiety being ionized and will decrease exponentially for impact
parameters greater than a critical value v/wnQ. Hence, pairs of ionization on
opposite strands should be less likely than pairs on the same strand because
in the former at least one large impact parameter is required for most
relative orientations between the velocity of the charged particle and the
symmetry axis of the double helix.

The number of electrons on a DNA component and their orbital radius can
be estimated from work by Pearlman and Kim (1990) that parameterizes the
electron distribution in oligonucleotides measured by single-crystal X-ray
diffraction. Their results are given in terms of atomic charges, defined as
the difference betweeu the number of valence electrons on an atom when it is
free and when it is bound in the DNA double helix, and "kappa", defined as the
ratio of orbital radii in the free and bound states. The atomic charges shown
in Fig.(4) are in fair agreement with those deduced by molecular orbital
theories applied DNA components (Weiner et al.1986). Correlation between the
kappa parameter and atomic charges is shown in Fig.(5). Kappa values smaller
than unity, which indicate a more diffuse electron distribution in the bound
atom than in the free atom, correlate with negative atomic charges, which
indicate electron affinity.

The exparimentally determined correlation between atomic charges and
kappa values shown by Fig.(5) is consistent with the effect of electron-
electron repulsions on the valence electron density in atoms. The slopes of
the lines were determined by "Slater's Rules" for electron screening in a
central-field model of atoms (Slater, 1930). The y-intercepts was chosen to
give the best fit with the data. The correlation coefficients are 0.79, 0.90,
and 0.73, for carbon (circles), oxygen (triangles) and nitrogen (crosses)
atoms, respectively. Hence, for these atoms, it is reasonable to assume that
kappa is a linear function of atomic charge with slopes and intercepts given
in Table I.

Table I
Linear Correlation between Kappa and Atomic Charges

Intercept
1.048
1.029
1.049

The kappa value for hydrogen atoms was fixed at 1.4 in the analysis of single-
crystal X-ray diffraction data by Pearlman and Kim (1990). The phosphorous
atom in the deoxyribose moiety has a kappa value of 1.032. Orbital radii of
free atoms calculated by Clementi and Raimondi (1963) can be used to
determined the orbital parameter of the tight binding model (Ritchie et al.,
1975) from these kappa values.

Information on the band gap parameter of the tight-binding model can be
obtained from the vuv absorption data of Sontag and Weibezahn (1975) that
compares the absorption spectrum of dry calf-thymus DNA with the spectrum for
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Carbon
Oxygen
Nitrogen

Slope
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0.077
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a mixture of DNA bases. The two spectra overlap for photon energies less than
about 6 eV due to the predominance of pi -> pi* transitions of DNA bases.
Between 8 and 13 eV, the quantum yield of electron emission from dry DNA
increases by about two orders of magnitude and the absorption cross section
rises to a broad maximum at 10,6 eV. In contrast, the photoabsorption cross
section for the base mixture decreases in this energy range. Hence, the
absorption band centered at 10,6 eV is believed to be associated with
ionization of sugar-phosphate groups on the UNA backbone. The photoabsorption
spectrum of dry calf-thymus DNA has another broad maximum centered at 18.8 eV.
Since absorption by the base mixture also shows a maximum near this photon
energy, Sontag and Weibezahn attribute this band to ionization of DNA bases.

Theoretical photoionization spectra calculated by Vercauteren and
Clementi (1983) are in general agreement with the experimental data regarding
the position of two broad bands associated with ejection of valence electrons.
The band centered around 10 eV is attributed to ionization of molecular
orbitals formed from 2p states of carbon, oxygen and nitrogen, 3p states of
phosphorus, as well as 2s-2p and 3s-3p hybrids. Molecular orbitals COEposed
mainly of 2s states of carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen or 3s states of
phosphorous have a higher ionization potential and contribute primarily to the
photoabsorption band centered near 20 eV. The association of the inner and
outer valence photoionization bands with base and sugar moieties respectively
is not as evident in the theoretical calculations as it is in the experimental
data of Sontag and Weibezahn (1975).
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BRANDT AND RITCHIE
PRIMARY PROCESSES IN THE PHYSICAL STAGE

ENERGY LOCALIZATION
A swift charged particle in condensed matter acts like a

bow that excites the string of a violin; it is the violin itself that deiermines the
efficiency of energy transfer and the timbre of the emitted sound.

(39)

where wM = coH — toof k2=ic2 + cole/v2, and where it
is understood that the integration over K is to include
only the region of (ft, co) space corresponding to
collective states of the medium.

o
©



do)
(a.u.)

=o

The energy-loss function for a tight-binding solid with a band gap of 9 eV, an atomic density of
4.05 g/cm and an orbital radius of 0.78 a.u. (Ritchie et al., 1975).
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Single-crystal X-ray Diffraction Data
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Atomic Charges for DNA Constituents Derived from
Single-crystal X-ray Diffraction Data
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Monte Carlo Calculations of Electron Transport
in

High Electric Fields

S. Woolf
ARCON Corp.
Waltham, MA

J. N. Bradford
Phillips Laboratory
Hanscom AFB, MA

This discussion deals with electron transport in two energy ranges:

Paxtl

0 - 20 eV
[LOWEND]

Study of Charge and Energy
Distributions in SiO« ;
Electron-Phonoa Scattering

20 keV - ~ 5 MeV
[ELMCF]

Part II

Study Effects of Charge Build-up
in Insulators (PMMA, Acetate . . );
Electron-Nuclear Elastic Scattering
(Screened Rutherford)

The Monte Carlo method is used for electron transport calculations for two reasons:

1) It is nearly always possible to obtain results for
comparison with experiment

2) Monte Carlo can be used to check another method -
direct numerical solution, by the discrete ordinates
method, of the multi-group Boltzmann equation for
electrons in the presence of au electric field (may
be more efficient than M.C.)
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Parti

LOW ENERGY RANGE (0 - 20 eV)

Electron-Phouou scattering cross sections and scattering angles are calculated from
expressions given by Ashley1.

These expressions provide the relation between electron energy loss(gain) and scattering
angle.

Interaction Modes:
Longitudinal Optical(LO) 4
Acoustic(AC) 2

6

Both LO and AC modes can result in
phonon emission/absorption (electron energy gain/loss).

There are 2 discrete LO phonon energies, Q.068, 0.153 eV.

The Moute carlo calculations in this energy range are made assuming a semi-
classical approach to the electron transport problem. That is, these electrons are
treated as classical particles, while the scattering cross sections and deflection angles arc
calculated with quantum mechanical perturbation theory. Strictly speaking, there are
two conditions which must apply: 1) the unperturbed eigenstates of the electron must
be u. . . sufficiently stable to survive at least one de Broglie wavelength before
scattering. . ." 2 , or (electron-phonon mean free path) > (Adeflro9/lf) ; and 2) "the
phonon wavelength must be shorter than the electron mean free path" 2. . ., this in
order that the time interval between two successive electron-phonon. interactions be long
enough so that the two scatterings may be considered independent events. The first
condition is satisfied at energies ranging from 5eV downward. (The electron-phonon
total mean free path increases with decreasing energy). With regard to the second
condition, the shortest phonon wavelength, corresponding to the largest momentiua
transfer, is 1.25A, whereas the electTon-phonon mean free path ranges from «•* 14A at
l.oeV to ~ 2A at 10 eV. Hence this condition is satisfied much of the time.

A rigorous method for dealing with electron-phonon scattering and electron
transport in this energy range would be to use the formalism of Thornber and
Feynman3, however this is not a practical option for us. If a truly rigorous calculation
were made, this would result in two consequences that tend to mitigate errors incurred
with our approximation, a broadening in the energy spectrum and a broadening in the
momentum transfer (q). As regards the first, the presence of the electric field also
causes energy spectrum broadening. In the second case, at energies in excess of ~ 5eV,
wide: <uigle scattering is dominant, which is roughly equivalent to q-broadening.

(1) .1. Ashley, R. Ritchie, and O. H. Crawford, 10-th Werner Brandt Conf. (1987)
(2) M. V. Fischctti, D. J. Di Maria, S. D. Brorson, T. N. Theis and J. R. Kirtly, Phys.
Rev. B, 31, S124 (1985).
(3) K. K. Thoruber and R. P. Feynman, Phys. Rev. B, 1, 4099 (1972).
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LOWEND Monte Carlo Code:

Electron-Phonon Interactions

(applied voltages result in 8, values ~ 0.5 to 5 MV/cm)

Case Histories;

Begin with incident e ~ beam ~ 5eV;
End by:

1) Energy falls below cut-off — .07 eV
2) Energy exceeds 20 eV

3) Electron escapes SiO2 (reflection)
4) Collision count exceeds preset maximum

(~ 10000)

Procedure:

After n-th collision, electron has energy En , direction 9n , $n .

1) Interpolate tables for total cross section <r(En), scattering angle cosine < cosOn > ,
stopping power ^\n .

2) Calculate direction cosines of trajectory after scatter through 9n ,

i.e. cos0n = cosfl^jCosB,, + sinOn_^inO,, cospn ,
\Pn= azimuthal deflection, assumed isotropic) .

3) Calculate intercollision distance, Sn

S n = -lnC/ff(En),

where C = raudom nmnber uniformly distributed r /er the interval (0,1) .
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4) Incorporate electric field effects by dividing Sn into S sub-segments small enough so
that the velocity direction cosines of electron trajectory may be treated as constant
within each sub-segment.

Computation loop, 5 times through

Time to traverse sub-segment; At; = Sn/5v

[Update position: /(in general, a function of z)
i(At,)3e6,(z)/m*

i , 1 * n

f = y,-i + vAt,- sax9n si
[Update velocity;
i v.. = v cos0n + eS,/m* At,-

? i? n
y ! = v $ax9n s

Correct v, Qn , ^w , Sn :

cos0n = v../v;

Calculate continuous slowing down approximation (CSDA) contribution to energy loss:

' ' dx

5) On to the next electron-phonon interaction . . .

Energy spectra are calculated at counting planes placed at various z-positions by
recording crossing events.
The spectra reach stability at z = 500A.

Impact ionization is included in these calculations. The cross sections for secondary
electron creation of Ashley4 and Ritchie5 are used for this purpose.
The secondary electrons are put in a "bank" and processed after all primary electron
case histories are completed.
It is only necessary to consider the first generation of secondary electrons, since they do
not change the energy spectrum appreciably.

(4) J. Ashley and V. Anderson, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Set., NS-23T 4132 (1981).
(5) R. Ritchie, Phys. Rev., 114, 644 (1959).
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Sample Energy Spectrum Results:
0.03 T C6)

Spectrum at 500 Angstroms

Charged. Average Value o( Electric Field • S MV/cm
Uncnarged, Average Value of Electric Reid * 9 MV/cm

9.0 MV/cm

5 eV

3,00
6 8 10 12 M 16

Energy (eV)
The spcetr* »hown above were obtained with two Geld
configurMiaas; I) linearly varying field, 8 MV/cm al anode
with average value 6 MV/on; 2) coosUnt electric Geld
throughout, 8 MV/an. The two cases illustrate that the Geld
value at the anode, rather than the average Geld vaiue,
determines the energy spectrum shape.

0.05 -i

0.04 -

>

T - 0.03 -

c
^r 0.02 -
o
D

0.0) -

0.00

(6)
Energy Spectrum at 500 Angstroms

Constant Electric Field

E-lield at Anode • 6 MV/cm

Linear Electric Held ( * + * i / 5 0 0 ) MV/cm
E—field at Anode - 8 MV/cm

Threshold Energy
injection Energy a

• 8.9 eV
0.5 «V

6 3 10 12 14 16 13 20

Energy (eV)
The two spectra in the above figure result Irom different anode
field values, 8 MV/cm and 6 MV/cm. The average field value
in both canes is 6 MV/cm. One case corresponds to a constant <i
MV/cm Geld, and the other to a linearly varying Geld.

(6) J. N. Bradford and S. Woolf, Rad. Eff. and Dtf. in Solids, 117, 227 (1991).
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Par tn

HIGH ENERGY RANGE (20 keV - 5 MeV)

Electron-nuclear elastic scattering:
Single scattering cross section given by Screened Rutherford - Moliere (non-relativistic)
or Mott (relativistic) formula.
Screened Rutherford energy-angle cross section:

where
q = q(E,Z) = screening factor for energy E and material with atomic number Z

(generally 17 « 1 for E > 20 keV for most materials).

Two problems associated with this electron scattering model:
1) Scattering is highly forward-peaked
2) Energy loss from single scatter is miniscule

Berger7 originated the use of the Multiple <?Pltii8iipn. formulation, in electron Monte
Carlo to deal with these two problems.

The Multiple Collision Formulation represents the collective effect of a large number of
single collisions with one "super-collision".
This idea was first implemented in Monte Carlo transport calculations with the
"ETRAN" code8 by Berger and Seltzer.

ETRAN's famous progeny:

"TIGER"9

^ ^ code series9

These are coupled electron-photon transport codes for one-, two- and three-dimensional
geometries with the capability for handling multiple material zones. The cross section
library contains the most complete description of the physics of electron and photon
scattering aud interactions available.

NONE of these Monte Carlo codes make provision for electric fields.
Any attempt to modify ITS codes for this purpose would probably ruin them10.

(7) M. J. Bcrger, Meth. Comp. Phys. , 1, 135 (1963).

(8) S. M. Seltzer, "An Overview of ETRAN Monte Carlo Methods", Monte Carlo
Transport, of Electrons and Photons. T. M. Jenkins, W. R. Nelson, A. Rindi, Eds., pp
153ff, Plenum Press, New York (1988).

(9a) .]. A. Halbleib and T. A. Mehlhorn, "ITS: The Integrated TIGER Series of Coupled
Electron/Photon Monte Carlo Transport Codes", Nvcl. Sri. Eng., 9JJ, 338(1986).
(9b) ITS Code Package CCC-467, Radiation Shielding Information Center, Oak Ridge
National LaU>ratory (1985).

(10) J. A. Halbleib, Private Communication, (Dec. 1991).
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ELMCF Monte Carlo Code:

This program was written in order that we might study the effects of charge build-up in
insulators. It is similar to ETItAN in that it is based on Berger's multiple collision
method, however it is simpler and allows for electric fields.

ELMCF assumes validity of the continuous slowing-down approximation for electrons.
It is assumed that an electron loses a known amount of energy, AE, after it has
traversed a given path length segment, As.

hx a representative path length segment As there could be ~ 300-1000 single collisions.

The Goudsnut-Saunderson multiple scattering distribution, expressed in the form of a
Legendre series, is given by7

2 (i+J) e-G'At P
1 = 0

where 0 — multiple scattering deflection angle.

The Gi are given by

Gj = 2r J [l-Pt(cos0)]<T(0)sm$d0

where a(0) = angular scattering cross section for single scattering (screened Rutherford).

Appropriate As values are chosen according to Berger's suggestion:

1) choose energy intervals such that successive upper bounds (En, En + l . . . EN) of

successive intervals (AEn, AEn + 1 , , , AE^) decrease by the factor 2 " 1 ' 8

2) then compute the Asn as

where -== = collision stopping power.==
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Procedure:

1) Sample Goudsmit-Saunderson cumulative probability

distribution

2) Without E-field;

Advance trajectory
by &sn

and

decrement energy
by AEn

counting sones

2) With E-field;

Computation loop,
5 times through

As.Advance trajectory by 6s =
eS

Acceleration due to 8Z is o = —*

I i

Update x, y, z, vx, vy, v,

Correct 5s

Update Energy

3) Calculate energy deposition by

Urack length in counting sonc J x |4=*j

4) Record final position of electron at cut-off energy (~ .05Eo) for charge
deposition profile

50000 case histories may run from — 1 - 2 hours on 486 PC.
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Sample Results:

c
o

"55
o
a

c
U4

Montt Carlo with
No Knock-oni
No Secondaries
No Physical Straggling

Energy Oeposition/lncident Electron"

ALUMINUM
5,0 MeV atom Sourct

TIGER (50000 hiitorica)
' ELMCR50000 hiitonti)

i' i 1—T

2 (gm/cm2)
•T—-I
3

Comparison of energy deposition profiles, as calculated by TIGER' and BLMCF, in
aluminum for a 5.0 MeV normally incident electron beam.

0.7 -,

0.6 -

c
oo.s

0.4

Monte Carlo with
No Knock-ons
No Secondaries
No Physical Straggling

a
C:

j0.2
o

T1G£R (50000 histonts)
£LMCF(SOO00 histories;

Charge Dcoosition/tncident Electron

ALUMINUM
S.O MtV 3eam Source

0.0

Z (gm/cm2)

Comparison of charge deposition profiles, as calculated by TIGER* and ELMCF, in
aluminum for a 5.0 MeV nonnally incident electron beam.
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M<sv Normal mciaenca
on 'Aluminum'

0,0 MV/cm
5.0 MV/cm
8.0 MV/cm
10. MV/cm
20. MV/cm

0

o.co 0.05 0.10

Z (gm/cm2)
Energy deposition profiles, as calculated by ELMCF, in "aluminum", in the presence of
a positively directed uniform electric field, for a 0.4 MeV normally incident electron
beam. Results for 5 field values are shown (0, 5,8,10, 20 MV/cm).

13-=
0.* MeV Normcl Incidence

on 'Aluminum'

MV/cm
5.C MV/cm
S.O MV/cm
10. MV/cm
20. MV/cm

c.cs c.:o
I (cm/cm2)

0.15

Charge deposition profiles, as calculated by ELMCF, in "aluminum", in the presence of
a positively directed uniform electric field, for a 0.4 MeV normally incident electron
beam. Results for 5 field values are shown (0, 5, 8,10, 20 MV/cm).
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KNOCK-ON ELECTRONS PRODUCED IN COLLISIONS OF 6.4 TeV
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We have studied angular and momentum distributions of secondary electrons

ejected in direct, Coulomb collisions of 6.4 TeV sulfur tons with electrons in thin

targets of C (polypropylene), Al, and Au. Comparisons are presented here of Knock-

On electron data with calculations based on Bom Approximation differential cross

sections for a point nucleus colliding with tree elections. With some noted exceptions,

we find good agreement between experiment and theory.

•Research managed by the U. S. Department of Energy, Office of Basic Energy
Sciences, Division of Chemical Sciences, under Contract No. DE-AC05-84OR21400
with Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
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1, Introduction

Secondary electron emission in collisions of ions with atoms and solids has been a

topic of considerable theoretical and experimental interest for many years. Significant

progress has been made in understanding the energy and angular distributions observed

for these ejected electrons for a wide variety of projectile-target systems. These include

partially-stripped ions up to several MeV/u and heavy, many-electron targets, which

have shown surprisingly complex spectra, depending on the precise charge state and

energy of the projectile ions [1], However, except ioi cosmic ray studies, almost no

measurements or detailed calculations exist at extreme relauvistic collision energies.

In recent experiments [2] studying the formation of electron-positron pairs in

peripheral Coulomb collisions of ultrarelativistic heavy ion projectiles with target

atoms, we have simultaneously collected data on high energy ( > 0.6 MeV) electrons

ejected in binary ion-electron collisions. At relauvistic energies, these direct collision

secondary electrons are usually referred to as delta rays (especially when identified

from tracks in emulsions) or as Knock-On (KO) electrons. Cross sections for KO

production are generally relatively large with observed KO yields depending strongly

on the ranges of detected electron energies and emission angles. At very high collision

energies (> GeV/u), KO electrons are important in several otherwise unrelated

phenomena.

High energy KO electrons arise from "close collisions" of ions with atomic

electrons and account for an important pan of the energy lost by fast charged particles

in matter. The usual method for measuring stopping powers at rclativistic energies

involves using solid state silicon and gennanium detectors as targets in which the

energy deposited by a traversing ion is obtained directly! 3]. The measured energy loss

is not the full stopping power, however, because significant energy may be lost from

the measuring device by high-energy electrons which escape the detector. At collision

energies above ~ 100 GeV/u, this so-called "restricted" stopping power may represent
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less than half of the corresponding full stopping power{4]. Accurate KO electron cross

sections are essential for correction of restricted energy loss measurements to obtain

reliable stopping powers. Detailed understanding of direct KO electron production is

also important in design and data interpretation in other experiments. Large KO signal

rates may seriously interfere with studies of much lower probability phenomena, as in

measurements of leptons as a probe for formation and decay of quark-gluon plasmas

predicted to occur in very high energy heavy-ion nuclear collisions [5]. The

fundamental interaction in KO production is electromagnetic and therefore, cross

sections should be amenable to accurate calculation. However, the electrons involved

are initially bound in many-electron atomic states of the targets. Correct accounting for

atomic binding effects normally requires approximations for these complex,

intrinsically quantum mechanical systems. Under certain conditions, the quantum

mechanical complications may be reasonably neglected allowing rather simple

calculations for accurate KO differential cross sections. In particular, for final electron

kinetic energies much greater than the initial target binding energies and for ion speeds

well in excess of the target electron orbital velocities, the electrons may be regarded as

free and the collision can be treated within the impulse approximation. The lowest

order quantum mechanical treatment nonnally used when the ion velocity is large is the

first Bom approximation. The differential cross sections differ from classical

expressions only in the appearance of a multiplicitivc form factor, which depends on

the initial and final quantum states of the target atom and on the energy transfer in the

collision. First Bom calculation results reduce to classical results when atomic binding

is completely neglected. Under these conditions, the KO energy and angular

distributions can be calculated from relativistic two-body Coulomb scattering [6], and a

unique relation exists between the electron polar scattering angle (6) and the final

kinetic energy. The classical differential cross section and kinetic energy variations

with 8 are given as indicated in fig. 1. From these graphs, one can immediately see
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that large emission angles (corresponding to large impact parameter collisions) lead to

large cross sections for relatively low energy Knock-Ons. On the other hand, electrons

with kinetic energies greater than about 1 MeV are ejected inside a 45' cone with

energies rising rapidly near forward ejection.

For real systems, of course, there are important complications. Even when the

quantum nature of the system is ignored, the initial velocity distributions of electrons in

bound target states lead to substantial broadening of the final angular distributions,

especially for low energy Knock-Ons. Finite target thickness leads to further smearing

due to multiple Coulomb scattering in escape from the solid. Again, lower energy

Knock-Ons are more seriously affected. Finally, secondary electron-electron collisions

generate more low energy electrons at the expense of higher energy primary Knock-

Ons. At the highest energies, all of these effects should become relatively unimportant;

except for the most tightly bound, K-shell, electrons of the heaviest targets, where the

initial velocity distribution can not be neglected. We have investigated the significance

of these effects by observing Knock-On angular and energy distributions as a function

of target element and thickness as described in the next section.

2 . Experimental Methods

Fully-stripped 6.4 TeV sulfur ions from the CERN Super Proton Synchrotron

(SPS) accelerator were passed through thin foil targets in a high-vacuum chamber

centered in the 14 cm gap of a 1 meter long, MBPS CERN standard dipole bending

magnet located S meters upstream of a large nuclear physics' collaboration experiment

WA93. Electrons and positrons generated by ions in the targets were separated in the

nearly uniform vertical magnetic field and transported 180' along circular arcs to one of

two identical arrays of discrete detectors mounted on either side of the ion beam in the

plane containing the chosen target. A schematic of the apparatus with views from the

top and along the beam axis is given in fig. 2.
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For forward emitted electrons or positrons of a given momentum, horizontal

displacement of a panicle's trajectory at the detector plane in such a geometry is closely

proportional to its momentum and is only weakly dependent on launch angle, leading to

first-order focussing in the plane of dispersion. Such an apparatus constitutes an

homogeneous field, 180' pair spectrometer, with the detection position in the horizontal

plane corresponding directly to electron momentum and with vertical displacement

corresponding to the vertical component of the transverse momentum (or the vertical

component of the polar launch angle for a given total momentum). Projections of

example trajectories are shown in fig. 3 for emission out to 20*. For larger polar

angles, the focussing effect for equal momenta is weak. Momentum (energy)

resolution is determined > y detector spacing (1.3 cm) and by momentum/angle mixing

for large launch angles. For emission inside 45', resolution was dominated by finite

detector spacing and varied from Ap/p = 30% for the innermost-, to 6% for the

outermost-detectors.

The detector arrays were each composed of 41 separate circular (2 cm dia.) silicon

surface barrier detectors with depletion depth of 300 p.m. Thin active regions

minimized sensitivity to detection of gammas and permitted positrons to pass through

without annihilation, delivering an average signal amplitude of 105 keV. Detectors in

an array were arranged in five closely packed horizontal rows covering 52% of the area

between the magnet poles on either side of the ion beam as shown in fig. 2a. The

arrangement extended horizontally from 3 cm to 25 cm from the target center and 5.3

cm above and below the ion beam axis. Pressure in the vacuum chamber containing

targets and detectors was maintained at less than 5 X 10'5 Torr. The sulfur ion beam

diameter at the target position was 6 mm, as determined by beam profile measurements

taken at two downstream locations.

The limited vertical height of the array permitted full azimuthal collection only for

limited ranges of polar angles which varied from zero to 25* for the innermost (low
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momentum) detectors to 8' for the outermost (high momentum) detectors. Angular

resolution, as determined by finite detector size and spacing, varied from ~±9* at low

momentum to ~±2* at high momentum for a given field setting. Positrons and electrons

ejected vertically out of the plane of dispersion and at larger polar angles followed

trajectories which intersected either the top or bottom of the chamber as shown in

fig. 4. To minimize backgrounds from charged panicles striking chamber walls and

other pans of the spectrometer, as well as from secondary electron emission by

scattering of high energy collision fragments, and secondary pair creation by

conversion of Bremsstrahlung, all components of the spectrometer and chamber were

constructed of low-Z materials (aluminum and plastics).

A large scintillator detector sensitive to minimum ionizing panicles with a 3 cm

diameter central hole was mounted symmetrically about the beam axis 2 meters

upstream of the spectrometer. Signals from this detector were used to provide vetoes

for positron or electron detector noise counts generated by any high energy particles

accompanying the primary ions, but lying in an extended halo > 3 cm beyond the main

beam axis. A second veto signal was generated for similar halo and scattered high

energy panicles lying less than 4 cm and more than 2 mm from the beam axis, by a

quartz Cerenkov active collimator mounted in the WA93 experiment, five meters

downstream of our apparatus.

Electron and positron counts were stored as functions of detector position for two

settings of magnetic field (0.18 and 0.45 T) corresponding to detected electron

momenta of 1.0 - 6.7 MeV/c and 2.5 - 17 MeV/c, respectively. Magnetic polarity was

also reversed at 0.18 T for comparison of detector response to positrons and electrons.

Knock-On data was collected for targets of: 75 ng/cm2 - polypropylene((CH2x)*>

180 mg/cm2- Al; and 0.6,1.5, and 4.7 mg/cm2 - Au. The very thin targets (< ) 0"3 of a

radiation length) were used to maintain acceptable counting rates from KO electrons

and to reduce multiple Coulomb scattering. Less than one sulfur ion in ten thousand
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underwent nuclear charge-changing collisions in these targets (electromagnetic

spallation being the most probable at 2 x lO'Vion in the thickest gold target used [7]).

The small nuclear interaction probability with such thin targets also permitted these

measurements to run simultaneously with experiment WA93, in which particle by

panicle diagnostic measurements were performed on the transmitted sulfur ions using a

Zero Degree Calorimeter (ZDC) [8] to determine final ion nuclear charge and total

energy. Data from the WA93 ZDC were used in our experiment to identify, count, and

provide timing for projectile sulfur ions. These signals were employed for

normalization and for coincidence measurements with KO electrons detected in our

magnetic spectrometer.

Signals from each electron detector were amplified by a separate charge sensitive

preamplifier and converted to fast logic pulses in timing discriminators for counting in

coincidence with sulfur ions and anti-coincidence with the various veto signals. Data

were taken using a Macintosh IICX controlled, CAMAC based acquisition system in

which nine parameters per event were stored in list mode. Selected data were sorted

online into histograms.

Sulfur ions from the SPS were delivered in S.I second long, roughly uniform spills

with 10s to 106 ions per spill. Typical counting rates for positrons and electrons with

momenta of 1 - 6.7 McV/c and for the l.S mg/cm2 Au target, in coincidence with

projectile ions were (l-10)/scc and (100-1000)/sec, respectively, depending on the spill

rate. Therefore, KO's made up more than 90% of the total electron counts, composed

of both KO's and electrons from pair production.

A mean detection efficiency of 40 % was determined for 1.0 - 3.0 MeV electrons at

field settings of 0.09 and 0.18 Tesla through measurements of the beta spectrum of a

calibrated 106Ru source (end point energy 3.S4 MeV) placed at the target position in the

spectrometer. Since electron stopping power in silicon varies less than about ± 7% for

1 - 2 0 MeV, we assume here that detection efficiency was constant over the measured
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range. Checks were also made on variations in acquisition efficiency as a function of

data rate by comparison of electron and positron yields per ion at different ion spill rates

and as a function of target thickness. No systematic variations in yields were observed

for KO rates varying over two orders of magnitude.

3 . Results and Discussion

We present here only results of measurements of single electrons detected in

coincidence with full-energy, unscattered sulfur ions. As noted above, the pairs

electron contribution to total electron yield is less than 10% and will be neglected.

Figure 5 shows a 3-D plot of detected KO counts from a 1.5 rng/cm2 Au target

displayed versus detector position for a magnetic field of 0.18 Tesla. At a given

horizontal detector position, the variation of counts with respect to vertical displacement

is indicative of the angular distribution of ejected positrons or electrons. The measured

intensity distribution represents a vertical projection of the source angular differential

cross section on a limited vertical aperture inteicepted by the detector array. Instead of

attempting to deconvolute measured distributions, we have mapped selected Born

approximation cross sections doubly differential in energy and angle through the

magnetic analyzing field to the detector plane and compared the resulting calculated

counting distributions with the data. These calculations were carried out using a Monte

Carlo simulation routine which incorporates effects of multiple Coulomb scattering

from uniformly distributed launch sites along the ion's path in the solid targets.

Because high energy KO electrons tend to be emitted in the forward direction, there

is little energy/angular mixing in trajectories through the magnetic field and the

horizontal counting distribution on the detector array (with minor loss of resolution)

directly reflects the momentum distribution. We have summed counts in nine sets of

detectors grouped according to horizontal position and plot in fig. 6 overlapping

histograms of the resulting momentum distributions at the two field settings for KO
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electrons from a 1.5 mg/cm2 Au target. Dashed line histograms in fig. 6 display results

of the computer simulation calculations described above. We note general good

absolute agreement between measurements and calculations, well within an estimated

experimental error of ±25%. Measured distributions from all other targets are similar,

except for increased low energy KO contributions for the thickest Au target where

multiple Coulomb scattering becomes important..

The measured KO vertical displacement distribution for 1.0 - 2.5 MeV electrons

from 1.5 mg/cm2 is shown in fig. 7 along with simulation results. The observed nearly

uniform distributions arise from a relatively narrow angular cut imposed by the vertical

height accepted by the detector array, when compared to an initial launch mean polar

angle of approximately 40' corresponding to 1.5 MeV electrons. Figure 8 shows

similar results for higher energy (10 • 12 MeV) electrons. Here, the classical

kincmatical launch angle would be - 17 degrees. Again, we note that there is generally

good agreement between experiment and calculations.

At the lowest energy range detected, 0.6 - 1.0 MeV, the measured vertical

distribution is significantly more 'forward peaked' than predicted by our simple

calculations. A comparison of simulation results and measurements is shown in fig. 9.

We suspect that this effect is due in part to secondary scattering of higher energy

electrons, launched at much larger polar angles, into the forward direction, with

production of even lower energy electrons spread over all angles. Secondary scattering

effects, except for multiple Coulomb scattering, are not included in the simulations. At

0.6 MeV target binding effects may also become significant. It is interesting to note

that the observed angular distributions of secondary electrons measured in experiments

at much lower energies also show some of the tendencies seen here. For bare

projectiles, electron energy spectra, integrated over emission angles, tend to agree with

Bom and binary encounter calculations, even at relatively low collision energies.
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Angular distributions, on the other hand, are usually not well predicted. There tend to

be more electrons observed in the forward and backward directions than calculated (6].

Several tests were made of KO yield variation with target element and thickness.

Measured yields for 0.6 - 6.2 MeV KO's as a function of electron thickness (total

number of electrons/cm2 are displayed in fig. 10. No background or other corrections

have been made for the data presented there. We note that no mass identification for the

detected particles is possible using magnetic analysis alone. However, the fact that

measured yields of the detected negative particles appear to be proportional to target

electron thickness and otherwise independent of target element is good evidence that

counted signals arise primarily from KO electrons. The close agreement with linearity

also indicates that effects of multiple Coulomb scattering, count rate dependent

efficiency/dead time, and secondary collisional processes are weak and do not seriously

affect the measured KO yields.

To summarize, we have measured two-dimensional counting distributions of

secondary electrons momentum analyzed in a uniform magnetic field analyzer. The

observed distributions correspond well on an absolute scale to those calculated using

relativistic Bom approximation differential cross sections as the source function for a

Monte Carlo simulation program which maps KO electron trajectories through the

analyzing field region. The only region with significant disagreement between

experiment and theory is at low electron energies (<1 MeV), where the calculations

appear to underestimate the number of forward emitted electrons.
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Figure Captions

FIG. 1. ReJativistic differential cross sections and electron energies for direct binary
collisions between a point-charge nucleus and a free, stationary electron.

FIG. 2. Schematic of magnetic electron analyzer, (a) End view along ion beam axis
showing target and detector arrays lying in the vertical plane between pole tips of the
dinolc magnet, (b) Top view showing detectors in mid-plane row and sample
trajectories for 5 MeV/c positrons and electrons emitted at 0 and 20 degrees. Small
displacement at detector plane shows effect of first-order focussing.

FIG. 3. Sample trajectories for forward emitted electrons at 1,2,4, and 6 MeV/c in a
magnetic field of 0.18 T. Resolution loss (Ap/p) due to momentum and angle mixing
varies as (1 - cos 8), This broadening is less than that due to the spatial uncertainty set
by the detector horizontal spacing, for all emission angles less than 45 degrees.

FIG. 4. End view of sample trajectories for 4 MeV/c electrons showing endpoint
coordinates at the detector plane (0). Vertical offset from the ion beam axis plane is
proportional to the vertical component of the KO momentum. For 8 > 20 degrees, only
a fraction of the total number of ejected electrons reach the detectors. KO electrons
with larger vertical momenta are stopped in the top and bottom walls of the vacuum
chamber.

FIG. 5. Electron intensity distributions plotted versus horizontal and vertical detector
position for 6.4 TeV sulfur ions and a 1.5 mg/cm2. Au target Dark solid lines indicate
measured counts. Light dashed lines indicate results of Monte Carlo simulation
calculations described in the text

FIG. 6. Momentum distributions for KO electrons from a 1.5 mg/cm2 Au target.
Overlapping solid-line histograms display measured absolute yields for 0.18 T and
0.45 T magnetic analyzing fields. Dashed-line histograms show corresponding
simulation results.

FIG. 7. Vertical KO electron distributions at the detector plane generated by selecting
detectors with positions corresponding to electron energies of 1.0 - 2.5 MeV. Solid-
line histogram shows measured distribution of counts. Dashed-iine histogram shows
simulation results. Angle y is the projected vertical launch angle, measured in the
detector plane.

FIG. 8. Vertical KO electron distribution for 10-12 MeV electrons; otherwise, as in
Fig. 7.

FIG. 9. Vertical KO electron distribution for the lowest energy electrons analyzed
(0.6-1.0 MeV). Data shows significantly more forward emission than expected from
calculations.

FIG. 10. Measured KO yields for 0.6 * 6.2 MeV electrons plotted versus electron target
thickness for various targets.
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Collective Surface Excitations in Metals and Thin Films

E. W. Pluramer, K.-D. Tsuei*, P. T. Sprunger and G. M. Watson
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A charged particle approaching a meta! surface can lose energy by exciting
the electrons near the surface. This paper wiJl discuss the recent progress in the
understanding of the collective excitations of electrons at* the surface of a metal or
in thin metallic films.

L Introduction
Even before a charged particle enters a solid, it can begin to lose energy by

exciting the electrons or atoms at the surface. In order of increasing energy, the
following surface excitations can occur; surface phonons, surface electronic
transitions, collective surface excitations or core excitations. This paper will
briefly discuss the progress that has been made in recent years understanding the
nature of the collective excitations at the surface or in thin films. All of the
experimental data discussed in this paper has been obtained from simple metals,
so that a direct comparison can be made to calculations using a "jellium"
substrate [1-12].

The first prediction of a collective excitation at a surface was presented by
Ritchie in 1957 [13] followed by Stern and Forrell in 1960 [14], where the surface
plasmon was identified using macroscopic dielectric theory. Powell and Swan
observed the surface plasmon mode in electron reflection experiments from Al
and Mg [15]. In truth, the surface plasmon is a bulk property since its energy
depends upon the electron density deep in the bulk. This normal mode occurs
when the bulk dielectric constant is equal to -1, and for a simple metal has an
energy 4ia>p/V2. The bulk plasmon occurs at an energy dictated by the electron
density n0 in the bulk; ti)p= (47moe

2/m)w2.
Several theoretical papers in the 1970s discussed the properties of the surface

plasmon using microscopic calculations of the dynamic response of the electrons
at the surface [1, 16-18]. Using the formalism developed by Feibelman [1], the
findings of these studies can be expressed in the following equation for the surface
plasmon dispersion,

to(q) = cosp[l - d(tosp)q/2]. (1)

where q is the momentum parallel to the surface and d(co) is the surface response
function defined by

d((o)s 1 dz z 8n(z,o))/J dz 8n(z, to). (2)
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In Eqn, 2, 5n(z,co) is the induced charge at the surface as a function of the
distance from the surface z, and the frequency to. Notice that d(o>) is the first
moment of the induced charge; i.e., it is the position of the image plane at a
frequency », Theory has predicted that the first moment of the screening charge
is outside of the surface (d >0) so the dispersion of the surface plasmon should be
negative for small q [1,16,17,18]. In contrast to the energy of the surface plasmon
at q-0, the magnitude and sign of the dispersion is sensitive to the charge density
profile at the surface [1], There were several early attempts to measure this
negative dispersion on Mg and Al but the results were contradictory [19-22]. A
clear experimental observation of the negative surface plasmon dispersion
appeared in 1989 [4], as a consequence of improved instrumentation, vacuum and
sample preparation.

There was theoretical speculation beginning in the 1970s that there were more
normal modes at a surface than just the surface plasmon [23,6,7,8,24]. The
concept of higher order (in the charge density profile) surface plasmon modes
originated with a model calculation by Bennett [23] of the plasma modes at a
surface with a parameterized charge density profile. The charge density in this
model decreased from the bulk value no linearly to zero in a distance d. Bennett
found that for sufficiently large values of d new modes appeared between the
surface plasmon and the bulk plasmon. Eguiluz et al.[6] investigated these modes
in a time dependent local density formalism, calling them "higher multipole"
surface modes, since their net charge density fluctuation integrated to zero at
every point on the surface. Depending upon the surface charge density profile
there could be dipole, quadrupole and higher order modes. The energy and
existence of these multipole plasmon modes depends critically upon the surface
charge density profile. If the charge density profile is self-consistently calculated
using LDA (Lang-Kohn profile) then there is only one additional mode, with
dipole character, whose energy is -0.8 cop [25]. These modes have been observed
on many metal surfaces [5,25,26], and it is now understood that they are the origin
of the gigantic enhancement in the photoyield for incident frequencies below the
energy of the bulk plasmon [27,28].

Very thin Rims, thicker than one layer, exhibit collective excitations which
until very recently have commonly been associated with the surface plasmon of
the thin film [29-31], As pointed out in 1975 by Inglesfield and Wikborg [8], it is
impossible to have an overlayer surface plasmon at q~0 in a thin film because the
field from this monopole sheet of charge fills all space and consequently feels the
charge density deep in the bulk of the substrate. Recent theoretical calculations
[9, 12] coupled with experimental data [31, 32] have shown that the collective
excitations in thin films is a mixture of the multipole plasmon mode and surface
plasmon mode of the infinitely thick film. At q =0 it is a pure multipole mode and
at large q it is a pure surface plasmon mode [9].

IL Normal Modes at a Surface:
The surface response function g(q,u) can be related to the induced charge 8n

at the surface by the follo\/ing equation derived by Persson and Zaremba [33],

g(q,to) = I dz e<*z Bn{q, z, co). (3)
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The signal P(q,q') in an inelastic electron reflection scattering experiment is given
by [34],

F(q,q') = A(q, q') Im[g(q.w)], (4)

where A{q,q') is a kinematic factor involving the scattering geometry and the
properties of the spectrometer. Peaks in the loss spectra occur when there are
poles in the surface response function. A macroscopic theory using the bulk
dielectric constant gives,

Im[g(q,G>)] = Im {(e-l)/(e+l)}. (5)

The microscopic approach to the surface response function represented in Eqn. 3
can be related to d(co) (Eqn 2) by expanding in the small qjUmit, giving

e(co)-l 2e(o>)
g(q,w)= [1+ qd(co)].

Multlpolt Surface PlasmonK I

(6)

If d(<o) is slowly varying near the energy of the surface plasmon, Eqn.l can be
obtained from Eqn. 6 using the Drude dielectric response. If d(eo) has a pole at a
frequency w^, ^n e n there will be a pole in g(q,w) and a peak in the spectrum. A
mode associated with the pole structure in d(co) does exist [5] and is directly
related to the resonance seen in the photoyield experiments [27], and to the
normal modes in thin metallic films [9].

Fig. 1 shows a set of loss spectra from
a thick film of K grown on Al(lll) [5,25].
The bottom curve is for collection in the
specular direction and the top curve is for
collection 10° off of specular. The curve
for specular scattering shows a dominant
mode at about 2.6 eV, which is the
surface plasmon, and a weaker mode at
-3.5 eV. The insert is the theoretical
calculation of the imaginary part of the
surface response function using Eqn, 3,
showing excellent agreement with the
data[25]. The top curve, where the
geometry is such that the momentum
transfer parallel to the surface in nearly
zero, shows three peaks. In order of
increasing energy loss, they are the
surface plasmon, the multipole surface
plasmon and the bulk plasmon.

t

Fig. 1. Electron loss spectra for thick K
films grown on Al(lll) [25]. The insezt is
a theoretical calculation of the loss
spectra for specular scattering [25].

j _ J_ I
1 2 3
Energy Loss (eV)
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The dispersion of the two surface modes can be measured by changing the
geometry' of the angle resolved spectrometer to change the momentum transfer.
Fig, 2 shows the measured dispersion of the surface plasmon mode and the
multipole surface plasmon mode (MM) for K. The surface plasmon has negative
dispersion for small q as predicted theoretically, while the dispersion of the MM is
positive. The data (open squares) is compared to two theoretical calculations in
Fig. 2. The ground state charge density in both calculations is determined using
LDA, but the dynamical response is calculated using two different
approximations, EPA (random phase approximation) and Time Dependent LDA
[25]. In general time dependent LDA seems to work better, but it overemphasizes
the initial dispersion of the surface plasmon mode.

Our knowledge of the surface plasmon and the multipole Surface plasmon
modes is summarized in Fig. 3. At the top the measured and calculated
dispersion of both modes is shown and at the bottom the ground state profile as
well as the induced charge for both modes are schematically displayed. The
surface plasmon has negative dispersion at small q because the induced
screening charge is outside of the surface [4]. The multipole mode has positive
dispersion because the surface and multipole modes repel each other 125]. The
middle charge density profile at the bottom shows the dipole character of the
multipole surface plasmon mode.
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Fig. 2. Comparsion of experiment and Fig. 3. Schematic picture of the energy
theory for the dispersion of the normal and dispersion of the surface normal
modes for a K surface [25]. modes at the top and the relevant charge

density profiles at the bottom (from
Liebsch).

The sensitivity of these normal modes to the charge density profile at the
surface can be illustrated by comparing two calculations. The first uses an infinite
surface barrier (EM) [35,36] and the second a self-consistent LDA (Lang-Kohn) [25]
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calculation of the ground state charge
density profile, while both schemes utilize
RPA. The top panel in Fig. 4 shows that
the ground state charge density profile for
the two surface potentials is very similar.
The one noticeable difference is that the
IBM stops the charge from spreading out
into the vacuum. The low density tail of the
charge density profile is cut off compared to
the L-K profile. This small difference in the
charge density profile makes a big
difference in the properties of the surface
normal modes. The IBM has such a rigid
profile that there is no MM present at the
surface and the dispersion of the surface
plasmon is positive at small q. The
predictions of the IBM are shown in the
lower left-hand panel of Fig. 4. The
predictions of the Lang-Kohn self-consistent
surface barrier have been shown in Fig. 2
and 3 and are reproduced again in the
lower right-hand panel of Fig. 4. The MM
exists, has positive dispersion, and the
surface plasmon has negative dispersion
for small q.

The measured properties of the surface
plasmon and the multipole surface plasmon

modes are listed in Table 1 and 2 for the simple
metals.
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Fig. 4. The top shows the ground
state density profile for IBM and
L-K potentials. The lower panels
show the normal mode dispersion.

Table 1: Energy, dispersion and damping of the surface plasmon on simple
metals.

Element r s

Al
Mg
Li
Na
K
Rb
Cs

(a0)

2.07
2.66
3.25
3.93
4.86
5.20
5.62

fca)p(Th)
(eV)

15.83
10.86
8.04
6.05
4.40
3.98
3.54

(eV)

15.0
10.35
7.12
5.76
3.80
3.38
2.90

ho>spb
(eV)

10.3
7.38
4.28
3.99
2.73

1.99

H 2

*w>sp

2.12
1.96
2.77
2.04
1.94

2.12

db

(A)
-0.0
0.82
0.48
0.78
0.70

0.44

AEb

^»sp

0.3
0.16
0.35
0.16
0.08

0.23

(a). Bulk plasmon data obtained from high energy electron scattering
measurements, Al from [37], Na, K, Rb, and Cs from [38], and Li from [19].
(b). Surface Plasmon data obtained from Tsuei et al [25] for K, Na, Cs and Al:
from Sprunger et al [26] for Li and Mg.
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Table 2! Energy (OMM) and damping (AE/CDMM) of the multipole surface plasmon
mode on simple metals.

Element
(ao)

Be
Al
Mg
Li
Na
K

Kb
Cs

rs

(eV)

1.87
2.97
2.66
3.25
3.93
4.86

5.20
5.62

ho,,*
(eV)

15,0
10.35
7.12
5.76
3.80

3.38
2.90

«MM
(eV)

14.3 b

12.5 c
8.73 d
.....
4.67 e

3.20 «
3.15 f

2.84 f

2.40 •

0.83
0.84

0.82
0.84
0.82
0.84
0.83

P AE/coMM

0.28
0.26
0.26

0.26
0.21
0.20
0.14
0.27

(a) See Table I for bulk plasmon references
(b) Bartynski et al. [39].
(c) Ref27. (d) Ref26, (e) Ref. 25, (f)Ref.28:

IIL Normal Modes in Thin Films:
The origin of the electronic excitations seen in electron loss spectra from thin

films of alkali metals on metal surfaces has attracted considerable attention, both
from theorists and experimentalists [40]. In general there seems to be an abrupt
transition in the excitation spectra accompanying the completion of one layer.
For films thicker than one layer there is an excitation close in energy to the
surface plasmon mode of the infinitely thick film. This mode has been
incorrectly identified as the surface plasmon mode of the overlayer. Fig. 5
illustrates what is seen experimentally for Na on Al(lll) from Tsuei et al. [31]

The arrow on the right of Fig. 5
indicates the energy of the Na surface
plasmon for an infinitely thick film.
It is generally true in all alkali films
thicker than one layer that the
collective excitation is close to the
energy of the surface plasmon. The
solid curve in Fig. 5 is data for Na on
Ni(100) reported by Andersson and
Jostell [29].

to

33

0)

Fig. 5. Electron loss energy as a
function of Na coverage. The data
points are for the Na/Al(lll) system
[31], while the solid line is the
Na/Ni(100) system [29].

tta/AI (111)
tta/NI(100)

0.0 0.5
Layers
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The normal mode seen in thin films of alkali metals deposited on metal
substrates cannot be the surface plasmon of the overlayer. The surface plasmon
for q=0 is a monopole sheet of charge; i.e., half of a capacitor plate. The
electrostatic Held from this charge sheet extends throughout all space, into the
substrate metal on one side and into the vacuum on the other side. The average
charge density sampled by the field in n<,/2 and since the plasmon modes energy
depends upon the square root of the charge density the surface mode has an
energy proportional to (nt/2)L'2 [4]. A true overlayer surface plasmon mode would
have an energy determined by the charge density of the substrate, not the
overlayer. The explanation for this apparent contradiction was_ contained in the
1975 paper by Inglesfield and Wikborg [8], but the physics was eloquently
explained in 1991 by Liebsch [9].

With hindsight, i.e. after reading Liebsch1 B paper [9], the Inglesfield and
Wikborg paper contained all of the basic physics needed to understand collective
excitations in thin films [8]. This calculation used a substrate with a density
equivalent to that of Al and the surface step had a density appropriate for Na. For
the case with no Na present there were no higher order modes due to the
simplicity of the calculation; i.e., the charge density profile was not diffuse
enough. With a "Na" layer of the charge density of bulk Na but with only half of
the thickness of one layer, the surface charge density was diffuse enough that a
well developed Al multipole mode appeared at 0.83 o>p. If the thickness of the Na
positive background is increased to where it represents a one layer film, a new
mode is observed localized in the Na overlayer. As pointed out by Inglesfield and
Wilkborg this mode can't be the surface plasmon of Na, since at q«0 this m %
feels the charge density deep in the solid and would have an energy associa. i
with the charge density of Al. They showed that the new overlayer mode was the
multipole mode of the overlayer with pure dipolar character.

Fig. 6 shows the picture that
emerged from Liebsch's calculations
[9] for a two layer thick K film on an
Al substrate. Liebsch's results are
totally consistent with the work of
Eguiluz and Gaspar [11].
Theoretically, as soon as the
overlayer film is thick enough to
develop its own charge density profile
a multipole surface plasmon mode
develops at the vacuum-overlayer
interface. This mode labeled a»m in
Fig. 6 appears at an energy close to
the value seen for an infinitely thick
film. There is no surface plasmon
mode for the overlayer at small q, but
as q increases such that the product
of q and the film thickness d is
greater than about 1.5, a localized
surface plasmon can exist. Since the
multipole mode and surface plasmon
mode can couple in these films, the
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Fig. 6. Schematic picture of the
charge density profile for a two layer
K film on Al at the top and the
dispersion of the modes as a function
ofq at the bottom [9].



The

2.95

dispersion represents a change over froir. i pure dipole mode at q = 0 to a surface
p asmon mode for q > 1.5/d. The other mode seen in Pig. 6 at q=0 is the bulk
plasmon of the overlayer. This mode couples with the multipole mode of the thin
turn. At small q the higher energy mode is like a bulk plasmon in a thin film, but
as q increases it takes on more and more multipole mode character.

This picture of the collective excitations in thin films is so intuitively obvious
t it must be correct. There is experimental evidence that supports this model

lersion of the collective mode for two layer alkali films shows a larger
«f i dispersion than for thick films. This data is shown in Fig. 7 for K

> - v i s ™ C0I?P1?
re? t 0 t h e experimental dispersion for the infinitely

(solid line) and the theoretical calculation [9] for the two layer film
*ig. 6 shows that the dispersion of

the overlayer mode at small q will be
larger than the dispersion of the pure
surface plasmon mode of the
infinitely thick film because the
energy must drop from the multipole
mode to the surface plasmon as q
increases. The range of q over which
the transition from the pure
multipole to surface plasmon mode
occurs depends upon the film
thickness d (qd -1.5), so the thicker
the film, the steeper the initial
dispersion [9].

Fig. 7 Measured dispersion of the
collective mode for a double layer of K
on Al (circles) [31], compared to the
measure dispersion of a thick K film
[43 and the calculated dispersion for a
double layer [9].
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IV. Discussion:
A consistent picture of the collective excitations at a metal surface of a

ic thin film has been developed by comparing theoretical results from a
of a metal with experimental data on simple metals. There are still

,, problems to be pursued, especially in thin films. Since the
is optically active these modes should be observed in absorption or
surements from thin films. It should also be possible to engineer

r, uxspersion, and possibly the number of higher order modes bv
the charge density profile using MBE growth techniques
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ABSTRACT

The electron emission during multi charged ion-metal surface interactions will be
discussed. The interactions lead to the emission of a significant number of electrons.
Most of these electrons have energies below 30 eV. For incident ions with innershell
vacancies the emission of Auger electrons that fill these vacancies has been found to
occur mainly below the surface.

We will present recently measured electron energy distributions which will be
used to discuss the mechanisms that lead to the emission of Auger and of low-
energy electrons.
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INTRODUCTION

The interactions of slow multicharged ions (vjOJ1 on the order of 0.1 a.u.) with
metal surfaces is a topic of current interest |1-12], It has been found that these
interactions lead to the emission of a significant number of electrons)]]. Distinction
between two electron-emission mechanisms can be made, namely, potential and
kinetic emission. The main focus of this paper will be on potential emission, which
originates in the dissipation of the potential energy of the incident ions. A study
of these mechanisms reveals information on the neutralization of the highly charged
ions at metal surfaces. Using multicharged ions with innershell vacancies leads
to the emission of Auger electrons due to transitions filling these vacancies[2,3,5-
8]. Recently it has been shown that - in most experiments to date - these Auger
electrons have been emitted after the ions have penetrated the surface. Only for
very grazing-incidence ion-surface collisions has the emission of such Auger electrons
from above the surface been observed [7]. These observations are in agreement with
a neutralization model proposed in 1973 by Arifov et al.(13]. This model assumes
the neutralization of the ions by resonant capture of electrons from the conduction
band of the target at large ion-surface distances, leading to the formation of highly
excited "hollow" atoms. Subsequent relaxation of the "hollow" atoms above the
surface presumably takes place via a cascade of intra-atomic Auger transitions. A
typical timescale for such a relaxation is 10"ia - 10~n s, which was approached
in our experiments in which the above-surface emission was observed[7]. For the
collision systems studied, the above-surface Auger electron emission is limited to
about 10% of the total Auger electron emission. This is a direct consequence of the
acceleration of the incident ions by their image potentials{7,9,14,15], which imposes
an upper limit on the time the ions spend above the surface.

Due to the Blow relaxation above the surface, most projectiles will approach the
surface in a highly excited state. Close to the surface, however, the screening of the
cores of these "hollow" atoms will increase rapidly, thereby decreasing the binding
energy of the excited electrons. Eventually this will lead to either capture of these
atomic electrons into unoccupied levels of the metal surface or to promotion to the
continuum. Subsequent capture of metal electrons by the ions will presumably take
place into much lower n levels by mechanisms which are yet undetermined. After
population of the lower n levels, Auger transitions Ming the innershell vacancies
will occur, thereby bypassing the slow relaxation due to the atomic cascade.

In addition to these Auger transitions, kinetic mechanisms will contribute to
the total electron emission once the ions have penetrated the surface. The origin
of these kinetic-emission mechanisms is not very well understood. There will be
contributions from ion-atom collisions (local) and from interactions between the ion
and the electrons in the conduction band (non local). It has been suggested that
the lotaJ number of kinetically emitted electrons is proportiona! to the electronic
stopping powerj 16].
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In this paper we will first discuss angle-resolved electron energy spectra for three
different incident charge states of nitrogen ions on a Cu(OOl) surface. The focus will
be on the total number of emitted electrons, the contributions from potential versus
kinetic emission, and the observation of innershell Auger transitions. We will then
discuss the measured angular dependence of and possible production mechanisms
for the emission of low-energy electrons. Finally we will discuss our observations
for the variation of the total electron yield with the azimuthal angle of a Au(llO)
single crystal target.

CHARGE STATE DEPENDENCE OF ELECTRON EMISSION

Electron spectra taken for 24-keV N^+ ions, grazingly incident (10°) on a Cu(001)
surface in the (100) plane[5], are shown in Figure 1. We will first discuss the results
obtained for N2+ . From current-measurementi[5] we determined the total electron
yield to be approximately 7 electrons per incident ion. We ascribe this emission to
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Figure 1. Normalized electron energy distributions for 24-keV N^4 ions incident on
Cu(001) at an angle of incidence of 10° in the (100) plane. Calculated energy regions
for KLL and LMM Auger electron emission are indicated. The experimental situation is
shown in the inset.
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mainly kinetic emission because the potential energy of the incident projectiles is
only roughly 40 eV. As shown in Figure 1, the electron emission peaks at very low
electron energies and falls off exponentially towards higher energies. For N t + ions
the total electron yield increases to about 8 electrons per incident ion, an increase
which is presumably due to the increase of the potential energy to roughly 170 eV
per ion. This increase is mainly associated with the emission of electrons with en-
ergies less than 30 eV. Part of this increase is caused by the LMM emission from
the moving projectiles. For N6+ ions a strong increase of the total electron yield
to approximately 13 electrons per incident ion is observed. This increase reflects
the strong increase of the potential energy to more than 800 eV per ion. The main
part of this increase is again associated with the emission of electrons with energies
up to about 30 eV. However, an mere; 'e of the emission of electrons with much
higher energies is also observed (see Figure 1). The most characteristic features of
this spectrum at around 360 eV and 50 eV are due to KLL and LMM Auger elec-
tron emission from the moving projectiles, respectively. For the incidence conditions
used, the Auger electrons have been mainly emitted from below the surface[7). The
broad component, starting at very low energies and extending up to the KLL ener-
gies, is due to KLL electrons having lost part of their initial energy due to inelastic
scattering in the solid.

ORNL-DWQ9ZM*222

Cu 3 4 5
(electrons/(jon • sr)]

6

Figure 2. Polar plot of the measured angular dependence of the total electron yield,
in which the yield is reflected by the distance to the origin. The measurements were made
for 60-keV and 100-keV N6+ ions incident at 20° on Cu(001) in the (100) plane.
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EMISSION OF LOW-ENERGY ELECTRONS

The measured angular dependence of the total electron yield[17) is shown as a
polar plot in Figure 2. The results were obtained for 60-keV and 100-keV Nr>+ ions
incident at 20° on a Cu(001) surface in the (100) plane. The electron emission takei
place in all directions with an enhancement for those forward angles (see 100-keV
measurements) which are not tooclose to the surface. Also, the higher-energy ion's
give rise to more electron emission which is mainly due to an increase of kinetic
emission. To obtain more detailed information about the emission mechanisms, we
measured the electron spectra for different observation angles [17]. The results are
shown in Figure 3. At least two components with significantly different angular
dependences can be distinguished.

The first component, with a maximum intensity at energies below 10 eV, peaks
for emission angles close to the surface normal and falls off in intensity for emission
close to the surface. We ascribe the main part of this component to the emission of
electrons from below the surface, because inelastic scattering of the electrons below
the surface would result in an angular distribution similar to that observed. Details
about the production mechanisms for such low-energy electrons are not very well
understood.
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Figure 3. Normalized electron energy distributions for 100-keV N6+ ions incident on
Cu(001) at 20° in the (100) plane. The results for 6 different observation angles are shown
with offsets increasing in steps of 0.1 electrons/(ion.sr.eV). The experimental situation is
shown in the inset.
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The intensity of the second component, with a maximum intensity at energies
of about 20 eV, increases for forward observation anglei. Our experimental obser-
vations indicate that these electrons are emitted when the ions are very close to
the surface[17], There are several mechanisms which can lead to the emission of
these 20-eV electrons. One possible mechanism is the promotion of the Rydberg
electrons, which make up the "hollow" atoms, to the continuum due to the screening
of the positive charge of the ionic cores when the projectiles approach the surface.
One would expect the maximum of such an energy distribution to occur at energies
dose to the corresponding electron energy of the incident ions (4 eV).<*The measured
energy distributions, however, peak at much higher electron energies. Therefore it
is much more likely that such a mechanism contributes mainly to the lower-energy
component. Another possible mechanism that might explain the emission of these
20-eV electrons is a binary encounter at the surface between the high-Z incident ion
and an electron of the conduction band. This would result in a forwardly peaked
energy distribution of electrons[18). The initial momentum distribution of the elec-
trons of the conduction band would lead to a broad energy distribution of emitted
electrons, such as is observed experimentally (see Figure 3). One would also expect
a significant dependence of the energy distribution on the ion velocity, a dependence
which was confirmed experimentally! 17].

AZIMUTHAL DEPENDENCE OF TOTAL ELECTRON YIELD

The measured dependence of the total electron yield on the azimuthal target
orientation is shown in Figure 4a for N^+ ions incident on a Au(110) single crystal
target. The incidence angle, as well as the ion energy, were kept the same for the
three measurements. All three measurements show modulations of the total electron
yields, the minima corresponding to ion directions along the low index planes. For
such incidence directions, the ions interact less strongly with the target atoms and
penetrate deeper into the solid thereby decreasing the emission of low-energy elec-
trons. The magnitude of the modulations is virtually independent of the incident
charge state as illustrated by the difference spectra between N6 + and N5+ and be-
tween N5+ and N2+ (Figure 4a). These observations suggest that potential emission,
which corresponds to at least part of the difference spectra, does not take place sig-
nificantly below the surface. In addition, no significant velocity dependence of the
differential yields was observed, which cannot be explained within the framework of
the slow above-surface relaxation of "hollow'" atoms. Therefore we conclude that
potential emission takes place very close to the surface by a very fast process with
a rate on the order of 10IS s"1, that is altogether different from the above-surface
relaxation.
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Figure 4. a) Measured total electron yield as a function of the azimuthal orientation
angle for 30-keV N<*+ ioni incident on a Au(liO) crystal at an angle of incidence of 20°.
Differential yields are indicated by dashed lines.
b) Calculated average electronic energy loss per ion for 60-keV N ions incident at 20° on
a slab of Au(110) of thickness 80 a.u. The results were obtained using the MARLOWE
simulation for 1000 inciutnt ions.
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In order to understand the modulations, we have performed calculations of the
electronic energy lost of the ions in a slab of thickness BO a.u. The ion trajecto-
ries were simulated using the MARLOWE code[l9l Preliminary calculated results
for local energy losses 12Q] arising from ion-atom collisions are shown in Figure 4b.
The calculations reproduce the major features of the experimental measurements.
Non-local energy losses due to the interactions between the impinging ions and the
electrons of the conduction band were also shown to result in similar modulations.
The qualitative agreement indicates that the kinetic part of the total electron yield
is directly proportional to the electronic stopping power (see also [16]). An addi-
tional effect, whose inclusion most likely will also contribute to the modulations, is
the explicit accounting for the inelastic mean free path of the emitted electrons, a
refinement which will be included in future modeling studies of electron emission.

CONCLUSIONS

Previously it has been shown that the emission of Auger electrons filling the
innershell vacancies of muUicharged ions interacting with metal surfaces is mainly
taking place from below the surface. The emission of the low-energy electrons,
which constitute the dominant part of the electron spectra, is not very well un-
derstood. Possible mechanisms leading to the emission of low-energy electrons are
directly related to the neutralization of the multicharged ions. In this paper we have
presented electron spectra and total-electron-yield measurements that shed some
light on the mechanisms leading to the emission of these lew-energy electrons. It
has been suggested that the neutralization of the ions takes place very close to the
surface on a very fast timescale of the order of 10ts s"1.
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Intramolecular Secondary Collision Contributions to Cusp Shapes and Yields.
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0.6 3.0 McV/u IV arid 0.6 • 0.8 MeV/u He*' projectiles incident on a series of hydrocarbon targets
capture electrons to bound states (ECU), and lose them to the continuum (ELC), at a rate competitive
with direct electron capture to the continuum (ECC). Hence the zero-degree continuum electron cusp is
composed of the F.CC and ELC electrons. An intramolecular geometric outscattering (IMGO) model,
extended from its original applications to ECU and ECC in molecules, was used to estimcte the ELC

contribution to the do/dE cusp yield and d2o/dEdfi cusp shape.

Electron capture to bound states of
~McV/nucleon bare H* and He" projectiles
traversing H-, C-, O-, F- and S- bearing
molecular targets docs not maintain strict
additivity of atomic cross sections. This failure
of additivity was interpreted in the IMGO
model by breaking the effect into two parts: i)
assuming that atoms in molecules respond to an
entering projectile essentially as individual
atoms whose binding energies and orbital
populations are slightly affected by differing
chemical milieus for the atoms - i.e., the
"entrance" effect - producing few percent
changes in ECB cross sections in our velocity
range (~5 - 11 a.u.), and ii) the clothed
projectile undergoes an electron loss (stripping)
secondary collision before exiting the molecule
- the "exit" effect [1]. In the case of
hydrocarbons additivity failure arose primarily
from the ELC "exit" interactions of the now
clothed projectile with the residue of the
molecule, as computed from capture-loss
equations applied to molecules treated as
supcrthin solids [2J.

Similarly, ECC processes with ~MeV/u H+ and
He** projectiles do not maintain additivity of
the cusp electron yields or cross sections either.
The root cause of additivity failure in the ECC
yields is again believed to be the "exit" elastic
and inelastic continuum electron interactions
with the remnants of the molecule [3],

The additivity failure in the ECB interactions,
explicitly treated as arising from intramolecular
ELC interactions, implicitly leads to an ELC
contribution to the ECC electron cusp so that
the cusp is really an electron transfer to
continuum cusp (ETC). The linkage between
ECB and ELC can be shown formally in the
context of the IMGO model for bare projectiles
incident on molecules.

The advantage of molecular targets is the
limited number of secondary collisions,
making it easy to construct a probability tree
diagram such as that shown in figure 1 to aid in
the discussion of primary and secondary
interactions of projectiles in a molecule. The
transmission fractions TB (= 1 - PB) and Tc (= 1
- Pc) shown in figure 1 were calculated using
probabilities PB and Pc for bare projectiles
which capture a bound or continuum electron
losing or outscattering this electron while
traversing the residue of the molecule [1,3].

The choice of cross sections to calculate the
transmission fractions in the IMGO model is
important. The probability of an
intramolecular ELC electron being produced,
for example, is computed from Pu = 0.5 ltj \\ -
djj/(djj2 + aHo,,/ r)'«J: the djj arc the interatomic
distances between a particular electron donor
species of atom, o,, is the relevant atomic
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electron loss (stripping) cross section, and ah =
3.3 i?» «fit parameter determined from fits lo all
the hydrocarbon 1\CH data. A simiiui
calculation for \\ uses total electron scattering
cross sections in the place of the stripping
cross section, and ac = 1 |4].

For zero-degree continuum electrons the
IMGO model assumes that all the ELC
electrons arc detected along with the ECC
electrons with a probability PB = 1 - TB so that
the cross section for intramolecular ELC for
bare incident projectiles is oELC = oECB(l - T8).
Note that the ELC electrons undergo
intramolecular elastic and inelastic electron
scattering similar to that for the ECC electrons
(here assumed the same). From fig. 1 the total
ETC cusp cross section for a hydrocarbon can
then be written

%c(CmHn) = Tc o£cc(CmHn) + Tc o a c (CmHn)

The fraction of ELC electrons in the cusp is
(the parenthetical C(nHR has been dropped for
conciseness)

fEtC - c/ P t °ECC + TC

Hence

(1)

revealing a formal linkage between capture to
bound and continuum states in the overall cusp
yield which can be further generalized by
using theoretical ratios for bound-continuum
cross sections such as the particularly simple
one of Lapicki and Losonsky for K - > K
transfer (approx. true for our hydrocarbon
targets), viz.. oECB / oECC s 2Z,.3. constant within
5% in our velocity region (5). Substitution in
cq. 1 gives

In figure 2 f,,(. computed from cq. 1 using
experimental bound and continuum electron
cross sections is shown vs projectile energy
for incident II* and He" projectiles. For these
initial calculations it wus assumed that f,, c was
small so that o1TC = oECC . Absolute values of
°ECC were taken from hydrocarbon cusp data
normalized to the C K auger electrons delected
with 0.6 MeV H* on CH4; oECB data were taken
from ref. 1. Also in figure 2 are the
"theoretical" predictions of cq. 2 which have a
velocity dependence only in the parameter TB,
which was determined entirely from the ECB
data. The agreement between the experimental
and theoretical predictions is quite good,
showing the proper magnitudes and trends.

In earlier experiments the ELC cusp
contribution was extracted by subtraction of
the CH4 cusp from the m > 2 hydrocarbon
cusps obtained with 0.6 and 0.8 McV/u H* and
He** projectiles. The sublractivc process
produced a difference spectrum with a
statistically significant peak f or m > 4 targets
[6], This peak had a nominal Zp2-8*0*'"01

dependence which can be compared with the
Zp dependence extracted from the IMGO
model using YELC ~ fF.i.c°ETc ft* H* and He**.
From previous experiments oETC ~ Ze

2, while
the fFLC ratio for He/H at 0.8 McV/u gave a
nominal Zp

13 dependence so that an overall
nominal dependence of ZP

33 is obtained in
agreement with the experimental data [7].

Additional, independent evidence for ELC
electrons in the cusp obtained for bare H and
He projectiles on hydrocarbon targets comes
from analysis of the d2o/dEdQ (DDCS) data
obtained for H* and He** on CH4 and C4H,
with the same analyzer used to collect the
do/dK data by the simple expedient of attaching
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u 15 cm drill region oiler the exit aperture,
terminated by & Ib-annuli anode on a dual
mterochunnel plate assembly. The analy/er
had an overall angular resolution of "0.3", and
Ihc angular distribution was centered within
±0.2". Kxaraples of (he DDCS spectra are
shown in figure 3 for He** on Cl 14 and C4H,.

Transforming the DDCS to the projectile
(velocity) frame and employing the usual
representational form, the cusp DDCS for ETC
can be written as the sum of HCC (0, < 0, 02 a
0) and ELC (0, a 0) wilh 0O = 1,

djol a oB(ECX){l+/31P1(cos0)
dv'lETC V.

w(l+01P1(cos0)> (3)

where w = o0(ELC)/o0(ECC). Normalizing Ihe
isotropic term in cq. 3 to 1 gives fHC =

A normalized Lcgendre polynomial fit of the
function a,, + a,P,(cos0) + *ajPj(cos0) lo the
experimental cusp contours at 0.4 of maximum
(see fig. 3) gave a, = -0.53±0.1 and -0.49i0.1
(-O.20±0.05 and -O.13±p.O5) for H* (He-) on
CH4 and C4H,, rcsp. Note that the trends in a,
are in line with what would be expected from
fig. 2; as the ELC contribution increases the
ECC component becomes relatively weaker,
hence the a, coefficient decreases. This can
also be seen in fig. 3 where a boldencd
constant energy line drawn across the CH4

target electron emission at angles 0 - 3 ° shows
the expected drooping (0, < 0) of the cusp
peak toward lower energies, whereas the C4H,
spectrum has considerably less large-angle
peak energy droop consistent with the 0, s 0
associated with EI.C.

Since Ihc 1MGQ model assumes that ECU and
ECC from each C atom in the hydrocarbon

molecule is the same, i.e., "atomic", then Ihc
known initial si ale of (he burc projectiles is Ihe
best avenue to determine l l u Irom a, s (1
h\ <•) #i CH c c a n b c estimated if tf, is known or
v/ce tvma), Hecause we wish lo extract lire

direcllv from the a. values, we take the HVIIc**
a, ratio and assume a range of /.,. dependences
for 0, lo extract fac. l;or j3, ~ 7,P*K \uc =
0.20/0.37, 0.85/0.92; for 0, ~ Z,,0 , fnc =
0.16/0.33, 0.68/0.82; for 0, " ZP' fKIC =
0.07/0.24, 0.30/0,60 for H* on C H ^ H , . He**
on CH4/C1H(, rcsp. These alternative
predictions for fFLC from cusp contour shapes
arc quite close to those obtained from fig. 2 for
total cross sections.

The explicit and implicit aspects of the IMGO
model as applied to intramolecular electron
capture processes agree with all the
experimental magnitudes and (rends for totil
ECB cross sections and for the SDCS and
DDCS ETC measurements for ~MeV/u H* and
He** on a range of molecular targets. This
agreement appears to validate the basic IMGO
model approach to analyzing electron capture
processes with molecular targets. There is still
additional work to be done, e.g., correcting the
ETC yields for ELC lo recompute the
outscattcring for hydrocarbons so that a new,
more reliable %• fit parameter can be extracted,
and correcting for "shadowing" in cases where
PB is large.
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Electron
Analyzer * I •e

QP=Zp-1

Figure 1 - The 1MG0 model schema lor primary I'CH or V.L'C in a hydrocarbon

molecule followed by intramolecular secondary I-I1.C or electron stuttering processes

(l*rojeclilc charge slates •, continuum electrons" - © - - ) .
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ELC

Ep (MeV/u)

Figure 2. fFLC (from eq. 1) vs. projectile energy for H+ (squares) and He++

(circles) on CH, (open) and C4H, (filled). Errors only on data points with measured
oECB and oKCC; other points have one estimated cross section. IMGO model

generalization (eq. 2) for He" on C4H, ( ), He** on CH4 ( ), H* on
C,H, ( ) , and 11+ on CH4 ( ).
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Figure 3 - Experimental d2o/dEdfi cusp shape (normabzed) for 0.8 McV/u He** on
CH4 (a) and C4Ht (b). The constant energy bold line drawn from (he peak channel of
the smallest annulus emphasizes peak shifts across the angular range. The insert is a
contour slice through cusp at 0.4 of maximum in the projectile velocity frame ( | = data;
curve = Legendre polynomial fit).
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Self Energy approach to the Energy Loss.

Interaction charge/surface

Veff<r) *o<r> - J d r *

Z A « 1 y f dw dr dr' — ° _.f „ — 2 — im[Wr7r\co)]
0 * A f <B+(E0-Ef)+i6

Initial state T o Eo

Final states 4', Ef

Energy loss rate Y * -2 lm(20)'

Energy loss probability

r "" ?>) VA(r') 8(«-AE)

Eo-E;

Valid for any local

Quantum features of the beam
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STEM:

Well focused beam along the X axis with impact parameter b

1/2

1/2

- -VJdx dx1 Imi[W(r.r\w)]
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Half embedded sphere

(dynamical Image potential In the plane)

.NW)

4$d ,14

1 if l+m even

if l+m odd

r> and rK -» the larger and smaller of both r and t

PLm -* Legendre function

Contribution of the sphere

P(co) - -L- fdx fdx" £ £ (2-8^ Im {ALm(rt} ̂  P ^ ) x

{cos m(<f(x)-<J»(x'))cos ^ x - x ' ) + cos m(<J>(x)+<!>Cx'))cos f ( x + x ' } }
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Boundary conditions lead to the linear systems (V j,m) for A Im

where
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(arb. u.)

-0.2

»

Spectra corresponding to a 10nm Al sphere half-embedded in an Al

surface (continuous line). The probe position into the plane (A) is

shown above. The impact parameter is given by by«0, b2«1inm.

Spectra corresponding to the same beam position near an isolated

sphere (dotted line) and a planar interface of length 2a have been

plotted (dashed line).
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Dependence of the height of the 6.8eV with the reduced radius of the

Al sphere half embedded in an Al support. The probe position is at A

as in figure <. The distance between the beam and the surface has

been kept constant (1nm).
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(arb. u.)

- 4

Spectra corresponding to an 10nm Al sphere half-embedded in an Al

surface. The probe is grazing at the plane/sphere edge (B) as shown

in the insert. The impact parameter is given by by«10.95nm and
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(art), u,)

-0.04 -

-0.08

Spectrum corresponding to a 10 nm Al sphere half-embedded in Al

and alumina separated by a planar interface (continuous line). The

beam position is at A as in figure 2. Spectra corresponding to the

same probe position near an isolated sphere in alumina (dotted line)
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Atomic Force Microscopy of DNA Strands Adsorbed on Mica

T. Thundat, R.J. Warmack, and D.P. Allison

Health and Safely Research Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6123

I. INTRODUCTION

The application of scanning probe techniques especially scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)

and atomic force microscope (AFM) {!] to imaging biopolymers has attracted considerable interest over

the last five years. One potential application is to study DNA structure and sequence. These techniques

have many advantages over conventional electron microscopies. Images can be obtained on biopolymers

under biologically relevant conditions with unprecedented resolution and many of the preparation

procedures required for conventional electron microscopies, such as heavy metal staining, can be

eliminated. Reproducible high resolution images of DNA have been obtained with AFM (2-5). In AFM,

a sharp pyramidal tip mounted on a cantilever is brought into close proximity of the surface where the

intermolecular force acting between the tip and the surface cause the cantilever to bend. Images of the

surface are obtained by recording the deflections of the cantilever, as detected by a laser beam focused

on the top of the cantilever tip, as the sample is scanned underneath. In AFM, both the adsorbate and the

substrate can be electrically nonconductive. Thus, AFM is inherently more advantageous than STM since

most biopolymers are, at least in bulk, nonconductors and in many cases readily attach to insulators.

Recently, we have employed AFM to rcproducibly image isolated strands of DNA adsorbed on

freshly cleaved mica and mica modified by treatment with Mg ions [4,5]. Chemically modified mica

provides a stable base for very consistent AFM scanning of DNA. We noticed, however, that the apparent
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width, contrast and stability of the DNA molecules observed with AFM were strongly influenced by the

relative humidity, in this paper we present AFM images of plasmid DNA on Mg treated mica and a

systematic study of relative humidity effects on the AFM images of DNA.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Plasmid and linear DNA (3204 base pairs, pBS* from Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) in a buffer

solution of 0.01 M ammonium acetate at pH 7,2 was used in these studies. The mica (New York Mica

Co.) substrates used were either freshly cleaved untreated or mica modified by chemical treatment with

Mi; The chemical modification of mica was achieved by soaking freshly cleaved mica in 10 mM

magnesium acetate overnight. The substrates were thoroughly cleaned by ultrasonJcaiion in distilled

water to remove excess salt, blown dry with dry nitrogen and heated in an oven at 100° C for several

hours. On freshly cleaved mica a 20 u.1 drop of DNA solution at a concentration of 1-3 ng/ml in 0.01

M ammonium acetate buffer was deposited on the surface and allowed to air dry prior to AFM imaging.

On chemically modified mica, 100 \i\ of 20 jug/ml solution was placed on the surface for few minutes ?no

then rinsed gently in a mixture of alcohol and water (50:50 ratio).

A commercially available AFM (Nanoscopc-II, Digital Instruments, Santa Barbara, CA) was used

in this study. Commercial cantilevers (Nanoprobes, Digital Instruments) which were 200 urn long with

a spring constant of 0.12 N/m were used in this study. All images were obtained in a constant force mode

(1.5 to 3 nN) and are presented as flattened raw data. The AFM was placed in a chamber where humidity

was controlled.

HI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We obtained very consistent AFM images of DNA adsorbed onto freshly cleaved mica. For
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concentration of 0,3 ng/ml (3 \x\ drop) isolated strands ware routinely found while at a concentration

10jig/ml (3 \x\ drop) the AFM images show the surface to be completely covered with DNA strands. Fig.

1 shows an AFM image of few isolated DNA plasmid (circular) molecules on freshly cleaved mica.

Although DNA images can be found on freshly cleaved mica, it is very rare to find open circular

molecules. However, the images of DNA obtained on Mg modified mica always show the plasmid

molecules as open circles as shown in Fig, 2.

The circular length of DNA measured from the image is in agreement with the calculated length

of 3204 base pairs (0.34 nm per base) of pBS* plasmid DNA although the width is approximately 7 times

the expected value of 2 wm. The observed large width of DNA is die to the convolution of tip geometry

with the DNA, For simplicity we assume the Up and the sample to be rigid, The Up can be modeled as

a paraboloid, and DNA can be treated as a cylinder. Therefore, we need to consider only cross-section

as shown in Fig. 3. The lip and die sample can be represented as:

y = b(x-c): + d (1)

x-' + y2 = a : (2)

where b is the parameter of the parabola and a is the radius of the tip. The tip position is denoted by

(c,d). At the point of contact the tangent of the two curves are equal whicr

c= x/2by + x (3)

Equations (!) -(?) can be solved numerically. We have imaged many samples of known dimension such

as lobacco mosaic virus (TMV), tobacco etch virus (TEV), and bacteriophage M-13 and determined the

up radius to be 12.5 nm on average. Using this value for AFM tip radius the expected DNA width can

be calculated as 14 nm wluch is in excellent agreement with DNA width measured from AFM images.

During this study, we observed that the images of DNA obtained on humid days had much

reduced or even negative contrast and were much broader while those obtained on dry days had positive
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contrast and were thinner. A series of AFM images acquired on the same UNA strands at various relative

humidities (with identical stunning parameters) are presented in Fig. 4, Fig. 4a taken at a relative

humidity of 119c shows positive contrast. The contrast of the DNA image changed as the humidity was

increased. Fig, 4b taken at 48*.l humidity show negative contrast. The positive contrast could be returned

by lowering the relative humidity.

Fig. S shows a plot of the apparent width and height of a region from the DNA structures

measured from the AFM images of Fig. 4 as a Junction of relative humidity. The width and height of a

DNA strand were determined by cross-sectional analysis. From this plot it is clear that as the humidity

was varied the width and contrast makes a transition at 30% to 40?r relative humidity.

The forces acting on the AFM tip include repulsive forces at small tip-surface separations, small

attractive van der Waals forces, and large attractive forces due to the presence of a tiny water bridge

between Die tip and the surface [6,7]. Force curves, taken by scanning the tip normal to a single point

on the surface, demonstrate changes induced on a microscopic scale by relative humidity. Force curves

obtained by locaung a fresh tip over a featureless region of DNA-covered mica show that the attractive

force is small and does not change appreciably with relative humidity. However, force curves obtained

on or around a DNA aggregate show a large increase in capillary force (force required to pull the tip away

from the surface) from 20 nN to 100 nN with increasing humidity. The attractive capillary force due to

the liquid bridge is a sum of Laplace force, double layer force and a resolved component of surface

tension f7]. All these forces are directly proportional to the area of contact of the water bridge that

depends on the relative humidity [7,8]. The double layer force and resolved component of surface tension

are small and can be neglected. The Laplace force, which is the dominant force can be written as

F = 4nRr cos©/( 1+ D 1 .OSnm/coseiogtp/p,)! (4)

where. R is the tip radius. F is the surface tension, G is the contact angle, D is the distance between the
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up and the substrate, and p/p,, is Die relative humidity. The contact angle is very small and can be

neglected. Using R = 50 nm and D = 0.3 nm, F can be calculated as 40 nm for 5Cft humidity, Although

an attractive force of this magnitude is large, it is rather easily balanced by the repulsive force at a small

up-suilace separation. Thus the tip must be in intimate contact with the surface features. This is

inconsistent with the observation of apparent negative tip motion over the DNA strands which are

expected to produce 2-nm (positive) structures over the flat mica surface.

This large capillary force should also produce lateral forces during scanning. Lateral forces would

arise from frictional drag or asymmetry in the liquid bridge. The lateral forces produce bending moments

on the AFM cantilever that has finite stiffness. That is, the cantilever should warp by rotating the tip-

cunulcvci system in the plane of the scanned direction, This has been observed for other types of scanned

canukners [9,10]. This buckling of the cantilever displaces the laser beam even though the sample height

(O) above the substrate remains fixed. For constant force scanning, the feed back system attempts to keep

the laser at a constant deflection. Normally images are formed by recording voltage sent to the vertical

piezo transducer as the sample is scanned in the x-direction. Therefore if the lateral force increases, the

piezo is raised to maintain the preset laser deflection; negative contrast results from this motion. The

lateral force in the y-direciion is ignored here since all four quadrants of the position sensitive detector

(PSD) arc not used.

A simple model using the first order bending moment produced by a lateral force F, acting at the

apex of the Up is given by M = F, a cosp, where a is the height of (he pyramidal tip and p is the

inclination of the cantilever end with respect to the substrate (approximately 12 degrees). The bending

of the cantilever in the z direction is given by

dVdx : = M/EI (5)

where, M is the bending moment, E is the modulus of elasticity and 1 is the moment of inertia of the

cantilever. By solving Eq.S, the change- in the deflection of the cantilever due to the lateral force F, can

be xound as
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a « F,acosp/(kU (6>

where k = 2EWL\ L and k are the length and spring consiani of the cantilever respectively, This

expression for ? does not exhibit a parabolic behavior as that due IO a normal force wljere deflection z'

can be derived as (F^kHxA-.)'. From the Fq 6, the lateral force necessary to give a 5 nm negative height

tor DNA can be calculated as 32 nN. Tins is approximately eijual to the normal force due to ihe liquid

bridge calculated from Eq. 4 and gives a coefficient of friction about 0.7. ""

IV. CONCLUSION

We have presented images of DNA adsorbed on mica and mica chemically treated with Mg ions.

Reproducible images of isolated circular molecules of DNA can be routinely found on Mg treated mica

and rarely on freshly cleaved unmodified mica. The observed width of DNA was found to be larger than

the known widths of DNA due to convolution of tip geometry with that of DNA. The images of DNA

obtained at lower relative humidity shows thinner DNA strands and positive contrast while those obtained

at higher relative humidity show much broader DNA strands but with reduced or even negative contrast.

This anomalous contrast is shown to be an artifact due to increased lateral forces on the AFM tip

interacting with the DNA.
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Figure Captions

Fig I AFM image of DNA adsorbed on freshly cleaved mica, Details are enhanced using an artificial

light source illumination.

Fig. 2 AFM image of DNA adsorbed on Mg treated mica.

Fig. 3 Geometrical representation of lip contacting the sample.

Fig 4 AFM images of linear DNA on a mica surface taken at different humidities. The sample was first

dried in a dry niirogen ambienl and the relative humidity was slowly increased. AH the conditions

of imaging are the same for all images. Black (low) to white (high) corresponds to 20 nm in

both images, (a) relative humidity I l'/i (b) relative humidity 48%.

Fig. 5 A plot of apparent height and width of pBS* linear DNA as function of relative humidity for the

case where the humidity was slowly increased from 5% to 50%. At some particular humidity

region the contrast as well as the height of DNA undergo rapid transition (approximately around

3595 in this case). For the case of decreasing humidity this transition region was approximately

around SiWr relative humidity.
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The photon scanning tunneling microscope (PSTM), invented by researchers at the

Oak Ridge National Laboratory1 is one of several scanning microscopes spawned by the

electron scanning tunneling microscope (STM) of Binnig and Rohrer.' The PSTM uses light

to extract topographical information from a surface but is not diffraction limited as are

conventional optical microscopes. Spectroscopic and optical properties measurements can also

be performed, perhaps with a different light source if necessary.

The PSTM uses a light source thai undergoes total internal reflection (TIR) at the

sample-air interface (see Fig. 1). A sharpened optical fiber is brought close enough to the

TIR surface to frustrate the internal reflection. That is, photons tunnel across the surface-lip

gap and into the tip. The amount of light collected is related to the topography of the surface.

The operation of the PSTM is very similar to that of the more familiar STM. Fig. 2 shows

the similarity between the two microscopes' designs. The STM probes the intrinsic localized

electron density at the surface of electrically conducting samples with an electrically

conducting tip. The tunneling current of photons in the PSTM is provided to the sample by

an external light source, eg., a laser. The light from the laser is introduced at an internally

reflecting angle giving rise to a field in the air gap that depends exponentially on the height

above the surface. Since the signal collected by the PSTM probe is light, a photomultiplier

tube is necessary to convert the signal to an electric current.

The PSTM has performed sub-wavelength topographical imaging. Rudimentary
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samples that have been imaged successfully are gratings and erossed-gratings (2 sew of

parallel lines superimposed at some angle). Fig. 3 shows a PSTM image of a crossed grating

pattern made in photoresist. The spacug between the nearest neighbor bumps is 1 micron,

and the distance from the bottom of the hole to the top of the bumps is 70 nm.

Two types of spcciroscopy have been studied, photoluminesccnce' and surface

enhanced Raman scattering.4 For photoluminesceni measurements, the sample used was a

ruby chromium-doped sapphire with micro-indentations (see Fig. 4a from ref. 3). The micro-

indentations provid localized stress fields that broaden and red-shift the photoluminescence

peaks. The stress field peaks at the center of an indentation, and Fig. 4b (from ref. 3) shows

that the Hncwidih does also. The same sample was tested in a micro-Raman collector, which

focuses a laser beam to approximately 1 micron and scans the beam across the sample

surface. The PSTM gives a slightly better spatial resolution than a micro-Raman collector

(see Fig. 4b).

Surface enhanced Raman snectroscopy was also performed with the PSTM. The

spectrum collected by the PSTM compares well with a spectrum from the same sample that

was collected by a conventional lens system (Fig. 5a). In this case, the sample was a silver

coated crossed grating with a thin layer of benzoic acid. The SERS intensity (above the

background) at the 1006 cm'1 Raman shift line (from the 514.5 nm line of a argon ion laser)

was measured across the surface of the sample. A topographic signal was measured along the

same line and the results are plotted in Fig. 5b. There is a slight correlation between the

SERS signal and the topographic signal. A further investigation is underway to improve the

spatial spectroscopic resolution of the PSTM.
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FIG. 1. Light undergoing total internal reflection in the PSTM. At the sample-air interface of the
PSTM, light is totally reflected when incident at angles greater than or equal to the critical angle, 0C,
given by

6f = sin- l(l/n).
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FIG 2. Block diagrams of a scanning tunneling microscope and a photon scanning tunneling
microscope.
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FIG 3. PSTM image of a photoresist crossed-grating. The photoresist was exposed
twice to an interference pattern of 1 |im-spaced lines with a 90° rotation between the
exposures.
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FIG. *•« Grey-Kale contour map or the surface of the indent-
ed sapphire Mmple taken with the photon scanning tunneling
microscope (PSTM), This micrograph represents a region on
the sample surface 10x10 jim*. Each grey-Kale cycle repre-
sents a S0-nm height change, The indent extends to a depth of
250 nm below the sapphire surface plane. The wavelength of
the radiation which was used to make this microgfam was 442
nm, and resolution of surface features is —SO nm.

1 * t

Lateral Dlmtntion
FIG. 4b. The linewidth of the phololuminescence spectra tak-

en at positions 1, 2, and 3 shown in Fig. 2 for the analytical
PSTM (solid circles) and for a conventional micro-Raman spec-
trometer (open circles). The conventional microscope on the
micro-Raman spectrometer was focused to a l-/jm probe spoi.
The decreased linewidth of the analytical PSTM spectra taken
at the same positions on the sample indicates considerable im-
provement in spatial resolution for the analytical PSTM over the
conventional microscope.
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FIG 5. The Raman shift caused by benzoic acid on a silver-coated crossed grating when illuminated
by the S14.5 nm line of an argon ion laser. The spectrum collected by the PSTM is compared to that
collected in a lens system in (a). In (b), the intensity of the 1006 cm' spectral line is plotted versus
the distance across the surface along with the topographic signal across the surface.
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Introduction

Rare gas solids (RGS) provide a model system for studying* decay pathways of
ion beam deposited electronic excitation in insulators. The electronic excited states in
RGS are well known,1 and, because RGS are monoatomic van der Waals solids, the
pathways for electronic excitation decay are not complicated by chemical changes.
The transfer of electronic excitation to kinstic energy in RGS can result in sputtering,
a process generally known as desorp'.ion induced by electronic transition (DIET).

We are studying the DIET mechanism in solid argon as described by Johnson
and lnokuti.- Figure 1 shows a simplified internuclear potential energy diagram for
Ar pair potentials: 1) Ar-Ar ground state, 2) Ar' exciton at*-12eV, and 3) Ar* ion at
M4eV. The cohesive energy is -0.08eV/atom for ground state Ar, and the ground
state separation is do=3.7A. The process begins with the ionization of an Ar atom by
the incident fast ion. The hole can pair with a neutral Ar atom through multiphonon
interactions to form Ar3*, and the hole becomes effectively self-trapped. As the A r /
relaxes, it can recombine with an electron and the system switches at the level
crossing to the repulsive Ar*-Ar potential curve. If the pair is near the surface,
sputtering can occur, or the system can switch to the attractive Ar*-Ar curve by
further multiphonon relaxations, forming the Ar,* excimer. At this point, the only
way to the ground state is through a radiative transition. Transitions from the bottom
of the Ar3* well put the system on the highly repulsive part of the ground state
potential and sputtering can occur.

The luminescence spectra and ejected atom energy spectra for ion bombarded
solid Ar have been well studied. Figure 2 shows the luminescence spectrum of a l.S
MeV He* bombarded Ar film.3 The peak labeled M at 9.8eV corresponds to
radiative decays of the relaxed Ar/ to the ground state. The peak labeled W
corresponds to radiative decays from higher levels in the Ar2* well. Radiative decays
from the electron-hole recombination directly to the ground state have not been
observed. A distribution of internuclear distances in the Ar2* well leads to a
distribution of repulsive energies upon photon emission, and thus a spectrum of
ejected atom energies. The expected ejected atom energy spectrum has also been
experimentally measured."1

Our goal is to determine whether the decay pathway described above is the
primary mechanism for sputtering. In order to do this, luminescence and sputtering
yields must at least be correlated. Riemann et al.' measured the relative luminescence
yield of 9.8eV photons and the absolute sputtering yield of. MeV light ion bombarded
Ar as a function of stopping power (figure 3). The yields correlated well with
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stopping power as well as with each other. Correlation, however, is not enough to
determine the importance of this decay pathway. Absolute luminescence yields are
needed to determine the number of excimer decays that give rise to sputtered Ar
atoms.

Our measurements of the absolute luminescence yield are currently underway.
An calibrated vacuum ultraviolet photodiode (i.e., the quantum efficiency of ejecting
photoelectrons as a function of impinging photon energy has been measured) from
VUV Associates is used for the measurements. Preliminary results indicate that

-50% of the deposited electronic energy is converted to 9.8eV photons. This is a very
efficient light source and indicates that the decay pathway being considered is indeed
a major pathway for electronic energy. While much effort has been put into
measuring the luminescence and sputtering of ion bombarded Ar, it is also important
to look at the electron that begins the decay process, which is what we will do.

Experiment and Results

The experiments are carried out in a UHV chamber connected to a 60keV ion
accelerator. Films are grown by vapor deposition of Ar on a target at 16°K; a
sorption getter pump is used to further purify the Ar gas, and gold coated
piezoelectric microbalances are used to accurately measure the film thickness. In
figure 4 the experimental setup used to measure the electrons produced by the ion
beam is schematically drawn. Surrounding the target is a copper surface that is used
as the anode to extract electrons from the bombarded Ar film. The beam+electron
current is measured by an electrometer connected to the target (cathode) and ground.
The experiment is thus to scan the voltage on the anode while recording the current
measured at the target. A quick calculation of the number of electrons we would
expect to be produced by a 33 keV proton penetrating a 1000A Ar film gives a value
of ^220. The escape depth of hot electrons in solid Ar has been measured to be

-0.5^ with no external electric field,5 therefore, the electron attenuation should be
minimal.

Figure 5 shows the results of this experiment using 33keV protons for several
film thicknesses. In the 100A and 1000A cases, we note that the target current
saturates above ISO and 2S0 volts respectively, and the electron yields are very close
to the expected number of ionizations produced by the incident proton. In the
saturation region, it is observed that the luminescence intensity remains unchanged,
thus, while we may be extracting all the electrons produced by the incident proton,
the electrons are being replenished by the substrate allowing the luminescence to
occur. The saturation indicates that there is an electric field set up within the film: if
there were no field, the maximum number of isotropically emitted electrons that could
be collected outside the film would be half of the total produced (the half emitted
toward the front of the film --the rest would go to the substrate). Of course, the
presence of the electric field implies a surface charge that creates it. The hysteresis
effect seen in the figure has yet to be fully characterized.

Also in figure 5 is the case for a thick 10,000A film. There is no saturation in
this case, rather a dielectric breakdown with electron yields exceeding 1000. As the
anode voltage increased (off the scale in figure 5), jumps in the target current, or
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discharges, were observed. Furthermore, when the ion beam was removed in this
discharge regime, the luminescence and target current persisted at the same levels.

The effect of the depth of ionization path of the incident proton on the
breakdown anode voltage was also studied, and the results are in figure 6. In this
case, a 7500A Ar film was used and the proton beam energy was varied from 23 to
S3keV. The average penetration depth of 33keV protons in Ar is 7500A, thus, the
primary differences between the different beam energies are excitation densities and
whether the incident beam traverses the film or not. It can clearly be seen that the
breakdown voltage increases as beam energy increases.

The mechanism for electron emission from the cathode (substrate) that explains
these observations best is field emission with impact ionization. Field emission
typically occurs with field strengths on the order of 107V/cm. Using the Sommerfield
and Bethe modification of the Fowler and Nordheim equation for field emission

where j is the observed current density, • is the work function of the substrate, Y is
the tabulated correction for the image force, and X is the electric field, we found that
the field strength in the 1000A Ar film was ~2.2xlO7 V/cm --enough for field
emission.

Figure 7 shows a simplified energy band diagram depicting field emission
from the gold substrate into the Ar film. In a thin film, electrons are emitted from
the substrate and either exit the film or neutralize the surface charge, creating a
saturation of electron emission current. In a thick film, however, electrons from the
substrate can be accelerated enough to cause impact ionizations and thus an avalanche
of electrons, producing the observed breakdown. One observation is not explained by
this mechanism. If impact ionizations are occurring, then more Ar ions are being
produced and we would thus expect the luminescence under breakdown to be greater
than before breakdown; this is not observed.

Conclusions

We have seen that the energy pathway in solid Ar that results in 9.8eV
luminescence is a major one for deposited electronic energy and is therefore an
important sputtering mechanism. By looking at the election emission from ion
bombarded Ar, we hope to gain insight into the what is happening at the beginning of
this energy pathway. It was found that field emission from the substrate stabilizes
electron emission from thin insulators, and that field emission with impact ionizations
causes dielectric breakdown in thick insulators: electrodeiess breakdown can be
triggered by ionizing radiation in the presence of an external electric field. Current
work is focused on measuring emitted electron energy distributions in order to map
the electric field inside the Ar film, and gain a better understanding of the electron
emission processes affecting the sputtering mechanism.
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Figure 1. Solid state argon internuclear potential energy diagrum.
The arrows indicate the decay sequence as described in the text.
(From Ref. 3)
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Figure 2. Ion induced luminescence spectrum of solid argon.
(From Ref. 3)
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Figure 3. Stopping cross section dependence of sputtering and 9.8cV
luminescence yields. (From Ref. 3)

Figure 4. Schematic of experimental setup used to measure ejected electron
vields.
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Figure 5. Current measured on the target for three Ar films of differing
thicknesses as a function of applied anode voltage. The ion beam was 30nA
of 33keV protons.
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Figure 6. Current measured on the target for a 7500A Ar Him as a function
of applied anode voltage. The ion beam energy was varied but the beam current
was kept constant at 6nA.

A
Ar

Figure 7. Simplified energy' band diagram illustrating field emission from
gold substrate into Ar film and impact ionization within the Ar film.
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ABSTRACT

Extreme ultraviolet (XUV) emission from Al bombarded by 50 MeV H° particles has

been reported by James, Sauers, and Arakawa.' However, she contribution to the observed

signal from backscattered electrons has not been evaluated, and the origin of XUV light was

not determined since only broad band filters were used. We have therefore measured the

XUV emission for 15 keV electrons incident on an Al target using a grazing incidence

spectrometer. We find the emission is composed primarily of A! L23 soft x-rays and

determine a yield of 0.015 photons/electron. This value is large compared with previous work

with high Z materials, and our yield values do not agree with standard theories which do not

consider second?jy electrons. We show that L-shell emission in low 2 materials is primarily

due to ionizations from secondary electrons created near the surface. Since the number of

secondary' electrons created by an energetic particle is roughly proportional to the energy

deposited by the particle, relative x-ray yields from energetic protons and electrons can be

determined from a knowledge of stopping powers. Using stopping power calculations, we

estimate that the Al L23 soft x-ray yield from 27.542 MeV proton bombardment is 0.019

photoni/proton. A 27.557 MeV H° panicle is essentially equivalent to a 27.542 MeV proton

and a 15 keV electron; thus, the yield of Al L23 soft x-rays from 27.557 MeV H° particle

bombardment is 0.034 photons/panicle.
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INTRODUCTION

The radiation emitted when materials are bombarded with neutral particles is of

considerable importance in the Lethality Assessment Program of the Stategic Defense

Initiative (SDI). Experimental work by James, Sauers, and Arakawa gave yield values for

the Extreme Ultraviolet (XUV) light emitted by Al when bombarded with 50 MeV H°

panicles.1 (Figure 1) However, there is uncertainty about the constituents of that yield since

only broad band filters were used for wavelength discrimination. Additionally, the experiment

did not assure that scattered electrons were completely eliminated; thus, electrons might

have falsely increased the observed yield. In this paper, we measure the emission spectrum

in the XUV region of Al bombarded by 15 keV electrons using a grazing incidence

spectrometer. Special care was taken to exclude scattered electrons. We find that the

emission in the XUV region is composed primarily of Al L43 soft x-rays and use these data to

determine the yield of Al L23 soft x-rays bombarded by 27.557 MeV H° particles.

Gryzinski2 has provided theoretical cross sections for ionization by electrons and protons.

With theoretical and experimental values for the stopping power, range, fluorescent yield, and

the absorption coefficient of Al, theoretical yields of x-rays can be obtained. However,

despite good agreement between theoretical and experimental values in previous

experiments involving K-sheU x-rays of high Z materials, our experimental values for L-shell

x-rays of Al, a low Z element, do not correspond with standard theories.3'6 This discrepancy

can be explained by considering the additional ionizations produced by secondary electrons in

the sample. We show that secondary electrons can increase considerably the L-shell x-ray

yield in low Z elements.

EXPERIMENT

A Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)7 provided the 15 keV electron beam for

cxcitation.(Figure 2) The electrons were incident on an Al sample 45° from the normal of the

sample surface. Soft x-rays emitted perpendicular to the incident electrons (-45° from the
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Previous Work:

Extreme-Ultraviolet Lisht Emission from 50-MeV H°
Impact on Al D. R.James, etal. (1987)

50 MeV H" particles

12.5 |imAl foil

C E M

I
Filters

^O.OA-OAPhotons/H*

Based on detector efficiency,

If volume piasmon emission is dominant,

v / /° = 0.16 - 0.4 Photons/H0

If L23>shell emission is dominant,

)H° = 0.04 - 0.08 Photons/H0

Figure 1
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Measuring the vield from 15 KeV electron
bombardment:

15 KeV electrons

Solid Al
-To
Grazing
Incidence
Spectrometer

Typical beam currents
l - 2 5 | i A

Figure 2
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sample normal) entered a vrr;mna incidence spectrometer,! Figure ?) The eleciron beam

illuminated 0.Q1 mm* of AL and the beam current hittinc the sample was moniiored. Typical

beam currents were 1.0-25.0 \xA. and operating pressures were 1-2M06 torr.

Soft x-rays passed through a slit and battle arrangement and illuminated a Au-coated 600

grooves/mm spherical grating at an incident angle of 84.4°. Once the soft x-rays strike the

grating, a certain fraction will be focused and diffracted into a spectrum; we assume the

grating efficiency is 0.50. The spectrum of soft x-rays was detected by a Channeltron

Electron Multiplier (CEM)S with a 0.8 mm entrance slit. The CEM was operated in the

analog mode with a -2.5 kV potential on the photocathode, and the gain of the channeltron

and quantum efficiency of the photocathode were 3X104 and 0.60, respectively.9 By scanning

the CEM across the spectrum, the entire soft x-ray region could be examined. A typical scan

of the soft ,\-ray spectrum is shown in Figure 4. Peaks of interest were integrated to

determine the total number of x-rays detected from that wavelength region. The combination

of slits and baffles, a negative 2.5 kV bias on the CEM, and bending magnets eliminated the

scattered electrons from being counted.

RESULTS

The experimental yield of Al L^-shell soft x-rays produced per 15 kcV electron can be

determined by the equation

where N7 is the number of photons detected by the spectrometer, Ne is the number of incident

electrons, <\Q is the solid angle examined by the spectrometer, Q is the relative total angle

assuming a cos2 distribution of photons, and c is the grating efficiency. We obtained a yield

of 0.015 Al L;3 soft x-rays per incident 15 keV electron.

Theoretically, the yield can be calculated by the formula



Detection Svstem:
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Typical Spectrum of Al Obtained with Spectrometer
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'/V ' £ (2)

where A' is the density of atoms and aiE) is the cross section for ionization. The limits of

integration are the ionization energy (U) and the incident electron energy (Eo); the factor of

six corresponds to the six electrons in the L->3-shell. The fluorescent yield10 0)L is given by
Z4

L 1.02xl0* + Z \

The exponential term in eqn. (2) accounts for x-ray absorption in the sample, where n is the

mass absorption coefficient for Al L13 soft x-rays in Al, 0 is the incidence angle for the

electrons, and 6 is the angle of exit for the x-rays relative to the sample normal. For our

geometry pand ©are equal, and the cos lerms in the exponential cancel out. The distancex

traversed by the electrons in the sample as a function of energy is given by

n (4)

This is derived from the formula for the range of an electron in Al,

R(E) = bE" (5)

where b is 1.83* 1(H cm, n is 1.9, and E is the electron energy in keV.n We assume the

penetration depth of the electrons is x/2. The inverse of the stopping power (dxIdE) was

computed by differentiating eqn. (4).

The theoretical ionization cross section as a function of electron energy (E) and the

ionization energy (f/) is given by Gryzinski2 as

The function g(EtU) is a maximum at ~AU as shown in Figure 5. Evaluation of cqn. (2) with

the above parameters gives a yield of 0.0018 photons/electron.(Figure 6)

Another theoretical determination of the yield can be obtained from previous experiments

and calculations by Hamm, SVright, Katz, Turner, and Ritchie12 and McConnell, Birkhoff,

Hamm, and Ritchie.13 Hamm et al. show that the number of ionizations per incident electron

in water is linearly dependent on the incident electron energy for electron energies at least
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Gryzinski Cross Section for Ionization (a)
for Al L-shell ionization by electrons
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Figure 5
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Yield 7 = = 0.0018 photons I electron

Electron Penetration Depth (x) (|im)
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Figure 6
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ten times higher than the mean ioni?auon energy i31 eV for water), MeConnell ei al. report

266 L-shell ionizations per incident electron for electrons with a mean energy of 230 keV and

324 L-shell ionizations for 315 keV electrons. Since our incident electron energy is greater

than the ionizarion energy by more than a factor of 10, the number of L-shell ionizations for 15

keV electrons should be -15. Since the L-shell fluorescent yield calculated using eqn. (3) is

2.8X1CH, the total number of L-shell soft x-rays produced should be 0.0042. Assuming 80%

absorption in the solid, we have a yield of -0.0008 photons/electron.

DISCUSSION

We can calculate the approximate yield of Al L23 soft x-rays from H° bombardment using

the yield from electrons obtained in our experiment. An H° particle consists of a proton and

electron. Since the electron and proton are bound by a small energy (13.6 eV), an energetic

H° panicle striking a solid will immediately split into an energetic proton and electron. Thus,

a beam of H° panicles is essentially equivalent to a beam of protons and a beam of electrons.

Although the incident proton and electron are traveling with the same velocity upon impact,

their energies are different due to their masses; therefore, a 27.557 MeV H° particle will be

equivalent to a 27.542 MeV proton and a 15 keV electron. We have measured an A! L23 soft

x-ray yield of 0.015 photons/electron for 15 keV electron excitation. The yield from 27.542

MeV proton excitation can be approximated by examining the processes involved in emission

from electron excitation.

When a 15 keV primary electron enters solid AL it gradually loses energy by scattering or

by collisional processes until it comes to rest at an average depth of 1.55 \im. L23 soft x-rays

can be produced when a primary electron or a secondary electron produces a vacancy in an Al

L23-sheli. The cross section for the production of an Al L23-shell vacancy is greatest for

electrons with an energy of -AU (-300 eV), where U is the ionization energy for the Al L23-

shell (75 eV). Thus, primary electrons will have the greatest probability of producing an L23-

shell vacancy at a depth of >1.5 nm; however, secondary electrons with energies ranging
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from 75 to -1Q0Q eV will have relatively hiuh probabilities of producing Lij-shell vacancies

all along the track. The majority of L;.̂  soft x-rays contributing so the yield arc created within

1.0 |im of the surface since the absorption coefficient for Al L23 soft x-rays in Al is 2.2 ^n r

l.(Figure 7) Therefore, secondary electrons produced within -1.0 (am of the surface are

mainly responsible for L23 soft x-ray emission. Since 27.542 MeV protons penetrate into the

sample much deeper than 15 keV electrons, the emission process for 27.542 MeV protons

will be the same as that for 15 keV electrons.

For keV electrons and MeV protons the energy lost in the first 1.0 |im of an Al sample is

virtually all transferred to secondary electrons, and the energy distribution of those electrons

is the same. Thus, a good approximation for the relative number of secondary electrons

produced by electrons and protons in the first 1.0 nm of an Al sample can be obtained from

the relative amount of energy deposited in that region by the incident electron and proton.

The stopping powers for a 15 keV electron and a 27.542 MeV proton in Al are 3.3 keV/jim

and 4.2 keV/^m, respectively.'4 Therefore, the ratio of secondary electrons produced by a 15

keV electron and a 27.542 MeV proton in the first 1.0 |im layer of Al is 3.3/4.2, and the

approximate yield of Al L23 soft x-rays from 27.542 MeV proton bombardment is 0.019

photons/proton. Finally, the yield of Al L23 soft x-rays from 27.557 MeV H° particle

bombardment determined by our experiment is 0.034 photons/particle. This corresponds well

with the yield of 0.04 to 0.08 photons/particle from 50 MeV H° particle bombardment

estimated by James, Sauers, and Arakawa1 for the assumption that all of their observed

signal was due to Al L23 soft x-rays.

CONCLUSION

We have measured the absolute intensity of L23 soft x-rays from an Al target bombarded

with 15 keV electrons. Our results are free of contributions from backscattered electrons and

show that nearly all the emission in the XUV region arises from L23 soft x-rays. Our

experimental yield of 0.015 Al L13 soft x-rays per incident 15 keV electron is eight times
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Absorption Function ) for K-sheli & L23-sheli soft x-rays

Electron Penetration Depth (x) (|im)
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The majority of photons emitted will come from
the first 1 Jim layer of the sample.

Figure 7
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higher than standard theories that neglect lonizations produced by secondary electrons.

Using our measurement of yield from electron excitation, we have determined a yield of 0.034

Al Laj-shell soft x-rays from 27.557 MeV H11 particle bombardment.

*Also at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville.
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AT THE 50 MEV LEVEL: UNDERSTANDING CORE EXCITONIC DISTORTION
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Interpretation of 1;KJ,S Near Edge I ine Structure
at the 50mcV level: I'ndmianding Core Excitonic Distortion

P.R. Batson

IBM Thomas .1, Watson Research Center
Yorktown Heights, New York 10598

With current instruments, we arc able to obtain very accurate soft x-ray core loss spectra
from small, well oriented regions of material. Interpretation at the 0.05-0.25 cV level
would obtain conduction band electronic structure information that was hcrctofor
unavailable. For instance, the absolute position of the conduction band edge in the SiGc
system can be measured to find hetcrojunction band offsets. The shape of the edge can
provide information on bi-axial strain splitting, and hydrostatic strain shifts in
conduction bands.

In order to interpret spectra with this accuracy, however, details of the high energy
scattering process need to be considered. When a core level electron is excited into the
conduction band, the resulting system is in an excited state which includes a core hole.
The final state has some excitonic character, as the excited electron settles into a state
which is influenced by this core hole. This has been dealt with in the photon absorption
experiment by extending the early work of Elliott on direct intcr-band excitations. In
the spatially resolved EELS experiment, the problem is further complicated by the
presence of the swift electron and trailing charge density wake. Normally, these
complications arc ignored, and EELS results arc directly comparable in the dipole limit
with the photon absorption results.

At some level of accuracy, this approximation would be expected to fail, and this has
been shown to be the case for deep core excitations. In the soft x-ray case, when the
excitation process is weak relative to the energy of the incident particle, we expect the
electron and photon case to give similar results. In semiconductors, when we arc
interested in electronic structure information, this is not the case. Then, the core exciton
is relatively weakly bound, leading to a large Wannicr final state. The binding energy of
this configuration is similar to the depth of the first wake potential minimum behind the
swift electron. This binding energy is also similar to the accuracy with which we wish to
measure the ground state conduction band configuration. Thus, we need to treat as
exactly as possible the excitation, the Wannier exciton, the swift electron, and the
trailing charge density wake.

The standard Elliott theory for excitonic distortion of an absorption edge can be
modified to include the swift electron and its associated charge density wake. Using a
simple model potential in parabolic co-ordinates, Elliott's effective mass Schrocdingcr
equation is exactly solvable for envelope functions which describe the occupation of
excited crystal Bloch states. A perturbation approach can then be used to include
important features of the wake which arc not reproduced well in the analytically solvable
model. The fleeting presence of the swift electron significantly affects the excitonic
distortion when the exciton is weakly bound. In addition, the trailing charge density
wake anisotropically distorts the final state envelope function. The excited state is found
to extend several tens of nanometers behind the swift electron.
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This approach has been used to understand differences between the energy loss and
photon absorption results for silicon, diamond, and SIOJ, which cover the range from
weakly to strongly bound core exeiton. Using the theory1 for silicon, we may (hen
interpret silicon results in the Gc,Si, _ , alloys. Systematic variations or the conduction
bands as a function or composition and strain may then be determined, The following
copies of slides illustrate the development and use of these ideas.

Figure 1. Description of the
Instrument

The HB50I has been somewhat
modified since it was first delivered,
about 10 years ago. The electrom
spectrometer is of the decelerating,
Wien Filter type. Energy analysis is
done at a 70eV pass energy. A CCD
array detector obtains a 6eV wide
window with a ISmeV bin size and
close to single electron counting,
Recently, operation was extended to
120 KV. This allows thicker
specimens, a greater beam current
due to improved gun optics, and a
higher spatial resolution through
improved objective lens parameters
and shorter elctron wavelength.
Currently, a practical spatial
resolution for EELS analysis in the
soft x-ray region is less than about
0.4 nm. In this operation, there is
still sufficient current to obtain
better than 0.1% statistical quality
at the Si Lj.i edge in a reasonable
time.
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Figure 2. Typical Si Core Loss
Results

When the Si L3 edge is obtained in
various thicknesss, an interesting
observation can be made: The fine f
structure disappears as the specimen 75
gets thinner with a length scale of <%
about hair the plasmon wavelength.

Figure 3. On the other hand, the
lateral sensitivity to the surface is
weak. The disappearance of the fine
structure when appraoching a
surface in the lateral direction
happens on a length seal similar to
the size of the probe. The
anisotropic sensitivity to surfaces
summarized in Figures 2 and 3 leads
one to wonder if the plasmon wake
may be influencing the scattering.

96 98 100 102 104 106 10B
Energy Loss (eV)
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Figure 4. Core Cxcitonic Distortion
in Diamond !n the past, EELS and
photon absorption have been
assumed to be identical in the dipole
limit. This Figure summarizes results
for the two cases, showing
unambiguously that the two results
are difTcrent. The differences suggest
that the core excitonic distortion is
different in te two cases.

290 295
Energy Loss (eV)
Doto 312 Ztro 308

300

O.AtftV JftllU

Figure 5. Description of the standard
core excitonic formulation. A
Wannier wavepacket is formed using
Bloch states as a basis. The
envelope function which describes
the extent of the wavepacket is
found as the solution of an "effective
mass Shroedinger" equation. The
scattering, normally given by
Fermi's Golden Rule, is modified by
terms corresponding to the bound
and continuum states of the effective
mass equation.

Core Excitonic Spectral Distortion
. (lUttt

- Excited tltctron got* into
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Figure 6. Brief description of
modifications to the standard theory
to produce an analytically solvable
problem which embodies some of
the features of the exciton in the
presence of the swiA electron and
trailing charge density wake. The
comparison table shows that both
the swift electron and the wake are
important for diamond; the swift
electron, only, is important for
silicon; and, in SiOj, even the swift
electron has little effect. These
analytical results are then used in a
Green's function Perturbative
appraoch to include important
features of the wake which are not
included in the analytically solvable
model

L

Figure 7. Comparison of results of
the theory' with experimental data.
The ideas here are able to reproduce
the trends that are observed.
However, it is not clear whether
other ideas may also be able to
achieve this. The time dependence
of the inelastic scattering, in
particular, has been treated very
crudely here. It is hoped that more
adequate theoretical treatment may
be forthcoming in the future.
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Figure 8, Application of this
interpretation to the G e ^ _ „ alloy
system. Here I have aligned the Ai
positions. Then we can observe the
rapidly downward shifting L, critical
point, until it moves through A, at
85% Ge. The data have been
background stripped and sharpened
to 0.25 eV. Finally, th« L3

contribution has been extracted. The
solid line is a mode) fit including
contributions from the A) (Li and
la), and A\ symmetry lines. Also, a
Gc-like saddle point has heen
included (labeled A( in the figure).
Then effects of the core excitonic
distortion are included as above to
fit the measured data.

0 1 2
Entrgy Above Ai (•V)
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ORGANIC ION IMAGING
USING SIMS

R. T. SHORT
P. J. TODD

W. M. HOLLAND

Analytical Chemistry Division
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Abstract

The primary goal of this project is to determine spatial distributions of targeted organic
compounds (e.g., drugs and their active metabolites), which exist at low concentration in complex
organic samples, such as biological tissue. An ion microprobe, based on secondary ionization
mass spectrometry (SIMS) has been developed for this purpose. The unique features of this
microprobe are its large field of view (ca, 1 cm diameter), the low primary ion flux (< 10u

ions/cm2), and the capability to obtain images using tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS). The
low primary ion dose reduces sample damage, and the MS/MS feature provides information
regarding secondary ion structure, in addition to the normal mass analysis. Consequently,
background from isobaric and isomeric ions can be virtually eliminated in ion micrographs.
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ORGANIC ION IAAGING BASED
ON ORGANIC SECONDARY IONIZATION

Ar*Xe* (A*H)*. A*.

7V7YSSS///S
A-ORGANIC

-ANO THE ABILITY TO FOCUS AND
RASTER PRIAARY ION BEAA
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GRID VERIFIES IMAGE

n

Spatial Resolution - 100 urn

• Field of View - 1.2 cm
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IMAGE OF A DIME
Dime shows field of view

A Static SIMS Image - Organic Monolayer

Ion Burn shows Damage
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A "Real" Biological Tissue

Mouse Brain Tissue on Al

• Ridges from blade chatter
• "Charging" effects - shadow
• Initial efforts show promise
• Electron beam
• Primary pulse
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DOG ADRENAL TISSUES WORK WELL

TOTAL ION IMAGE 184+ IMAGE

Adrenaline in Medulla
Tic Image Y+

orB < Y+
melal

Sample Prep Needed
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ORGANIC ION IMAGING MS/MS
SECONDARY

PRIMARY ION BEAM
ION BEAM

MSI

CAD

MS2

li
MS/MS

PC/AT
COMPARE TO REFERENCE
QUANTIFY/REMOVE NOISE
AT EACH POINT
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133+ MS/MS SPECTRA DIFFERENT

GLY + 4 lK4lK+

: K-GIYCEHOL
ADDUCT

16 66 116 166 216 266

ASP + W

L
* — * •

66

n-n
nS/IIS: MOTONftTED

ASFAMGINE

16 116 166 216 266

Use: m/z 41 for KCl
m/z 74 for Asp + H+
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MS/MS REDUCES ISOBARIC
INTERFERENCES

m/z 133

Cs+, (Gly + 41K)+

(Asp + H)+

m/z 133 -> m/z 74

(Asp + H)+
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Energy* Gap Effect in Stopping Power

Nestor R. Arista and Gregory Lapicki
Centre Atomico Bariloehe, Argentina

Fig. 1 The motivation for our study was a last-year Phys. Rev. Letter, titled "Observation of a
striking departure from velocity proportionality in low-energy electronic stopping", by Golser and
Semrad. The semiempirical fit of Andersen and Ziegler (1977) assumes S « v, '^when the
projectile velocity v, < 1 a.u. The later fit of Ziegler (1988) (from SCOFF '88 as given in TRIM '90]
is almost orthogonal to these data! For some unknown reasons, Ziegler's fit assumes S « vf"5!!
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RATIO
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Fig. 2. Ziegier revised his fits not just for stopping power in helium : fits for many other target
elements across the periodic table were changed quite significantly at low velocities (open circles
are for stopping power of 1 keV protons). New fits differ from the old ones even around the
stopping power maximum (closed circles). It could be interesting to see how the Werner Brandt
and Ady Mann comparison of density functional theory with the Andersen-Ziegler fit, ttiat was
mentioned yesterday by Pedro Echenique, would compare with the new fit of Ziegler. But this is
not the subject of our talk.
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Fig. 3. We calculate slopping power using the local density approximation. For p(r), we adopt
the model of Gertner et al. (1978), with density in the core of an atom given (based on a free-atom
DHFS calculations) analytically by Salvat et al. (1987). For the stopping number L, as a start, we
use the linear response theory results from the dielectric formalism by Lindhard and Winther
(1964). We have constructed analytical approximations above (u£uc) and below (u£uj ucs v,/vF,
the cut off ratio of the projectile to target's electron Fermi velocity above which plasma
oscillations set in. These approximations are within 2.5% for %2 s l/n-vF <1 i.e. which is
satisfied by overwhelming number of electrons and within 5% for lSjf-10 that is characteristic of
the electrons from the periphery of the atom, the region that becomes important in the very low-
velocity regime. We find that C, of Lindhard and Winther, conventionally approximated using
a=l /3 as dictated by a Taylor expansion of the real part of the dielectric constant, can be
approximated to within 2.5% for all x2 if a=0.43; the conventional choice of a=l /3 gives an
analytical C, that is lower than its numerical evaluation by as much as 20% for %2^1.

Our procedure: 1) replaces C, of linear response theory with a better function, 2) reduces
stopping power on the account of the energy gap by restricting the range of momentum transfer
as dictated by the kinematics of the collision.

There are treatments that incorporate the energy gap Ec into a dielectric constant. In our
approach, we stipulate that the main effect of the energy gap is to shrink the region of possible
energy and momenta transfers and henceforth to reduce the stopping power to zero since the
energy loss of less than Ec is impossible and the momentum transfer has to be greater than a
nonzero threshold momentum transfer.

Fig. 4. The kinematics of the collision involving an energy loss without the energy gap, in the
E—q plane, restricts such a collision to the region below the straight line of the maximum energy
transfer E=v,- q and between the E=q2/2 ± vF- q parabolas, for the forward and backward
scatterings. The energy gap Ec imposes a nonzero 0^,,= max(qo,q,). At low velocities q^,, = qt; as
the velocity increases (the slope of the E=Vf q rises), above a certain velocity qmin=q0- [Note that
this is the same threshold momentum transfer that Baragiola talked about in another context.]

As an example of calculating the stopping power with the energy gap, the transport cross sections
are evaluated in the 1st Born approximation and with an Yukawa scattering potential. To obtain
C,, which by its definition is the leading term of L in the low-velocity limit, we extract C, from
the transport cross section once v,/vF -» 0. Thus, we do not make here the Galileo-Zaremba
transformation to extend it to finite velocities.

IB
Fig. 5. In the Ec-»0 tq^-frO) limit, C, collapses to the first Born result [see Bonderup's lecture
notes (1978^1 ))• By a suitable redefinition of the screening parameter this first Born result can be
made essentially equivalent to the prediction of the Lindhard-Winther linear response theory. To
go beyond this theory in a perturbative manner and with a Yukawa potential, the 2nd Born C ? *
is devised with an account for the energy gap once the transport cross section is calculated from
the Dalitz (1951) expression for the scattering amplitude in this approximation and for such a
potential. In the Ec->0 (q^-^0) limit, C^ reduces to the formula that was recently derived by
Serensen (1990). Phase shift analysis leads to the transport cross section in a nonperturbative
and, of course, nonlinear manner. One can calculate this cross section with a model potential
subject to the satisfaction of the Friedel sum rule as it was done originally by Ferrell and Ritchie
(1977). [See Fig. 6]. A better, albeit more involved calculation, within the framework of nonlinear
response theory and phase shift construction, utilizes a self-consistent scattering potential as it
was done in the work of Echenique et al. (19813639). To incorporate the energy gap effect, we
have factored out CJt(jf!;Ec=O) from the numerical results of phase shift analyses and replaced it

with d?tf;Ec*0). These calculations, as is well known, converge to CJ6 in the x 2 - ^ limit and
also — for protons with Z,=1 —, in the x3-* ~ limit, to the universal C,=l/Z*f 7rV that is
independent of a chosen scattering potential.
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Fig, 6, Recipe for the transport cross section.
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>t

Fig.7. The Lindhard-Winther linear response theory without energy gap overestimates the
Golser-Semrad dau by orders of magnitude; nonlinear response theories without energy gap are
even higher.
(upper) 1st and 2nd Bom approximations with the energy gap are in good qualitative agreement
with the data.
flower) Enforcement of the Friede) sum rule within the framework of the second Born
approximation leads to a modified screening parameter and spoils somewhat the agreement seen
in the upper figure. The results of nonlinear phase shift analysis with an Yukawa potential are
even lower. They are, however, more reliable than the 2nd Bom calculation since a consistent
application of a perturbative treatment would require to go to higher-order approximations in
view of a nther large change from the 1st to the 2nd Bom approximation results.
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Fig. 9. Stopping power of protons in helium, using our procedures with 1) C, extracted from tlie
work of Echenique er al. and 2) limits on momentum transfers modified for the energy gap.
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Be. 10. Stopping power of protons in alumina. The date of Bauer et al. (1991) are compared
3 f c L semiempirical fit of Ziegler (1988) and our calculations using Q of Echemque«*]^
without energy gap. The variation in our calculations steins from uncertamty in the knowledge
oTTETthe effective number of valance electrons that contribute outside the atomic core to a
constant density throughout the solid A1& An account for the energy gap of t=c = 9eV lowers
ourcurves by only a few percents at 10 keV. Thus we find that the energy gap can be important
in cases but is of a lesser significance in solids. By contrast, the calculations of Arnau et al.
(1988) that incorporate the energy gap into a model formula for the dielectric constant, are
ZffiSSrSS!SSL and theirsteep v? fallout at low velocities, although consistent with a
similar velocity dependence for ionization obtained in the PWBA, is in a clear disagreement with
the experimental trend seen in this figure.
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Stopping Power Data Analysis

(Recent Barkas-effect and Additivity-effect Studies
with Bethe-Bloch Stopping Power Theory)

L. E. Porter
Washington State University

Pullman, WA 99164-1302, USA

Abstract

Two studies have been conducted in hopes of extracting from stopping power
measurements definitive values of various parameters characterizing modified
Bethe-Bloch stopping power theory. These analyses were performed on sets of
measurements of the stopping powers of inert gases for protons and alpha
particles, and of eleven halogenated hydrocarbons for the same projectiles.
Another study has focused on the importance of including the relativistic Barkas-
effect term in data analyses. Finally, an experiment to test an hypothesis
advanced at the 13th Werner Brandt Workshop, now nearly complete, should
shed light on the effects of alloy target sample preparation on observed stopping
power.
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I, Introduction

The measurement of stopping power is surely simple in principle, as
shown in Figure 1. However, there exist numerous discrepancies among
measurements for the same projectile-target combinations by different
experimental groups. The problem was described for gas targets in a review
paper just a decade ago1, and for a particular solid alloy target in a paper given
at the 13th Werner Brandt Workshop2.

Measurements in the projectile-energy interval of applicability of modified
Bethe-Bloch theory are analyzed in order to extract various parameters of the
theory, as set forth in ref. 2 and Figures 2.-3. Fits of data generally permit
determination of two parameters, and sometimes three. Success in this
endeavor hopefully will lead to correct interpolation and extrapolation so as to
preclude the necessity for exhaustive, comprehensive measurements.

One successful venture has been the calculation of the stopping power of
copper over several orders of magnitude in proton-projectile energy, fitting
superbly the data points from a notable tabulation3, as displayed in Figure 4.

II. Recent Projects

A recent study4 was devoted to appraisal of various formalisms for
calculation of the Barkas-effect correction, with the result that the Ashley, Ritchie,
Brandt approach5 provided by far the best agreement with published summaries
of proton and alpha particle stopping powers6. Hence this formalism5 has been
used in all subsequent analyses.

A project reported at the 13th Werner Brandt Workshop summarized ail
available measurements of the stopping power of Havar foil for light projectiles2.
An experiment was proposed to attempt to explain discrepancies among various
sets of measurements2- This experiment is now nearly complete. The resulting
data will undoubtedly become the hallmark set, because of both remarkable
internal consistency and consistency with expectations from modified Bethe-
Bloch theory.

A recent analysis7 of the measurements by G. Reiter el a], of the stopping
powers of the inert gases for protons and alpha particles8 has indicated that
these new measurements surely deserve inclusion in the world set of such data,
but that no special features exist to suggest that additional weight be given these
data. The measurements of G. Reiter el aj. of the stopping powers of eleven
halogenated hydrocarbons for protons and alpha particles*) have been analyzed
in the context of additivity in hopes of discovering systematics in extracted
parameters10- Results were generally consistent with additivity-based
predictions, but of limited value in ascertaining the desired systematics.

Most studies of the Barkas-effect correction term have focused on the low
velocity region, where the effect is relatively large. However, a relativistic
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Barkas-effect correction term also exists11, and the value of this term, nap/2
(where p is the relativistic velocity parameter and a is the fine structure constant),
relative to Lo becomes comparable to that of the low velocity correction term5

(also relative to Lo) at quite moderate projectile energies12. The proton energy
at which the relative values become equal is 20 MeV for a N2 target, 30 MeV for
an Al target, 50 MeV for a Cu target, and 60 MeV for a Ag target, as shown in
Figure 5. It should also be noted that the relative value of each term is very small
(from 0.04% for N2 to 0.07% for Ag). In the interest of consistency of approach,
in order to avoid the slightest chance of distorting the values of extracted
parameters, however, proper attention should be given when ensuring that all
appropriate terms of modified Bethe-Bloch theory have been included for
analyses of measurements.
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Figure 1, Measurement of Stopping Power

STOPPING POWER MEASUREMENT

Thin Foil AE = E f - £ 0

-> - £ - > ForS(E), E

Then S « £%-, where
M/A

M/A is the areal density.

Experiment: Simple in principle

Figure 2. Modified Bethe-Bloch Theory

STOPPING POWER

(S A

B = % (relativistic velocity parameter)

Z = target atomic number

A x target atomic mass

L * stopping number

2 = projectile atomic number

STOPPING NUMBER

I = mean excitation energy

me2 = rest energy of electron

8 * density effect correction

C « shell corrections
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Figure 3. Modified Bethe-Bloch Theory (Continued)

SHELL CORRECTIONS

C*ICj
i

C « VK CK(U2) + VLCL(H|_B2) + VMCL(HMR2) + VNCL(HNQ2 )

CK * K-shell correction

C L * L-shell correction (calculated by M. C. Walske)

Vj and Hj are scaling parameters

BARKAS EFFECT (Projectile - z3 Effect)

F - see Ashley, Ritchie and Brandt, Phys Rev Bfi, 2393 (1972), etc.

x - 40.2E/MZ . 18767 32/z, where

E * projectile energy in MeV,

M « projectile mass in amu, and

b = free parameter of formalism.

BLOCH EFFECT fProjectile-z* Effect)

- Rc[ y(l+iy)], where

y*zot/p, a =1/137, and

logarithmic derivative of the gamma function.
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Figure 5. Values of zL10. L2, and nap/2, each relative to Lo, for N2# Al, Cu, and Ag targets and proton energies from 1 to 350 MeV.
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CALCULATIONS Ol ELECTRON IONIZAT1ON CROSS SECTIONS FOR K, L
AND M SHELLS

Suichu Luo and David C. Joy *

EM Facility. The Univesity of Tennessee, Knoxville. TN 37996-0810
* and RT.M.L.Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge TN 37831

The ionization of atoms by electrons is a process of great importance in physics, because it is the
primary mechanism for energy loss of electrons in matter and for electron microanalysis. The theory
of the details of inelastic collisions between fast charged particles and an atoms was developed by
Bethe1 nearly sixty years ago. More recently Manson2 has used the Bethe theory to calculated
Generalized Oscillator Strengths(GOS) and hence cross sections for K and L shell excitations, while
Leapman et al.3 .Rez4 have used wave functions based on numerical solutions of the Schrodinger
equation to calculate both partial and total electron ionization cross sections for K and L shells. The
critical review on this subject by Powell5 compares various theoretical, semi- or emperical
formulations with experiments. Because the experiment work is difficult on an absolute scale, it is
preferable to use theoretical method to get the necessary cross section information.

We have calculated K, L (Lj and L23) and M (M j ^ 2 3 and M45) shell ionization cross sections
covering the entire periodic table and spanning the energy range from the critical ionization energy for
a particular element up to 100 keV using Hartree-Slater central self- consistent field model. The
calculation algorithm is essentially that described in Ref.3 but both exchange and correlation energy
effects have been included in the computations to ensure that the computed cross-sections are valid at
low overvoltage ratios, and relativistic corrections have also been included for accuracy at high incident
energies. By performing a complete, systematic set of calculations as has been done here a self
consistent table of cross-sections is obtained,which can then be more easily compared with
experimental data from a variety of sources to check its accuracy both in the relative and absolute
senses. In order to provide convenient access to this data some empirical formulae are derived,which

provide good quality fits to the computed results.

Theory

The theoretical calculated and discussed ionization cross section here assume the elements to be in
atomic form and treated on the basis of a single electron wave function undergoing a transition to the
continuum.In the Hartree model each electron is assumed to move independently of all other electrons
in a time-averaged electrostatic field produced by all the nuclei and all the other electrons.Inner shell
electrons have relatively large binding energies, the associated energy losses are typically some
hundreds of eV corresponding to the X-ray region. Because of this strong binding to the nucleus,
collective effects are generally unimprortant. Inner shell ionization can therefore be described to a good
approximation using a single-atom model.

The most important quantity in Bethe theory is GOS. GOS describes the transfored from a fast
electron. It is necessary to calculate the initial and final state wave functions of the core electron to
determine GOS.In Hartree-Slater method it is assumed that a central( spherically symmetric) field
within the atom, and the averaged exchange potential at point r is equal to the exchange potential for a
electron system whose total electronic charge density (both spins) is equal to that of the non-uniform
system in question at the point r6:

V c* c h«-6[3/(8jr) |p(r) |]1 / 3 (1)
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Thus, the averaged exchange potential is a function only of p(r). Similar to exchange potential it is
possible to have a description of the correlation energe which is valid for a wide range of densities".
The correlation formula proposed by Lindgren and Rosen( 1970)6 is used in the self-consistent atomic
potential.

r A o 3 0.081" 1 ,
- rk+ 3+ 4^ - - 5 7 - UJ

1/3
(3)

where a<, is the Bohr radius, p(r) is electron density.
The radial wave function v;(r) of the ground state and the final state ij>f(r) are obtained by solving

the radial Schodinger equation for a binding energy or a continuum energy E:

h" d" .., , l ( l+l)h"
- V(r) -^^—tr +

8mn" dr" 8mjr"r~
ip(r) - 0 (4)

where 1 is the angular momentum quantum number, V(r) is the sum of the nuclear coulomb potential,
the total electronic coulomb potential, the exchange potential and the correlation potential.

The Bethe differential cross section is:

d2q(E,q) 4;re2 J_ d fnl( E,q)
dEdq " m u 2 E q dE (5)

where

dUEtf m gm^E ! <B1, I ( i q T ) | n l > r - (6)

^ h"q-

is the GOS, e is the energy of an electron in the continuum, 1' is its angular momentum, n is the
principle quantum number of the bound subshell and 1 its angular momentum; q is the momentum
transfer, u is incident electron's velocity, E is the energy loss of incident electron.

The matrix elements of the GOS were determined by expanding exp(i q J ) in terms of spherical
Bessel functions jj(qr). Wigner 3-j coefficients were used to evaluate the integral

<e rl e x p ( i q T ) | n l > 2 - ( 21'+ 1 ) V (2A+1) I( ) | 2

L* 000

rvni(r)jx(qr)v£l.(r)dr (7)

we can have
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7TT"dq w

The limits on q can be given from the energy and momentum conservation. From the energy
conservation we have:

( En + me')" - (me")" + h~kA c~/47T (9)

( EQ + mc: - E ) : * (me2)2 + h2k? C:/4JT: (10)

where Ê  is incident electron beam energy, me2 is election rest energy, E is incident electron energy
loss. k,> and kx, the wave vectors of the incident electron before and after energy loss, can be obtained
from Eqs.9,10, Momentum conservation is incorporated to determine qmin and c ^

( 1 1 )

" V ko + k? +2

The tatal ionization cross sections are obtained by integrating differential cross section from binding
energy up to incident energy.

Results and discussions

The Haruee-Siater type potential with electron exchange energy has been proved to be adequate for
photoionizan'on calcuiations( Manson 1972) and electron ionization cross section calculations(Lepman
et al., 1980; Rez, 1984). The accuracy of theoretical calculations is of particular impotance inasmuch as
there is no enough experimental data on cross section. According to Manson's GOS calculations
(1972) using the same atomic model it is belived that the results of his paper should be accurate to at
least 20% at threshold down to within 10% well above threshold.

Our calculated data are in good agreement with other theoretical and experimental data. And we have
both nenrelattvistic and relativistic empirical formulas .which are in good agreement with the
calculated data. Typically discrepancy between our calculated data and empirical formulae data is
almost within 5% except when Z< 10 for K shell, 10% for LI and L23 shells and 15% for M shells.
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1. Introduction

In some cold fusion experiments, excess neutrons were

clearly observed during electrolysis of DjO by Pd cathodes,

though in many other experiments no excess neutrons were

observed.

Fractofusion mechanism is that D atoms are accelerated

by electric field inside cracks and that fusion reactions take

place during the penetration of such accelerated D atoms in

Pd. In spite of many theoretical investigation of fractofusion

mechanism, three important problems remain. One is the origin

and the quantity of electric field inside cracks in conductor.

Another is what are necessary conditions for fractofusion. The

third is whether so called cold fusion experiments are really

explained by fractofusion mechanism or not.

2. Electric potential in cracks in conductor

We have concluded that the electric field in cracks in

conductor, whose existence is experimentally confirmed, is due

to the contact charging at crack surfaces as a result of

different work functions between touching two grain surfaces.
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Tfie charge density G on rrack surfaces IF

6 = -Jf 4
w h e r e £ 0 J S t h e d i e l e c t r i c e t n s t « n : , d ss the shut d o w n

distance of tunneling current, and / .s the difference of work

f u n c t i o n s . T h e e l e c t r i c p o t e n t i a l ( V ) b e t w e e n t w o c r a c k

sur f a c e s is
6 ^

V = —7T~ (2)
to

where 1 is the width of crack. If we assume d=l(nm) and

^ = 0 . 5 ( e V ) , t h e n ^ =5.\10"3 (c/ma) . Thus

V = 5x10 1 (kV) <1< 1mm) (31

where 1 is in mm. Here we assumed that no discharge takes

place during the separation of two ffit:ing crack surfaces. Th'S

assumption is valid only when the pressure of gas in a crack

is less than 10* To.rr (no breakdown), the velocity of crack

propagation is more than 10* (m/s) (neglect of prebreakdown

current), and the electric resistance around a crack increases

to more than 10 £i> (neglect of current around a crack).

3. Conditions necessary for fractofusion

(n > Crnck generations at. grnin boundaries, (b) high

orientation angle of grains, (c) rapid crack formation, (d)

increase of electric resistance around cracks, (e) wider

cracks, and (f) many crack generations.

4. Are the cold fusion experiments really explained by

fractofusion mechanism?

A. Characteristics of cold fusion

The results of cold fusion experiments have three

qualitative characteristics. The first is that excess neutrons

were observed in only a few experiments while in many other
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experiments no excess neutrons were observed. The second is

that excess neutrons were observed often in bursts. The third

as that sometimes large deformation of Pd specimen coincides

wi th t h e e x c e s s n e u t r o n o b s e r v a t i o n . These t h r e e

c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s are explained by f ractofusion mechanism

successfully as follows. The f irst one is due to the existence

of many required condi t ions for f rac to fus ion . The second

character is t ic is explained as follows. Fractofusion occurs in

"cracks. When one crack is generated, some amount of fusion

e v e n t s t a k e p l a c e i m m e d i a t e l y a t o n c e . The t h i r d

character is t ic is explained as follows. When a Pd specimen is

deformed, many crocks are generated. This is the direct resul t

of fraetofusion.

B. Quantity of neutron yield

(1) Fusion yield by E (keV) D1" ion during the penetration

in Pd-D

Y - ^ Ixld" exp(-44.24/Jf)

(2) Electfir potential in a crack

E ^ 50 a a (keVI

a: grain size (mm)

exp<-2/a) /a

cm3 <a^-l mm

The comparison with the experimental data is shown in

table 1.
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